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About this report

This annual report covers the operations of three inter-related 
State Government entities — the Department of Planning, the 
Western Australian Planning Commission and Development 
Assessment Panels across Western Australia.

Each has separate enabling legislation and responsibilities, details 
of which are explained later in this document.

This report also presents a series of audited financial statements 
and performance indicators for the year ended 30 June 2013.

© State of Western Australia

Published by the
Department of Planning
Gordon Stephenson House
140 William Street
Perth WA 6000

Locked Bag 2506
Perth WA 6001

Published September 2013

website: www.planning.wa.gov.au
email: corporate@planning.wa.gov.au
tel: 08 655 19000
fax: 08 655 19001
National Relay Service: 13 36 77
infoline: 1800 626 477

Department of Planning owns all photography in 
this document unless otherwise stated.

This document is available in alternative formats 
on application to Communication Services.
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Letter of transmittal
(Statement of compliance)

Hon John Day MLA 
Minister for Planning; Culture and the Arts; Leader of the House

In accordance with section 61 of the Financial Management 
Act 2006, we submit for your information and presentation to 
Parliament, the Annual Report of the Department of Planning, 
the Western Australian Planning Commission and Development 
Assessment Panels for the year ended 30 June 2013.

The Annual Report has been prepared in accordance with the 
provisions of the Financial Management Act 2006, and any other 
relevant written law.

Eric Lumsden PSM 
Director General 
Department of Planning

and

Chairman 
Western Australian Planning Commission 
31 August 2013
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Executive summary
The year 2013 marks the 50th anniversary of the Metropolitan Region Scheme 
(MRS), a scheme that is the envy of capital cities in eastern Australia. Both 
a strategic and statutory planning instrument, the MRS, through a special 
Government-backed fund, has the ability to acquire and reserve land on behalf of 
the Government for roads, railways, high schools, regional parks and other public 
uses for the greater benefit of Western Australians.

It was a migrant-led population boom that sparked the development of the 
MRS. Since 1963 Perth’s population has grown from 590,200 to 1.7 million, with 
projections indicating that the city’s population will increase to 2.45 million by 
2031, 2.82 million by 2041 and 3.1 million by 2051. 

Managing such rapid growth has presented many demanding challenges for the 
Department of Planning and the Western Australian Planning Commission. These 
challenges exist not only in and around Perth, but in regional areas as well.

The 2012/13 operating year saw the release for public comment of a draft updated State Planning Strategy for 
Western Australia. An integral part of the State’s planning system, it is the Government’s strategic response to 
what lies ahead, reaching beyond land-use planning to place a priority on managing the impacts of population and 
economic growth. A copy of the draft State Planning Strategy can be downloaded via the Department’s website. 

One of the most significant planning projects undertaken in the State is the Strategic Environmental Assessment 
for Perth and Peel, which will, for the first time, provide a regional picture of valuable environmental sites as 
envisaged in the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwth) and the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986 (WA). The Department of Planning is leading the practical aspects of this project on behalf of 
the Department of the Premier and Cabinet. This seminal work will be published in 2014, along with supporting 
sub-regional structure plans and an urban consolidation plan.

During the year the first Directions 2031 and Beyond report card was released. Besides highlighting key areas of 
success, the report card indicated where further work is needed to manage the orderly growth of the metropolitan 
Perth and the Peel region over the next 20 years and beyond.
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Applications for construction projects on residential lots rose to 35,083 during 2012/13, representing a 26 per 
cent increase for the year. This could be attributed to three things: the State’s growing population, a rise in the 
demand for residential accommodation stimulated by home buyers responding to the current low interest rates 
for housing loans, especially in infill areas, and increasing investor confidence as markets continue to recover 
from the global financial crisis.

During the year 84 per cent of statutory planning applications were processed within statutory timeframes. This 
represents a four per cent improvement on the previous year. The departments of Planning and Housing, in 
conjunction with partners the Planning Institute of Australia, the Housing Industry Association and the Property 
Council of Australia, released The Housing We’d Choose: a study for Perth and Peel in May 2013, which 
provided a snapshot of current housing preferences and people’s willingness to trade off housing types to 
achieve other aspirations, such as preferred location.

This leads me to the residential design codes – R-Codes – which were amended during the operating year. This 
was done largely to clarify some provisions and add flexibility; but a highlight is an amendment to facilitate more 
ancillary dwelling (granny flat) developments in Western Australia. This reform recognised the practical problems 
associated with the existing restriction and was consistent with the Government’s target to make available 
20,000 new affordable homes by 2020.

The Department continued to advance its planning reform agenda during 2012/13, delivering greater clarity 
and consistency to policy requirements, improved timelines, better community planning outcomes while also 
reducing the cost of “red tape” associated with the production of land and housing.

During 2012/13 the Department progressed its review of the Planning and Development Act 2005, with a 
discussion paper expected to be released by the end of 2013 to facilitate further public stakeholder consultation.

Also, after its first year of operation, the Department reviewed the operation of the Development Assessment 
Panel (DAP) process. This included minor amendments to the DAP Regulations in early 2013, with further 
changes likely to be progressed in the latter half of 2013.

As part of the latest reform measures, changes to a range of statutory instruments were progressed during 
2012/13 to increase the fees for the WAPC, DAP and local government assessment processes.

The timely and efficient provision of appropriate infrastructure is a vitally important element of good planning. 
Consequently, I am pleased to report that during 2012/13 the Department and WAPC continued to strengthen 
the effectiveness of the Infrastructure Coordinating Committee (ICC) through its ICC Refocus Program.
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The ICC will take a more strategic approach to addressing infrastructure coordination challenges, including a 
whole-of-government approach to the prioritisation of major infrastructure investment; and the development of 
regional infrastructure frameworks.

Among the many planning initiatives underway by the Department and the WAPC during 2012/13 are the 
development of a district structure plan for the Burswood peninsula and land use planning to support the MAX 
light rail project. This approval has not yet been granted.

Overall, I am very pleased with my Department’s performance during 2012/13, and of its ongoing relationship 
with the WAPC. We will continue to seek further efficiencies in our operations to ensure that the State’s planning 
system continues to provide value for money for the Government and Western Australian taxpayers.

Finally, I extend my thanks to all the commissioners and board members of the Western Australian Planning 
Commission for their valued commitment in 2012/13, and to all members of the Department of Planning team 
for their sterling work and proactive support during the year.

Eric Lumsden PSM 
Director General 
Department of Planning

and

Chairman 
Western Australian Planning Commission
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 anniversary of the  
Metropolitan Region Scheme
Western Australia has a long and proud tradition in 
planning administration dating back to 1928 when the 
State’s first Town Planning and Development Act and 
the Metropolitan Town Planning Commission Act were 
proclaimed.

Over the next quarter of a century, the State progressed 
in a measured, yet unspectacular way. That was until the 
early 1950s when a post-World War II development boom 
began to kick-in.

Politicians of the day noticed that Perth was expanding 
at such a rapid rate that they recognised the need for 
something beyond a basic town plan for the broader 
metropolitan area. They wanted a wide-encompassing 
regional plan to cater for migrant-led population growth in 
support of diverse industrial expansion including plans for 
the State’s first oil refinery at Kwinana.

The Western Australian Government insisted on engaging 
a professional planner of the highest order to oversee the 
task, and in January 1953, Professor Gordon Stephenson 
from the University of Liverpool arrived in Perth, initially 
for three months, as a consultant to assist with the 
preparation of a regional plan for the metropolitan area of 
Perth and Fremantle.

In developing his visionary planning blueprint, Stephenson 
partnered with newly appointed Town Planning 
Commissioner of Western Australia, Alister Hepburn, who 
was recruited from New South Wales.

50th

Metropolitan Region Scheme 1963
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The Stephenson-Hepburn team eventually produced 
a report titled Plan for the Perth Metropolitan Region: 
Perth and Fremantle, which was published in September 
1955. It took another eight years before the statutory 
Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) was enacted in 
October 1963, supported by the Metropolitan Region 
Town Planning Scheme Act 1959 and the Metropolitan 
Improvement Tax Act 1959.

Now, in the 50th anniversary year of the MRS, the need 
for a coordinated planning approach for an expanding 
metropolitan area remains a priority. The demand 
for well-positioned residential and industrial estates 
serviced by logical regional transport corridors, with 
appropriate reserves of public open space, continues to 
this day.

Gordon Stephenson was astonishingly accurate in 
predicting that Perth’s population would grow from 
360,000 in 1955 to 1.4 million in 2000, and he correctly 
foreshadowed freeways that would complement other 
public transport systems, which in happening now along 
the Mitchell and Kwinana freeways. He also identified 
the site for a new stadium at Burswood to cater for 
80,000 to 100,000 spectators, and, as a lasting legacy, 
he proposed the reservation of large areas of parkland to 
balance the environment.

While Stephenson forecast the need for major industrial 
areas such as Kwinana and Kewdale, he anticipated 
180,000 people would work in the central business 
district by the year 2000, yet we have exceeded this by 
twice as much.

However, with a shift towards compact inner-city living, 
with the support of developments such as the Elizabeth 

A 1963 image of Perth, one year after the British 
Commonwealth and Empire Games were staged in the 
State’s capital city.

The modern skyline of the Perth CBD with the Perth Arena 
in the bottom right corner. 
Photo by courtesy of the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority.
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Quay waterfront project, the Perth-Northbridge City Link 
project, and the Riverside project on the east side of the 
city, Stephenson’s vision of a vibrant CBD and a growing 
inner-city workforce will eventually be proved correct.

Operating both as a strategic and statutory planning 
instrument, the MRS is the envy of cities in eastern 
Australia. The funding behind the MRS gives the 
Western Australian Planning Commission the ability to 
reserve and progressively acquire and consolidate land 
on behalf of the State Government for roads, railways, 
high schools, regional parks and other public uses – in 
many cases, decades ahead of need.

Since 1963 the MRS has been amended more than 
1,200 times (for a range of land uses including, urban, 
industrial, roads and parks and recreation), with about 
25,000 hectares of land being acquired in the public 
interest.

Fifty years is a grand milestone in the life of a planning 
instrument that was created with vision and forethought 
and which still serves the city well today.

The combined 2012/13 Metropolitan Region  
Scheme and Peel Region Scheme maps.
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The year’s highlights
•	 The updated draft State Planning Strategy (SPS) was released in December 2012. 

This substantial document, prepared by the Department of Planning on behalf of the 
Western Australian Planning Commission, attracted more than 130 responses from 
State Government agencies, local councils, environmental groups, welfare groups, 
the private sector and individuals. 

•	 Residential design codes – known as R-Codes – were amended to, among other 
things, facilitate more ancillary accommodation “granny flat” developments 
in Western Australia. The Government has set a target to make available to the 
marketplace 20,000 new affordable homes by 2020. 

•	 The 2012/13 operating year saw a 26 per cent increase in the number of 
applications for subdivision on residential lots in Western Australia. 

•	 The Department’s Pilbara Region Planning Program identifies 13 projects that 
could improve community facilities, stimulate a more diverse economy and build 
social opportunities for the expanding Pilbara towns of Karratha, Port Hedland and 
Newman. 

•	 32 submissions were received regarding an MRS amendment to reserve land for the 
Perth–Darwin highway. 

•	 The corridor framework for one of Perth’s most congested traffic routes, 
Scarborough Beach Road, was finalised in June 2013. For the first time the 
Department used online and smartphone communication to generate feedback 
about the project, which demonstrated the Department’s commitment to finding 
better ways of consulting with the community. 

•	 The Department began reviewing 600 submissions for the rationalisation of the 
Stirling Highway reservation, along one of the busiest and most contentious 
arterials roads in the Perth metropolitan area. 

See page 55 for more details.

See page 31 for more details.

See page 47 for more details.

See page 32 for more details.

See page 33 for more details.

See page 35 for more details.

See page 67 for more details.
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•	 The Department began preparing a planning framework for a future  
light rail corridor to optimise the transport, land use and urban design interface 
along a proposed 22 kilometre Stage One route in Perth. 

•	 Results of a Perth/Peel housing study were released, with most respondents rating 
easy access to (not necessarily close proximity to) work as being very important 
to them. People were also prepared to have smaller properties if it meant that they 
could live in their preferred location. 

•	 A discussion paper on strategic planning for the Swan Valley attracted  
163 submissions. 

•	 The first report card evaluating the implementation of the Directions 2031 and 
Beyond strategy was released. 

* See Report on operations on page 27 for more information on these and other 
projects and initiatives funded by the Department of Planning and the Western 
Australian Planning Commission.

Other details at a glance 

2011/12 2012/13

Number of subdivision applications received 1,855 2,099

Number of development applications received 492 572

Number of strata title applications received 1 3

Number of survey of strata applications received 1,070 1,568

Number of vacant strata applications received 16 31

See page 30 for more details.

See page 43 for more details.

See page 57 for more details.

See page 58 for more details.
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Significant issues and trends 

Significant issues impacting on the Department of Planning

•	 Western Australia continues to experience population growth rates far higher than the national average with a growth 
rate of 3.5 per cent as at December 2012 (Australian Bureau of Statistics). This places enormous pressure on the State 
Government to deliver infrastructure and services. The Department has a critical role in ensuring there is a ready supply 
of land available to meet demand for housing and industry while advising Government on how best to make use of its 
resources as economic and social infrastructure is spatially delivered throughout the State.

•	 During 2012/13, a draft State Planning Strategy was released to help Western Australia plan for the future opportunities 
and challenges it is likely to face. The State Planning Strategy, first published in 1997, is an integral part of the State’s 
planning system designed to inform planning and development decisions throughout Western Australia. This strategy 
seeks to better anticipate, adapt to and manage the drivers of change most likely to influence the future growth and 
development of the State.

Minister for Planning John Day MLA launching the draft State Planning Strategy. Director General Eric Lumsden PSM and  
Minister John Day MLA with the draft State Planning 
Strategy.
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•	 Development pressures must be accommodated in the context of State and Commonwealth environmental legislation. 
A focus in 2013/14 is the completion of a strategic assessment for the Perth and Peel regions to manage matters of 
national environmental significance under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. This is 
a highly significant project aimed at enabling future growth while maintaining environmental assets and outcomes. The 
Department is playing a key role in integrating planning elements of the project, which is led by the Department of the 
Premier and Cabinet.

•	 Matters of State significance have been progressed in 2012/13 as part of the Government’s commitment to planning 
reform. State planning policies relating to coastal planning and rural land and agriculture were reviewed. In 2013/14 a 
State planning policy will be developed to implement the recommendations and findings of the review in the report titled  
A Shared Responsibility - The Report of the Perth Hills Bushfire February 2011 Review.

•	 In 2012/13, the electronic lodgement function for Form 1C Plan and Diagram (Deposited Plan) Fee was deployed 
resulting in further improvements in processing times of subdivision clearances and providing significant benefits to 
industry through reduced land holding costs. A significant priority in 2013/14 will be the delivery of automated systems for 
subdivision applications, which will result in the electronic management of lodgement, referral, assessment and decision 
stages of all subdivision processes. Similarly, the electronic management of structure planning processes will also be 
deployed in 2013/14. The Department will focus on converting major statutory planning processes from their current 
paper based systems to electronic systems.

•	 The Urban Development program coordinates and promotes the development of serviced land in a sustainable and timely 
manner for the guidance of State infrastructure agencies, public utilities, local governments and the private sector. The 
program tracks land demand and supply as well as proposes development and infrastructure in Western Australia’s major 
urban centres to promote a more effective use of land, better staging of development and giving priority to infrastructure 
investment to support urban growth.

•	 The Department’s research is underpinned by the Western Australia Tomorrow suite of publications which are based on 
demographic modelling that supports decision making related to key public services. The next population forecast will be 
released in 2014 with modelling and research already underway to support this. 

•	 The Department continues to identify efficiencies in its operations to ensure the State’s planning system provides value 
for money for taxpayers and those applicants whose applications are funded on a cost recovery basis. 
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Significant issues impacting on the  
Western Australian Planning Commission 

•	 The Commission is the statutory authority with statewide responsibilities for urban, rural and regional land use planning 
and land development matters. The Commission responds to the strategic direction of government and is responsible 
for the strategic planning of the State. This presents many challenges in a growing State to ensure orderly planning and 
timely responses to strategic requirements.

•	 The Commission is commencing a second tranche of planning reforms which builds on the 2009 commitments 
expressed in Planning Makes It Happen, a blueprint for planning reform. These reforms are aimed at delivering greater 
clarity and consistency of policy requirements, improved timelines, and better community planning outcomes and 
reducing regulatory compliance costs.

•	 Model subdivision conditions were released by the Commission in October 2012. Model conditions reduce the assessing 
time of subdivision applications by providing a standardised set of tested and agreed conditions, as well as providing 
advice to the Department of Planning (DoP) in its role supporting the Commission. Model subdivision conditions should 
also be used by referral agencies as the basis for referral advice. 

•	 The Residential Design Codes (R-Codes) have been reformed with the recent gazettal of updated R-Codes. The purpose 
of the R-Codes is to provide a comprehensive basis for the control of residential development throughout Western 
Australia. One of the major changes is the removal of the requirement for the occupants of “granny flats” to be a relative 
of the main householder and an increase in the floor space allowed for such developments. This will provide greater 
housing choice for people and unlock a range of housing options in the suburbs. 

•	 The Commission is responsible for acquiring land for public purposes under the Metropolitan, Peel and Greater Bunbury 
Region Schemes. An increasing number of land compensation claims are creating significant financial issues for the 
Commission, particularly in the Peel and Greater Bunbury Region Schemes areas.

•	 The Commission owns significant landholdings in the metropolitan area that are reserved for a variety of purposes, 
including conservation. As the role of the Commission is that of an interim land manager, the identification of end 
managers to take management of these areas is an ongoing task.

•	 The Commission is currently identifying those parcels of land it holds which are no longer required for public purposes. 
These will be progressively prepared and developed over the current budget and across the forward estimates period, 
with the private sector playing a key role in this process. 
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About us

Department of Planning — who we are, what we do

The Department of Planning is made up of more than 480 employees from a diversity of 
backgrounds. Most are based at the Department’s head office in Perth, while other support comes 
from staff at Whiteman Park and regional offices located at Broome, Karratha, Geraldton, Mandurah, 
Bunbury and Albany.

The Department provides professional and technical expertise, administrative services, and 
resources to advise the Western Australian Planning Commission and the Minister for Planning, 
and implements decisions relating to the planning and development of communities throughout the 
State.

The Department also provides considerable assistance to the public with:

•	 advice and assistance on land use planning;

•	 local government structure planning;

•	 the processing of statutory approvals for subdivision, strata title and development applications;

•	 the assessment of local planning schemes and scheme amendments;

•	 management of reserved land held under the region schemes; and

•	 the review of region planning schemes.
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Director General Eric Lumsden PSM

Office of the
Director General

Strategic Corporate
Support

Governance and 
People Services

Regional Planning
and Strategy

Perth and Peel
Planning

Strategy Policy and 
Projects

Executive Support
Assistant  
Director General
Neil Thomson

Executive Director
Vacant

Executive Director
David Saunders

Executive Director
Sue Burrows

Executive Director
Anne Hill

Independent 
Planning Reviewer

Executive Support Executive Support Executive Support Executive Support Executive Support

Financial Services
Governance and 
Corporate Planning

Northern Regions
Metro Planning 
North East

Strategic and Policy

Information 
Services

Process 
Improvement

Central Regions
Metro Planning 
North West

Projects and 
Programs

Information 
Management

Customer Services Wheatbelt Region
Metro Planning 
Central

Internal Audit People Services South West Regions
Metro Planning 
South East

Property Services
Legislative and 
Legal Services

Metro Planning 
South West

Strategic Business 
Unit

Ministerial and
Parliamentary 
Services

Peel Planning

Strategic Property 
Unit

Communications
Operational Policy
Coordination

Mapping and
Geospatial Data

Schemes and 
Amendments

Whiteman Park
Planning 
Administration

Organisation chart as at 30 June 2013

NB: Governance and People 
Services is managed jointly by the 
Director General and the Assistant 
Director General.
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Western Australian Planning Commission  
— who we are, what we do

The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) comprises a Chair and 16 
members, representing industry, government and the community. Together, they respond 
to the strategic direction of government on urban, rural and regional land-use planning, as 
well as other land development matters throughout Western Australia.

The Commission operates with the support of the Department of Planning, which 
provides professional and technical expertise, administrative services, and resources to 
advise the Commission and implement its decisions.

The Commission has a broad range of responsibilities, including:

•	 advising the Minister for Planning on land use and land development, legislation 
reform and local planning schemes;

•	 making statutory decisions on a range of planning application types;

•	 the preparation and implementation of the State Planning Strategy to provide a vision 
for the future development of Western Australia;

•	 the preparation and amendment of State planning policies;

•	 integrated land-use planning for the coordinated provision of transport and 
infrastructure for land development;

•	 the preparation and review of region schemes to cater for anticipated growth;

•	 monitoring and forecasting land supply throughout the State and developing 
strategies to ensure the timely supply of affordable residential land; and

•	 undertaking research and developing planning methods and models relating to land 
use planning, land development and associated matters.

•	 Compensating affected landowners and acquiring land for public requirement 
reservations in region planning schemes.

Biographies of the Chairman and 
individual members of the WAPC 
can be found in Appendix 2  
(page 92). A list of WAPC 
committees can be found in 
Appendix 3 (page 98).
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Development Assessment Panels  
— who they are and what they do

Development Assessment Panels (DAPs), which commenced operating from 1 July 2011, were set 
up as part of the State Government’s commitment to streamline and improve the planning approvals 
process in Western Australia.

A total of 15 DAPs operate across the State — nine in regional centres and six in the metropolitan 
area. The panels, comprising a mix of technical experts and local government representatives, 
operate with powers to determine applications for development approvals in place of the relevant 
decision-making authority.

The introduction of DAPs in Western Australia has significant benefits for local governments, the 
development industry, landowners, the general community and other stakeholders. They aim to 
improve the planning system by providing more transparency, consistency and reliability in decision 
making on complex development applications.

Under the Planning and Development (Development Assessment Panel) Regulations 2011, each 
development assessment panel (DAP) can determine development applications that meet set type 
and value thresholds as if it were the responsible authority under the relevant planning instrument, 
such as the local planning scheme or region planning scheme. The DAP regulations state that 
DAP applications cannot be determined by local government or the Western Australian Planning 
Commission.

The role of DAP members is to determine development applications within a certain type and value 
threshold through consistent, accountable, and professional decision-making.

There are two different types of DAPs:

Local Development Assessment Panels

A local development assessment panel (LDAP) only has one local government within its boundary 
area. An LDAP is established to service a single local government, where it is deemed to be a high-
growth local government with enough development to support its own DAP. There is currently only 
one LDAP, for the City of Perth.
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Joint Development Assessment Panels

Joint development assessment panels (JDAPs) are established to service two or more local 
governments. There are 14 JDAPs in Western Australia. For more details about metropolitan  
and regional DAPs can be found online at http://daps.planning.wa.gov.au.

Member nominations

As the initial two year appointments of all Development Assessment Panel members expired on  
26 April 2013, an Expression of Interest was advertised in December, 2012 for nominations of 
specialist members. The recommendations for specialist members to the Development Assessment 
Panels have been submitted to the Minister for Planning. Nominations for local government 
members to the Development Assessment Panels have also been submitted to the Minister  
for Planning.
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Our operating environment
With a strong economy and rapidly growing population, the demand for land in Western Australia 
continues to be strong. Careful land-use planning for a sustainable future therefore remains critical.

Our vision

Our vision is “planning makes a difference for Western 
Australia by shaping sustainable communities”.

This is being done through leadership and stewardship, 
with a focus on:

•	 State strategic policy development

•	 Planning communities for the future

•	 Facilitating private and public investment

•	 Regulation and education.

Strategic goals

Building partnerships: by strengthening our leadership 
capability through managed partnerships and services, 
we will enhance our relationships to assist in achieving 
our vision and the outcomes of our customers and partner 
organisations 

Planning: by improving the planning system and delivering 
plans that more efficiently meet changing community 
demands, we will be supporting the development of 
effective local communities.

Regulation: by improving the efficiency of legislated 
frameworks and supporting regulations, we will be adding 
value to our communities.

Governance: by improving management systems and 
promoting high participation and leadership at all levels, we 
will ensure accountability, good governance and financial 
sustainability.

Furthermore, the Department and the Western Australian 
Planning Commission are committed to the highest 
standards of governance — managing our people, 
managing our resources and managing our relationships, 
as befits an organisation striving for best practice in all that 
it does.
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Our stakeholders

As well as the Minister for Planning, the Premier and State 
Parliament, the Department of Planning, the Western 
Australian Planning Commission and Development 
Assessment Panels interact with numerous stakeholders. 
They include local governments, town planning 
consultants, property developers, builders and architects, 
State and federal government agencies, environmental 
groups, community groups, and individual land owners and 
their legal representatives.

Shared responsibilities with  
other agencies

The Western Australian Planning Commission has common 
interests with a number of statutory authorities, such as the 
Environmental Protection Authority, the Heritage Council 
and the Swan River Trust, among others.

The Department of Planning, in its role assisting with land 
use and land development, coordinates with a wide range 
of State agencies and State enterprises across numerous 
portfolios.

During 2012/13, both the Department and the Commission 
continued to foster relationships with local, State and 
federal government agencies through various programs 
and community networks.

Stakeholders associated with the planning industry represent many walks of life – local governments,  
top-end land developers through to these potential young property owners enjoying life in downtown Margaret 
River in the State’s South West.
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Enabling legislation

Department of Planning

The Department of Planning was established under section 
35 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.

Western Australian Planning 
Commission

The Western Australian Planning Commission was 
established under section 7 of the Planning and 
Development Act 2005. 

Development Assessment Panels

Development Assessment Panels were established under 
Part 3 of the Approvals and Related Reforms (No.4) 
(Planning) Act 2010. Commonly known as the 2010 
Amendment Act it contains a number of amendments to 
the Planning and Development Act 2005.

Also relevant are the Planning and Development 
(Development Assessment Panels) Regulations 2011.

Responsible minister

Both the Department of Planning 
(incorporating Development Assessment 
Panels) and Western Australian Planning 
Commission are responsible to the 
Minister for Planning; Culture and the Arts, 
Leader of the House, the Hon John Day 
BSc BDSc MLA.
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Legislation administered

Department of Planning 

The Minister for Planning, principally assisted by the Department of 
Planning, is responsible for the administration of the following Acts:

•	 Planning and Development Act 2005 

•	 Planning and Development (Consequential and Transitional 
Provisions) Act 2005

•	 Fitzgerald Street Bus Bridge Act 1991 

•	 Forrest Place and City Station Development Act 1985 

•	 Hope Valley-Wattleup Redevelopment Act 2000 

Western Australian Planning Commission

The Western Australian Planning Commission exercises the 
functions and powers given to it under the Planning and 
Development Act 2005.

The Western Australian Planning Commission is responsible for 
and has decision-making functions under the following region 
planning schemes and processes; and strategic and statutory 
planning through the State:

•	 Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax Act 1959 

•	 Metropolitan Region Scheme (Fremantle) Act 1994 

•	 Perry Lakes Redevelopment Act 2005 

•	 Port Kennedy Development Agreement Act 1992 

•	 Road Closure Acts (various) 

•	 Swan Valley Planning Act 1995. 

•	 Metropolitan Region Scheme

•	 Peel Region Scheme

•	 Greater Bunbury Region Scheme.

Development Assessment Panels

Development Assessment Panels exercise the functions and 
powers given to it under:

•	 The Planning and Development Act 2005

•	 The Planning and Development (Development 
Assessment Panels) Regulations 2011.
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The city of Perth with the Burswood peninsula in the foreground.
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Report on operations

Performance management framework

Contribution to government goals 

The Western Australian Government has five goals that 
guide the development of polices, programs and services 
within its agencies. These are:

Government Goal Description

Goal # 1 
State Building – major projects

Building strategic infrastructure that will create jobs 
and underpin Western Australia’s long-term economic 
development.

Goal # 2 
Financial and economic responsibility

Responsibility for managing the State’s finances through 
the efficient and effective delivery of services, encouraging 
economic activity and reducing regulatory burdens on the 
private sector.

Goal # 3 
Outcome based service delivery

Greater focus on achieving results in key service delivery 
areas for the benefit of all Western Australians.

Goal # 4 
Stronger focus on the regions

Greater focus on service delivery, infrastructure investment 
and economic development to improve the overall quality of 
life in remote and regional areas.

Goal # 5 
Social and economic responsibility

Ensuring that economic activity is managed in a socially 
and environmentally responsible manner for the long-term 
benefit of the State. 
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Our services and their contribution to Government goals 

Western Australian Planning Commission

The Western Australian Planning Commission contributes to each of the State 
Government goals in general but in particular to goal #1 by delivering one desired 
outcome, which is achieved through the delivery of three services.

Department of Planning

The Department of Planning contributes to each of the State Government goals in 
general but in particular to goal #3 by delivering two desired outcomes, each achieved 
through a service.

WAPC Service
Statutory Planning Desired Outcome

Land use planning and land 
use implementation strategies 
to guide the State’s long-term 
urban settlement and economic 
development.

Government Goal
State Building – Major Projects
Building strategic infrastructure that 
will create jobs and underpin Western 
Australia’s long-term economic 
development.

WAPC Service
Strategic Planning

WAPC Service
Asset Management

DoP Service 
Integrated land and 
infrastructure policy 
development.

Government Goal
Outcome Based Service Delivery
Greater focus on achieving results 
in key service delivery areas for the 
benefit of all Western Australians.

Desired Outcome
Integration of land systems 
that facilitates economic 
development.

Desired Outcome
Accessibility to serviced land and 
infrastructure.

DoP Service 
Land accessibility 
planning and policy
development.

During 2012/13 both the 
WAPC and Department of 
Planning continued working on 
a joint review of their current 
outcome structures and 
corporate key performance 
indicators (KPIs). The outcome 
structures and corporate KPIs 
are being reviewed to facilitate 
a greater understanding of the 
distinction between WAPC and 
departmental outcomes, with 
the aim of reporting against 
new corporate KPIs in the 
future.
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Development Assessment Panels

The 15 Development Assessment Panels (DAPs) that operate in metropolitan and regional Western 
Australia contribute to Government goal #3 with a focus on achieving results in key service delivery 
areas for the benefit of all Western Australians. DAPs panels are responsible to the Minister 
for Planning, with support coming from the Department of Planning. An overview of the DAPs 
application process can be found online at http://daps.planning.wa.gov.au

Services provided by the Department of Planning

During 2012/13 the Department of Planning provided many services on behalf of the WAPC, which 
can be categorised into:

Service 1: Integrated land and infrastructure policy development; and

Service 2: Land accessibility planning and policy development.

Service 1:  
Integrated land and infrastructure policy development

The following initiatives were facilitated by the Department of Planning during the 2012/13  
operating year:

Metro Area Express (MAX) Planning Framework

In conjunction with the Department of Transport and affected local government authorities, the Department began 
preparing the Metro Area Express (MAX) Planning Framework. The framework will provide a consistent vision across 
the future light rail corridor to optimise the transport, land use and urban design interface along the proposed 22 
kilometre stage-one route. The document will identify opportunities for redevelopment, intensification and infrastructure 
improvements to maximise the community’s access to public transport and amenity. While a non-statutory instrument, the 
framework will guide the WAPC and local government’s decision-making on planning initiatives, as well as inform future 
investment by the public and private sectors. Public consultation on the Planning Framework is anticipated at the end of 
the 2013.
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Residential Design Codes Review

In 2012/13, the Department finalised a review of the Residential Design Codes (R-Codes). The review follows an 
amendment to the R-Codes in 2010 to incorporate provisions for multi-unit housing development. The Department, with 
assistance from external specialist advisers, progressed the review of the R-Codes to address operational and substantive 
issues identified with the existing policy. The review involved extensive stakeholder consultation concerning proposed 
amendments.

Key issues canvassed during public consultation included the 
relationship of the R-Codes to subdivision and building control; 
aged persons housing, ancillary accommodation (granny flats); 
overshadowing; parking concessions; use and format of detailed area 
plans and local planning policies; administration and interpretation.

A total of 108 written submissions were received, from a mix of 
stakeholders from State, local government, community and industry 
sectors. Submissions raised a wide range of differing comments, 
issues and views. 

Amended R-Codes were announced on 3 June 2013 and will take 
effect upon gazettal on 2 August 2013. The R-Codes will contribute 
to the Government’s target of making available to the marketplace 
20,000 new affordable homes by 2020. 

Perth Convention Precinct

During 2012/13 the Department of Planning, along with key stakeholders, provided advice to Government on future 
opportunities for the Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre. The Perth Convention Precinct is strategically important 
to the city, being a major hub of convention, tourism and transport activity. With the development of Elizabeth Quay 
and growth of the central business district generally, the visitation and exposure of the precinct will continue to gain 
momentum. Future opportunities include associated uses, as well as key improvements to ensure the precinct adequately 
integrates with the surrounding city fabric.

A review of the R-Codes will see greater scope for 
developers to include granny flats on established 
properties.
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Canning Bridge Precinct Vision

Since the release of the Canning Bridge Precinct Vision in June 2011, the Department continued working with the cities of 
Melville and South Perth and the Department of Transport towards establishing the next level of detail in planning for the 
precinct, via the preparation of an Activity Centre Structure Plan. These partners agreed to contribute funding towards the 
cost of the project and organise project governance. 

During 2012/13 the project undertook a range of background technical studies and reports, consulted and engaged with 
the community and stakeholders, and made substantial progress towards drafting a concept plan as a precursor to the 
draft structure plan. During the remainder of 2013 it is intended the concept plan will be completed and the community 
and stakeholders will be engaged further. A draft structure plan will be prepared, released for public comment and 
finalised during 2014.

Pilbara Cities Vision

The end of the 2012/13 year saw the conclusion of the first phase of the Department’s Pilbara Region Planning Program. 
The Program has, over a two-year period, undertaken significant planning research into the Pilbara by focusing on 
developing strategies to realise the growth and economic diversity identified in the Pilbara Cities Vision.

The vision saw the potential to expand the population of Karratha 
and Port Hedland to 50,000 each and Newman to 15,000 by 2035. It 
suggested that economic diversification would support such growth.

Before the Pilbara Cities Vision, there was a perception that rapid 
growth in the Pilbara would only come from ongoing exploration, 
production and processing of the region’s vast mineral and gas 
deposits. Planning and development implications of this growth were 
not fully comprehended in terms of just what it would take to reach 
the vision. 

The Program identified 13 projects that would provide clear directions 
to Government as to how to deliver improved community facilities, 
a diverse economy and social opportunity. Several projects have 
already started with the majority completed by the end of June 2013.

As part of the Pilbara Cities Vision, the township of 
Newman is expected to grow in the years ahead, 
hosting a population of 15,000 by 2035.
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Perth–Darwin Highway

The Perth–Darwin National Highway is an important link in the State and national road network, enhancing transport 
efficiencies between Perth, the north-west of Western Australia and the Northern Territory. 

During 2012/13 the Department proceeded with the Metropolitan Region Scheme amendment process to reserve land for 
the future Perth–Darwin National Highway between Maralla Road in Bullsbrook and Great Northern Highway in Muchea.

The amendment was advertised for public comment from July to October 2012. In consultation with Main Roads Western 
Australia, the Department is considering the 32 submissions received and will provide recommendations to progress with 
the seven requested public hearings later in 2013.

Mandurah Central Revitalisation Strategy

During 2012/13 the Department of Planning, on behalf of the State Government, contributed $597,959 towards the cost of 
purchasing land and works required for the revitalisation of the Mandurah central area. This takes the State Government 
contribution to the project so far to $2.75 million.

Completed under joint funding arrangements, the 2012/13 expenditure was part of the Government’s contribution towards 
the cost of purchasing land required for the extension of Tuckey Street and works undertaken by the City of Mandurah 
along Mandurah Terrace. Both projects are part of the implementation of the Mandurah Central Revitalisation Strategy.

Murdoch Planning Framework

In November 2012 the Department released a draft structure plan for the 
Murdoch activity centre for public comment. The draft Murdoch Specialised 
Activity Centre Structure Plan aims to take advantage of the significant number 
of government and private institutions located in the area, providing a clear 
vision for the centre’s future development. The combination of Murdoch 
University, Challenger Institute of Technology, St John of God Hospital and the 
new Fiona Stanley Hospital – all located in close proximity – will help Murdoch 
achieve its potential to become one of the largest activity centres outside the 
Perth CBD.

The structure plan is consistent with the State Government’s Directions 
2031 and Beyond strategy, and will help meet the employment and housing 
targets identified for the Murdoch area. It is anticipated that the area could 
accommodate up to 35,000 employees, 22,000 residents and 43,000 students.

The structure plan will be finalised in late 2013.

Fiona Stanley Hospital is part of what 
will be one of the largest activity centres 
outside the Perth CBD.
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Draft Burswood District Structure Plan

The purpose of the Burswood District Structure Plan is to provide a strategic framework for the coordination and 
implementation of major development initiatives across the Burswood Peninsula. The vision is to create a vibrant and 
sustainable urban destination which provides a diverse mix of land uses and employment opportunities. 

The Structure Plan reflects planned development across the peninsula including the Belmont Park redevelopment, 
the new Perth Stadium and expansion of the Crown Entertainment Complex. It also identifies a range of additional 
development opportunities, including the creation of a new transit oriented development located around Burswood  
train station.

Stirling City Centre

Coordinated planning continued to be undertaken during 2012/13 to understand how the area around the Innaloo retail 
and Stirling train station precincts can be transformed into a city centre. This area has been identified as a Strategic 
Metropolitan Centre in the WA Planning Commission’s metropolitan planning strategy, Directions 2031 and Beyond.

A significant portion of government land, as well as a diverse range of private land holdings, exists in the Stirling City 
Centre area. In order to provide a coordinated planning framework to 
guide future development, the Stirling City Centre Alliance has been 
working with stakeholders to develop an improvement scheme for 
the area. An improvement scheme is a planning mechanism that is 
used when there is fragmented land ownership and where an area 
is of strategic significance to government. This scheme will replace 
the local planning scheme and provide clear guidance for the future 

sustainable development of the centre.

Also during 2012/13 the Stirling City Centre Alliance undertook 
detailed investigations to understand the opportunities and 
constraints that will influence future development in the city centre 
area. A number of environmental, social and economic studies have 
been progressed and are now being integrated to form a consolidated 
view on possible development scenarios for the area and the 
prerequisites for their implementation.

During 2012/13 the Stirling City Centre Alliance 
undertook detailed investigations to understand 
the opportunities and constraints that will influence 
future development in the Stirling City centre area.
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Cockburn Coast Redevelopment

This significant State Government regeneration project has been progressed in the last five years through the collaboration 
of the Department of Planning with LandCorp, the cities of Cockburn and Fremantle and other State agencies. Specifically 
the Department progressed Amendment 89 to the City of Cockburn Town Planning Scheme which resulted in the creation 
of a “Development” zone. This represented a significant milestone for the project which enabled the progression of local 
structure planning for the area.

In mid 2013, the redevelopment of Cockburn Coast reached another milestone with local structure plans for the first 
two precincts – Robb Jetty and Emplacement – being adopted subject to modifications by the City of Cockburn. The 
Department of Planning will continue working closely on this project which will include assessment of the local structure 
plans and eventually subdivision application processing. 

Gosnells Improvement Plan

During 2012/13 the Department of Planning and City of Gosnells continued to work collaboratively on a blueprint for the 
redevelopment of the Lissiman Street precinct. They share a common vision for an attractive, vibrant, walkable activity 
centre capitalising on the site’s location at the heart of Gosnells and adjacent to the Gosnells Railway Station. High-quality, 
mixed-use developments are planned in accordance with transit-oriented design principles and including residential, 
retail and office space will be encouraged. A period of public consultation will provide the community with an opportunity 
to put forward ideas and share concerns. Preparation of the improvement plan was underway at the end of the 2012/13 
operating year. 

Scarborough Beach Road Activity Corridor Framework

Strong progress was achieved during 2012/13 with the development of an activity corridor framework for one of Perth’s 
most congested traffic routes, Scarborough Beach Road. The framework was released for public comment in November 
2012 and finalised in June 2013. The framework looks at future public and non-motorised transport, coordinating it with a 
vision for the growth of commercial, retail and residential development along the road. 

Regional planning and infrastructure frameworks

The Department is preparing regional planning and infrastructure frameworks across the State’s eight country planning 
regions. The purpose of each framework is to establish a regional vision and basis for decision making and identify a 
list of regional infrastructure priorities. The frameworks will also introduce a number of planning initiatives and guide 
local government decision-making. Significant progress in strategic planning was made in 2012/13 in implementing the 
Northern Planning program, including the completion of projects addressing priorities for local government capacity 
building, infrastructure planning, corridors, industry sites and scenario planning. 
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Service 2:  
Land accessibility planning and policy development

Development Assessment Panels achievements 

During 2012/13 the Development Assessment Panels secretariat received 265 applications, 
compared with 157 for the previous year. These were made up of 210 development applications 
(Form 1), 32 applications for amendment (Form 2) and 23 State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) appeals 
for review. 

The tables below indicate the number of applications determined for each joint development 
assessment panel (JDAP) during 2012/13, by application type:

Applications received in 2012/13 and decisions made* - by JDAP

JDAP Form 1 Form 2 SAT

City of Perth LDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 2    

received 17 1  

decision - approved 6    

decision - refused      

decision - amended   1  

withdrawn      

still current 13    

Gascoyne JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12      

received 2    

decision - approved 2    

decision - refused      

decision - amended      

withdrawn      

still current      
* decisions will include some applications that were received in 2011/12 Continued next page

Applications received in 2012/13 and decisions made* - by JDAP

JDAP Form 1 Form 2 SAT

Goldfields-Esperance JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12      

received 1    

decision - approved 1    

decision - refused      

decision - amended      

withdrawn      

still current      

Great Southern JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 1   1

received 4   2

decision - approved 3    

decision - refused 2    

decision - amended      

withdrawn     1

still current     2
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Applications received in 2012/13 and decisions made* - by JDAP

JDAP Form 1 Form 2 SAT

Kimberley JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12      

received 1    

decision - approved 1    

decision - refused      

decision - amended      

withdrawn      

still current      

Metro Central JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 10    

received 38 7 6

decision - approved 34    

decision - refused 4    

decision - amended   6 1

withdrawn      

still current 10 1 5

Metro East JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 3 1 1

received 14 2 1

decision - approved 11    

decision - refused 3    

decision - amended   2 1

withdrawn 2    

still current 1 1 1

Applications received in 2012/13 and decisions made* - by JDAP

JDAP Form 1 Form 2 SAT

Metro North-West JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 6   1

received 36 8 6

decision - approved 29    

decision - refused 4    

decision - amended   6 2

withdrawn 1    

still current 8 2 5

Metro South-West JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 1 1 3

received 22 3 1

decision - approved 21    

decision - refused      

decision - amended   1  

withdrawn      

still current 2 3 4

Metro West JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 5 2 1

received 23 4 6

decision - approved 17    

decision - refused 3    

decision - amended   6 3

withdrawn 2    

still current 6   4

* decisions will include some applications that were received in 2011/12 Continued next page
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Applications received in 2012/13 and decisions made* - by JDAP

JDAP Form 1 Form 2 SAT

Mid West JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 2    

received 1 1  

decision - approved 3    

decision - refused      

decision - amended   1  

withdrawn      

still current      

Peel JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12   1  

received 5   1

decision - approved 4    

decision - refused      

decision - amended   1  

withdrawn      

still current 1   1

Pilbara JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 12   1

received 40 6  

decision - approved 45    

decision - refused      

decision - amended   3 1

withdrawn 2    

still current 5 3  

Applications received in 2012/13 and decisions made* - by JDAP

JDAP Form 1 Form 2 SAT

South West JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12      

received 4    

decision - approved 1    

decision - refused      

decision - amended      

withdrawn      

still current 3    

Wheatbelt JDAP      

app’l undetermined from 11/12 2    

received 2    

decision - approved 2    

decision - refused      

decision - amended      

withdrawn 1    

still current 1    

* decisions will include some applications that were received in 2011/12
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DAP applications
Average time taken* 

(days)

City of Perth LDAP 87

Gascoyne JDAP 113

Goldfields Esperance JDAP 94

Great Southern JDAP 59

Kimberley JDAP 86

Metro Central JDAP 79

Metro East JDAP 112

Metro North-West JDAP 79

Metro South-West JDAP 66

Metro West JDAP 88

Mid West JDAP 85

Peel JDAP 74

Pilbara JDAP 73

South West JDAP 190

Wheatbelt JDAP 87

*  The statutory timeframe for the processing of DAP 
applications is 60 days and 90 days for an application that 
requires advertising by the local government. In some cases; 
for example, if an application requires the input of external 
agencies, the timeframe may be extended.

Nature of Form 1 applications received 2012/13

JDAP Mandatory* Optional**

City of Perth LDAP 17

Gascoyne JDAP 2

Goldfields-Esperance JDAP 1

Great Southern JDAP 4

Kimberley JDAP 1

Metro Central JDAP 25 13

Metro East JDAP 11 3

Metro North-West JDAP 23 13

Metro South-West JDAP 21 1

Metro West JDAP 15 8

Mid-West JDAP 1

Peel JDAP 5

Pilbara JDAP 34 6

South-West JDAP 3 1

Wheatbelt JDAP 2

Grand Total 165 45

* Mandatory DAP applications are those valued at $15 million 
or more for the City of Perth, and $7 million or more for the 
rest of the State. 

** Optional DAP applications are those valued at $10 million 
and less than $15 million for the City of Perth, and $3 million 
and less than $7 million for the rest of the State. 
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Value of development applications

JDAP
Sum of development 

value ($) 
Sum of application  

Fee ($) 
Sum of application 

Fee - Form 2 ($) 

City of Perth LDAP 1,744,000,000 106,954 150 

Gascoyne JDAP 21,000,000 10,885  

Goldfields Esperance JDAP 16,842,000 5,996  

Great Southern JDAP 242,350,000 23,984  

Kimberley JDAP 120,000,000 6,320  

Metro Central JDAP 648,707,255 191,358 1,050 

Metro East JDAP 191,245,000 72,007 300 

Metro North-West JDAP 774,120,000 181,823 1,200 

Metro South-West JDAP 478,783,000 127,321 450 

Metro West JDAP 452,050,000 117,029 600 

Mid-West JDAP 12,000,000 5,672 150 

Peel JDAP 199,600,000 29,359  

Pilbara JDAP 1,992,969,352 223,661 900 

South-West JDAP 84,430,000 20,743  

Wheatbelt JDAP 180,000,000 12,640  

Grand Total 7,158,096,607 1,135,752 4,800 

Total fees received for 2012-13: 1,140,552 
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Planning reforms

Review of the Planning and Development Act 2005

During 2012/13 the Department continued to progress a review of the Planning and Development Act 2005. A discussion 
paper is expected to be released by the end of 2013 to facilitate public stakeholder consultation.

Review and amendment of the Planning and Development (Development Assessment Panel) Regulations 2011

The Department has reviewed the operation of the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) system after its first year of 
operation. Minor amendments to the DAP Regulations were made in early 2013 and further general changes are likely to be 
progressed in the second half of 2013.

Model Scheme Text reform

The Department is finalising its review of the Model Scheme Text and is likely to resubmit drafting instructions to the 
Parliamentary Counsel’s Office by the end of 2013. A completed draft of the new regulations is likely to be released for 
further stakeholder consultation sometime during 2014. New regulations are expected to take effect some time in 2014/15. 
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Metropolitan Region Scheme

The MRS is 50 years old, and while it has stood the test of time, it has been timely on its anniversary to undertake a thorough 
review. The MRS is expected to be brought in line with the modern drafting standards found in the Peel and Greater Bunbury 
region schemes including consistency of reservations and other structural changes.

Fee increases

Changes to a range of statutory instruments have been progressed to increase the fees for the WAPC, DAPs and local 
governments, reflecting the direct costs of statutory processing requirements. 

National planning reform

Council of Australian Governments

During 2012/13 the Department continued to be actively involved at a national and State level in the national reforms being 
progressed by the Council of Australian Governments (COAG); and in supporting the Minister for Planning’s participation in 
the Standing Council on Transport and Infrastructure to ensure that Western Australia’s needs are taken into account and 
benefits to the State are maximised.

Key COAG and other national activities that had significant impact on Western Australia during 2012/13, to which the 
Department of Planning contributed, included:

•	 the development and implementation of proposals for the COAG National Strategy for Disaster Resilience’s Priority 6: 
Reducing risks in the built environment;

•	 the development of, and flow-on from, the National Airports Safeguarding Framework;

•	 the consideration of and decision to review Australian Standard AS2021-2000: Acoustics — Aircraft Noise Intrusion — 
Building Siting and Construction;

•	 the development of a national food plan;

•	 the development of a national settlement framework;

•	 the development of a national approach to walking, riding and access to public transport; and

•	 the Productivity Commission’s benchmarking study of Major Project Development Assessment Processes.
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“The Housing We’d Choose” study

Results of a study into the housing preferences of people living in the Perth/Peel region were released by the Minister for 
Planning on 31 May 2013. The Departments of Housing and Planning jointly commissioned the project with support from key 
industry stakeholders Planning Institute of Australia, Property Council of Australia and Housing Industry Association. Curtin 
Business School and consultant Hames Sharley, tested the views of Perth and Peel residents regarding what matters most 
for them in terms of housing using focus groups and online surveys over a period of six months, attracting more than 1,000 
responses from all age and income groups.

Respondents rated easy access to (not necessarily close proximity to) work as being very important to them. The majority of 
people preferred to live in a separate house (79 per cent) if there were no location or affordability constraints, which reflects 
the current proportion of such houses in the Perth and Peel housing stock. When constrained by location and affordability, 
this number dropped to 56 per cent and people were prepared to have smaller properties if it meant that they could live in 
their preferred location. People were more willing to trade-off house type than the number of bedrooms when cost was a 
constraint.

The report results outlined a number of challenges for government, as well as opportunities for the real estate market and 
development industry to offer greater housing diversity during a sustained period of population growth in the Perth/Peel 
region.

Demographic services

During 2012/13 the Department continued to provide advice on demographic trends to the public sector and community. 
Household forecasts for local government areas derived from the Western Australia Tomorrow population forecasts were 
published during the year. These forecasts enhance the understanding of the growth and changes in household types and 
assist identifying future housing needs and associated requirements for service provision.

Demographic work commenced on the preparation of the next Western Australia Tomorrow population forecasts. 
Department staff utilise the latest demographic research and projection methodology to continue to improve these forecasts. 
Demographic work continued on the development of small area population projections and scenarios in support of 
Directions 2031 and Beyond, and transport modelling requirements. 

Work also began on the production of labour-force projections, which will help service the needs of the Department’s 
metropolitan and statewide strategic planning projects and strategies.

The Department is represented on demographic-related inter-governmental working groups and committees, which seek to 
enhance the use of demographic statistics to improve our service delivery in respect of the needs of targeted groups.
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Office of Land and Housing Supply

During 2012/13 the Office of Land and Housing Supply continued to be funded by the State Government. The Office of two 
staff provides timely information to government on the land and housing supply pipeline, tracks progress and resolves issues 
relating to major land and housing projects, and progresses practice and policy matters.

The Office contributes to the reviews of planning instruments undertaken by the Department on behalf of the Commission 
from the perspective of identifying and addressing impediments in the land and housing supply pipeline.

During the year, the Office continued working with the Department of Housing on the delivery of planning elements of its 
affordable housing strategy. It prepared a discussion paper on planning provisions for affordable housing for the WAPC, due 
for release in late 2013, and was also directly involved in major Department of Housing projects at the Bentley redevelopment 
precinct and Golden Bay.

The Office has been working with the WAPC in auditing and identifying surplus land that presents opportunities for affordable 
housing and ‘park home’ style developments. Two sites — at Whiteman and Ascot — are being progressed in conjunction 
with the Department of Housing. The Office also developed a framework for the identification of surplus government land 
that may have potential for housing development.

Also during 2012/13 the Office worked with strategic sections of the Department of Planning on land, housing and 
infrastructure issues, in particular resolution of an infrastructure corridor for the East Rockingham waste water treatment 
plant to service urban expansion in the southeast and southwest corridors.

It initiated and sponsored the Metropolitan Development Forum that brings together major greenfield residential land 
developers, infrastructure agencies and planning to identify short-term residential lot numbers, locations and any issues  
to delivery. 
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Urban Development Program

Achievements and work undertaken during 2012/13 included:

•	 The Perth and Peel Urban Development Outlook publication which included a suite of reports providing a comprehensive 
assessment of the future demand and supply for land and dwellings for the Perth metropolitan and Peel regions, 
including detailed assessment at the sub-regional level. To accompany the reports the Urban Land Development Outlook 
was produced, which comprises of detailed spatial maps and future dwelling yields for individual parcels of land. This 
assists in the provision of infrastructure. 

•	 The Urban Growth Monitor — an analysis of the stocks and development rates of land zoned for future urban 
development in the Perth, Peel and Greater Bunbury regions. The fourth edition of this annual report, published in 
December 2012, identified a substantial stock of undeveloped land that is zoned as urban or urban deferred that could 
satisfy urban growth for the long term. If all of this land were to be developed under Directions 2031 targets for infill and 
density, it would meet demand for the next 51 years.

Urban development publications planned for release in 2013/14 include:

•	 Perth and Peel Urban Land Development Outlook — updated spatial maps and tabular data.

•	 Urban Growth Monitor — an update of the stocks and development rates of land that is zoned for future urban 
development in the Perth, Peel and Greater Bunbury regions.

•	 Regional HotSpots — further publications in this series will include reports for the Pilbara towns of Tom Price  
and Newman. 

Monitoring land and housing supply

During 2012/13, the Department of Planning continued to administer the statutory land subdivision process on behalf of the 
Western Australian Planning Commission, responding to applications from developers. A report on lot approval statistics, 
entitled State Lot Activity, was produced quarterly.

To provide a more complete picture of the supply of land and housing for policy makers, the development industry and the 
community, the Department also produced a quarterly Land Supply and Housing Activity report. This report brings together 
housing finance data, median house and land sale prices, dwelling approvals, dwelling construction, rental vacancy and 
median rental costs with subdivision data.
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Housing Industry Forecasting Group

Jointly with the Department of Housing, the Department of Planning supported during 2012/13 the independent advisory 
Housing Industry Forecasting Group with the provision of executive and secretarial support. The forecasting group provided 
the State Government and the WA residential land and construction sectors with two reports — in October 2012 and April 
2013 — that provided an industry perspective on a forecast of residential land and dwelling commencements for the next 
four years.

Electronic lodgement of planning applications

In October 2012, the Minister for Planning launched the first electronic lodgement portal for the Department of Planning, a 
facility which provided the capacity for Form 1C planning applications to be lodged online (including a payment gateway). 
Initially this was only available to surveying companies, and in July 2013 the facility was extended to the general public on 
the Department of Planning’s new e-lodgement portal.

The Department is now advancing the development of electronic lodgement and processing of structure plans and 
subdivision applications, which will be available for local governments early in 2014.  

Planning applications

A report on lot approval statistics, entitled State Lot Activity is produced quarterly.

During 2012/13, the Western Australian Planning Commission received 2,099 applications (up 13 per cent on the previous 
year) for subdivision on 35,083 residential lots (up 26 per cent). It also granted conditional approval for 26,018 residential lots 
(up 2.45 per cent) and final approval for 15,009 lots (up 35 per cent).

At 30 June 2013, the number of residential lots in stock across Western Australia stood at 72,472 (up slightly on the  
previous year).
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Subdivision table

2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Subdivision applications

Received 3,702 2,514 2,129 2,206 2,027 1,855 2,099

Determined 3,206 2,666 2,282 2,156 2,113 1,792 1,788

Within statutory time frame (target 80%) 65 57 49 65 79 79% 86%

Development applications

Received 599 500 681 586 547 492 512

Determined 446 465 569 557 420 432 442

Within statutory time frame (target 70%) 45 39 52 46 59 55% 73%

Strata title applications

Received 373 381 335 4 1 1 3

Determined 336 396 357 28 1 1 2

Within statutory time frame (target 70%) 49 47 52 21 100 0% 0%

Survey strata applications

Received 2,153 1,556 1,454 1,229 1,238 1,070 1,568

Determined 1,898 1,605 1,685 1,159 1,732 1,056 1,182

Within statutory time frame (target 70%) 77 69 69 78 64 79% 85%

Vacant strata title applications

Received 28 29 23 22 18 16 31

Determined 31 16 33 11 20 16 22

Within statutory time frame (target 70%) 52 50 48 64 90 63% 73%

Subdivision approvals

Residential lots - lodged 41,649 28,419 26,119 28,563 29,965 27,752 35,083

Residential lots - preliminary 29,759 26,913 23,561 24,307 25,346 25,394 26,018

Residential lots - final 21,087 18,135 12,766 10,915 12,695 11,099 15,009

Note: These figures include survey strata, vacant strata and subdivision applications
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Services provided by the  
Western Australian Planning Commission

During 2012/13 the Western Australian Planning Commission provided three key services:

Service 1: Statutory planning — the utilisation of statutory, consultative, legislative, regulatory reform and 
coordination processes that facilitate the implementation of creative and innovative 
strategic regional and local plans and policies.

Service 2: Strategic planning —  the development and advancement of planning strategies, policies and information 
systems that guide the State’s long-term urban settlement, industrial and economic 
development, and the management of the environment in such a way that reflects 
the aspirations of the Western Australian community for a high quality of life.

Service 3: Asset management — the acquisition, management and disposal of properties reserved under the 
Metropolitan, Peel and Greater Bunbury region schemes for primary and other 
regional roads, parks and recreation and regional open space areas, special 
uses including planning control area and improvement plans and major land 
development projects.

Tamala Park, a sensitive piece of land in Perth’s northern coastal belt, was the subject of a 
Metropolitan Region Scheme amendment during 2012/13. The bulk of the land is owned and 
managed by the Western Australian Planning Commission.
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Service 1: Statutory planning

Metropolitan Region Scheme amendments

The 2012/13 operating year saw five major amendments finalised to the Metropolitan Region 
Scheme, while a further three major amendments were initiated or are ongoing in various stages of 
the amendment process.

Major MRS amendments finalised

1211/41 — Maddington-Kenwick Strategic Employment 
Area — Stage 1. For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6283.asp

1215/41 — Cardup Industrial Precinct  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/5988.asp

1218/41 — Keralup Stage 1 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6440.asp

1219/41 — South Bullsbrook Industrial Precinct 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6129.asp

1221/41 — Banjup Urban Precinct  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6113.asp

Major MRS amendments initiated

1239/41 — Gidgegannup Urban Precinct. For more details, 
link to: www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6548.asp

1240/41 — South Forrestdale Business Park  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6557.asp

1242/41 — Lot 911 Midland Road, Hazelmere 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6708.asp

Minor MRS amendments finalised

1192/57 — Northern Suburbs Railway and Romeo Road 
Realignment. For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/930.asp

1226/57 — Freshwater Bay 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6205.asp

1231/57 — Mills Road West and Tonkin Highway 
Rationalisation  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6337.asp

1232/57 — Lots 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 412 Railway Road  
and part of Railway Road, Subiaco 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6281.asp

1241/57 — Murdoch Mixed-Use Precinct  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6545.asp

Minor MRS amendments initiated

1236/57 — Bush Forever Area Definition Clause Insertion 
and Removal of Clause 16 (1a) (A) for New Similar Clause 
Insertion 16 (1a) (A) & (Ba). For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6487.asp

1241/57 — Murdoch Mixed-Use Precinct 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6545.asp
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1244/57 — North West District Omnibus 8  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6681.asp

1245/57 — Lot 9014 Skeet Road, Harrisdale  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6722.asp

1248/57 — Yanchep City Centre Structure Plan Area.  
This is yet to be released for public comment.

Clause 27s  
(the transfer of urban deferred zoned land  
to urban zone)

1237/27 — Portion of Lot 9504 Marmion Ave, Tamala Park. 
For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6455.asp

1238/27 — Drovers Place Precinct  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6501.asp

1243/27 — Lots 3, 805 and 806 Mandurah Road, Karnup 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6529.asp

1246/27 — Portion Lots 17, 18 & 50 Vincent Road, Sinagra 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6635.asp

1249/27 — Portion of Lots Bounded by Pike, Eighty  
and Mandurah Roads, Baldivis  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6791.asp

Planning control areas

PCA 103 — Whiteman Caravan and Park Home 
(Leasehold) Facility. For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6506.asp

PCA 104 — Scarborough Beach Road between  
Main Street and King Edward Road  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6552.asp

Peel Region Scheme Amendments

The 2012/13 operating year saw nine amendments finalised 
to the Peel Region Scheme and a further one initiated.

Amendments finalised

023/57 — Lot 100 Nairn Road, Coodanup.  
For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6387.asp

025/57 — Forrest Highway Environmental Offsets  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6389.asp

026/13 — Lot 2 Old Mandurah Road, Ravenswood – 
Transferred approximately 61 hectares of land to the Urban 
zone. Please note that there is no web page relating to this 
amendment.

028/57 — Modification of Clause 47 of the  
Peel Region Scheme Text  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6330.asp

029/57 — Update of the Peel Region Scheme Text  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6377.asp

032/57 — Lot 137 Pinjarra Road, Furnissdale 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6559.asp
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034/57 — Furnissdale West Urban Expansion 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6441.asp

035/57 — Madora Bay North 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6481.asp

036/57 — Expansion of the Industrial Zone  
– Alcoa Pinjarra Refinery  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6503.asp

Amendments initiated

033/57 — Modification of the Regional Roads Reservation 
– Pinjarra and Old Mandurah Roads.  
For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6724.asp

Tabled in Parliament 

031/41 — North Dandalup Townsite Expansion.  
For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6391.asp

Other

Hearings have been held for proposed Amendment 
030/41 (South Western Highway Waroona Deviation and 
Associated Railway Realignment) to the Peel Region 
Scheme, and it is anticipated that the WAPC will consider 
the submissions and hearings during the latter half of 2013.  
The amended report can be found online at  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6464.asp

The submissions received in respect of the proposed Peel 
Region Scheme Boating Facilities Policy are still being 
assessed and the proposed policy is being reviewed.

Greater Bunbury Region Scheme

The 2012/13 operating year saw five amendments finalised 
to the Greater Bunbury Region Scheme and a further four 
amendments initiated or are ongoing in various stages of 
the amendment process.

Amendments finalised

0020/57 — Wastewater Treatment Plant Odour Buffer 
Areas. For more details, link to:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6799.asp

0021/57 — Modification of Clause 53 of the  
Greater Bunbury Region Scheme 
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6330.asp

0026/57 — Omnibus No. 2 - Anomalies Amendment  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6614.asp

0027/57 — Port Access Road and Bunbury  
Outer Ring Road  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6616.asp

0029/57 — Roelands Future Urban Expansion  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6797.asp

Amendments initiated/ongoing

0023/41 — Various Lots Newton and Ince Roads, Vittoria – 
Awaiting Minister Consent to Advertise

0024/41 — Industrial Deferred Zone. For more details,  
link to: www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6782.asp
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0028/57 — Part Lot 301 Boyanup-Picton Road, Picton East 
– Awaiting further info from applicant

0030/57 — Lot 9001 Waterloo Road, Roelands – To be 
advertised 5 July 2013

A significant achievement for the year was the initiation of 
an amendment to the Greater Bunbury Region Scheme 
which saw the introduction of a new Industrial Deferred 
Zone. This zone will allow the WAPC, before the return of 
a development upswing, the opportunity to strategically 
designate areas for industrial development, subject to 
further detailed planning. Further it will:

•	 provide landowners/proponents with surety that 
additional detailed planning can occur once identified 
issues are resolved;

•	 apply only to strategically identified industrial areas, 
which have been identified through a public process 
and can be logically developed in relation to endorsed 
urban growth strategies; and

•	 allow stakeholders to be engaged from vision setting to 
subdivision approval.

The Greater Bunbury Region Scheme has control over the 
use and development of land; however, there are delegation 
arrangements to allow appropriate proposals to be 
determined by local government. During the operating year, 
25 development applications that were outside the scope 
of these delegation arrangements in the Greater Bunbury 
Region Scheme area were considered and determined. 
Also 10 development applications were supplied (including 
one by the Development Assessment Panel), one was 
cancelled, nine were refused and two are deferred awaiting 
determination.

The 2012/13 operating year saw five amendments finalised to the Greater Bunbury Region Scheme.
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South West schemes, amendments and local planning strategies

The following key statutory planning projects were substantially progressed or finalised during 2012/13: 

•	 Busselton Local Planning Scheme No 21 (Under consideration for final approval);

•	 Donnybrook Local Planning Scheme No 4 and Local Planning Strategy (Under consideration for final approval);

•	 Bridgetown Greenbushes Local Planning Strategy (under consideration for consent to advertise);

•	 Busselton Local Tourism Planning Strategy; 

•	 Busselton Foreshore Amendment;

•	 Ambergate North Amendment & Structure Plan;

•	 Bunbury Waterfront (Koombana North) Amendment & Structure Plan; and 

•	 Witchcliffe Village Strategy Review.

A total of 43 local planning scheme amendments were finalised during 2012/13.

Review of WAPC decisions

During the 2012/13 operating year, 71 new State Administrative Tribunal review applications were received out of a total 
of 3,436 determinations made by the Western Australian Planning Commission on subdivision, strata and development 
applications.

During this period, the tribunal finalised 69 applications for review, of which 62 were mediated or withdrawn without the need 
for a substantive hearing. Seven were decided after a substantive hearing, of which three applications were upheld and four 
dismissed.

Overall the number of successful challenges to WAPC determinations is less than one per cent. This indicates a strong 
effectiveness in the WAPC’s application of the State Planning Framework.
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State Administrative Tribunal — review of WAPC decisions

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Applications determined by WAPC 3,850 3,866 3,436

WAPC determinations subject to SAT review 90 105 71

SAT review of WAPC decisions finalised
95 

* includes 5 from a 
previous period

89 69

SAT review of WAPC decision mediated or withdrawn 74 72 62

SAT review of WAPC decision decided after substantive hearing 21 17 7

SAT review of WAPC decision upheld 10 9 3

SAT review of WAPC decision dismissed 11 8 4

Structure plan guidelines and mapping standards

New structure plan guidelines and mapping standards 
became operational in November 2012.

Part of the WAPC’s planning reform agenda, the new 
guidelines and mapping standards aim to streamline, 
simplify and track structure planning; and provide 
consistency in structure plan requirements to address:

•	 inconsistency in the preparation, form and content of 
structure plans;

•	 multiple layers of structure plans;

•	 ad hoc use and assessment of structure plans with little 
adherence to stipulated timeframes; and

•	 digital data of structure plans submitted in various 
formats, with different land uses/zonings not aligned 
with local planning schemes.

The structure plan guidelines and mapping standards 
documents are envisaged to be merged into the Liveable 
Neighbourhoods policy as part of the review.
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Service 2: Strategic planning

Infrastructure Coordinating Committee

During 2012/13 the Department and WAPC continued to strengthen the effectiveness of the Infrastructure Coordinating 
Committee (ICC) through its ICC Refocus Program. The group is investigating the merits of developing an infrastructure 
prioritisation framework to facilitate a whole-of-government approach to the prioritisation of major infrastructure.

State Planning Strategy

In December 2012, an draft updated State Planning Strategy prepared by the Department of Planning on behalf of the 
Western Australian Planning Commission, was published for public comment. More than 130 responses being received from 
State Government agencies, local councils, environmental groups, welfare groups, the private sector and individuals.

The draft strategy promotes a collaborative approach with respect to integrated planning for Western Australia’s economic 
development through management of land availability, infrastructure and service provision, environmental protection, food 
security, education, training and knowledge transfer.

The strategy allows for a potential doubling of Western Australia’s current population to 5.4 million by 2056 and seeks to 
better anticipate, adapt to and manage the drivers of change most likely to influence the future growth and development of 
the State.

The draft strategy contains a strong regional development 
focus designed to integrate with the Government’s planned 
regional investments through its Royalties for Regions 
program. It outlines the emergence of the State’s North West 
and Mid West regions as hotspots for capital investment, 
increasing Western Australia’s contribution to Australia’s 
GDP.

The final State Planning Strategy, expected to be completed 
in 2013/14, will provide a basis to plan for and coordinate 
the sustainable use and development of land across the 
State. It will be a strategic tool to support the Government’s 
decisions on infrastructure investment, project approvals, 
delivery of services and urban land supply.

Planning Minister John Day and the Director General Eric Lumsden 
with members of the State Planning Strategy group.
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Capital City Planning Framework

In February 2013 the Capital City Planning Framework was 
publicly released. A landmark strategy that forms the foundation 
for present and future planning of central Perth, the framework 
linked to the themes of Direction 2031 and Beyond to provide 
guidance for detailed local planning. 

In providing a long-term vision, the framework highlighted the 
character and connectivity of central Perth, the precincts which 
characterise the capital city through their major landmarks, and 
defined a structure to enhance the value of the area’s natural 
environmental assets. 

The framework’s principles and concepts are being used 
to inform other planning programs, such as elements of the 
Strategic Assessment of the Perth and Peel regions.

Strategic Assessment of Perth and Peel

In July 2011 the State and Commonwealth Ministers agreed to undertake a Strategic Assessment of Perth and Peel Regions 
to deal with the State’s obligations under the Federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999  
(EPBC Act). 

The process is being led by the Department of the Premier and Cabinet in partnership with the Commonwealth Department 
of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities (SEWPaC) and is by far the largest assessment of its kind 
in the nation.

During 2012/13, the Department of Planning played a key role in the preparation of information required to allow SEWPaC 
to make a determination on the impact of urban form on ‘Matters of National Environmental Significance’. A number of work 
packages have been dealt with in conjunction with partner agencies such as the Office of Environmental Protection and 
the Department of Water to determine the likely extent of remnant vegetation clearing within a 20-year timeframe for urban 
purposes and environmental risks associated with climate change. The assessment will be completed for the consideration 
of the Commonwealth Minister in 2014.

Department of Planning urban designers,  
Chris Hair, Terry Tay and Brendan Tippett.
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Sub-regional structure plans

The process for preparing three sub-regional structure plans (SRSPs) for the Perth/Peel region — Metropolitan North West, 
Metropolitan North East, and South Metropolitan and Peel — continued during 2012/13.

The SRSPs will identify the full spectrum of land uses, and identify areas for future urban development, including areas for 
residential purposes, activity centres, employment and industrial development, parks, recreation and conservation areas, 
educational facilities, and key infrastructure including major roads, power and water infrastructure.

The SRSPs will provide much needed direction and will help to create a sense of certainty and confidence for a range of 
stakeholders, including communities, local governments, land owners, land developers and infrastructure agencies.

The SRSPs are being prepared against the background of Directions 2031, which is the overarching strategic spatial plan for 
the Perth and Peel region, and are being informed by the Strategic Environmental Assessment led by the Department of the 
Premier and Cabinet. The intention is to release the draft SRSPs for public comment in early 2014 at the same time as the 
Strategic Environmental Assessment.

Directions 2031 report card

During the year, the first report card was released on the effectiveness of the implementation of the Directions 2031 and 
Beyond planning strategy. The Delivering Directions 2031 Annual Report Card 2012 not only highlighted key areas of 
success, but also identified measures where improvement was needed 
to guide the growth of metropolitan Perth and Peel regions during the 
next 20 years and beyond.

This report provided a comprehensive collation of data measuring 
achievements of Directions 2031 and Beyond strategy implementation 
with respect to infill housing targets, greenfield densities and progress 
towards reaching employment self-sufficiency targets for 2031 for each 
sub-region, as outlined in the objectives.

It is part of a broader State Government objective to pursue more urban 
consolidation through transformation projects such as Elizabeth Quay, 
Perth City Link and the new Perth Stadium, as well as progressing 
activity centres in Cockburn Central, Alkimos, Murdoch and Stirling. 

A futuristic look at Alkimos Beach at the 
northern end of the Perth metropolitan area.
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Strategic planning for the Swan Valley

As part of an inquiry into land use and management in the Swan Valley, a discussion paper was released for public comment 
on 26 September 2012, and response to this, 163 submissions were received in response.

Desired outcomes identified in the discussion paper and supported by submissions included:

•	 greater protection and support for agricultural production, including ensuring a sustainable water supply;

•	 effective management of tourism throughout the valley with an emphasis on agritourism;

•	 establishing defined development nodes to accommodate retail land use, community facilities and general tourism 
development; and 

•	 maintaining the rural character of the valley through landscape protection mechanisms.

The findings of the inquiry will set the direction for future land use planning and management in the Swan Valley.

Regional planning and infrastructure frameworks 

In 2012/13 the Department of Planning undertook the preparation of Regional Planning and Infrastructure Frameworks for 
the State’s eight planning regions. The purpose of each framework is to establish a regional vision and basis for decision-
making, and identify a list of regional planning initiatives that are required to undertake comprehensive regional planning.  

Northern Planning Program — Northern

The Northern Planning Program — Northern is a local program of planning projects across the Pilbara and Kimberley 
planning regions, to support strategic and statutory planning and facilitate land release. During 2012/13, the program 
advanced three local planning strategies, three local planning policies and seventeen planning infrastructure projects.

Northern Planning Program – Central 

The Northern Planning Planning – Central, is a local program of planning projects across the Mid West and Gascoyne 
planning regions, to support strategic and statutory planning and facilitate land release. During 2012/13 the program 
advanced seven local planning schemes, 12 local planning strategies and eight structure plans.
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Regional planning committees

Four regional planning committees covering the Kimberley, Pilbara, Gascoyne and Mid West were established under the 
Planning and Development Act 2005 to undertake a range of planning functions.

The primary task is the development of regional planning and infrastructure frameworks for each planning region.

For 2012/13, the following outcomes were achieved:

Kimberley region

During 2012/13 the Kimberley Regional Planning Committee finalised the draft Kimberley Regional Planning and 
Infrastructure Framework and Kimberley Profile. It is anticipated that the framework and the profile will be out for public 
comment by the end of 2013. 

Pilbara region

During 2012/13 the Department continued to facilitate implementation of the final Pilbara Planning and Infrastructure 
Framework, which was jointly released by the Ministers for Planning and Regional Development in January 2012. The 
framework document defines an overarching strategic direction for the future planning and development of the Pilbara 
region over the next 25 years and it seeks to ensure that development and change in the Pilbara is achieved in a way that 
improves people’s lives and enhances the character and environment of the region. 

Further, the Pilbara Profile, which was previously published by the Western Australian Planning Commission in 2009 as a 
valuable source of technical information on the Pilbara, was revised and updated in 2012/13. Its release is anticipated in 
the second half of 2013. 

South West region

The South West Region Planning Committee met five times and considered 22 formal reports during 2012/13. Also, after 
being released for public comment in July 2011, the committee considered a number of submissions for the draft Greater 
Bunbury Strategy. At the end of June 2013, the committee was considering the strategy for final endorsement. 

The strategy’s purpose is to guide future urban and industrial development within the directions and policies of Directions 
2031 and Beyond, particularly in relation to achieving housing targets. 

During 2012/13 master planning commenced in the area east of Eaton. This will be a new town with a projected 
population in excess of 50,000, supported by an activity centre and other employment and social-related facilities.
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Mid West region

The Mid West Regional Planning Committee did not meet in 2012/13, as it had met several times the previous year in 
finalising a draft Mid West Regional Planning and Infrastructure Framework for advertising.

Gascoyne region

The Gascoyne Regional Planning Committee also did not meet in 2012/13, as it had met several times the previous year in 
finalising a draft Gascoyne Regional Planning and Infrastructure Framework for advertising.

Planning for Aboriginal communities

The Department’s Planning for Aboriginal Communities project provides a town planning service to Aboriginal communities, 
including preparation of layout plans and policy instruments, and the provision of strategic and policy advice on Indigenous 
matters. There are 122 layout plans published on the planning website, details of which can be found at  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/668.asp

During 2012/13 eight layout plans — at Patjarr, Papulankutja, Mantamaru, Billiluna, Kutkubabba, Bidyadanga, Beagle Bay 
and Bell Springs — and 98 amendments to existing layout plans were endorsed by the WAPC.

Review of liveable neighbourhoods

During 2012/13, the Department, on behalf of the Western Australian Planning Commission, continued to progress the review 
of the Liveable Neighbourhoods policy. The review seeks to align the policy with the State Planning Strategy and Directions 
2031 and Beyond, as well as development control policies and guidelines content including consideration of rescinding 
duplicate and/or redundant policies.

The Liveable Neighbourhoods review involves significant internal and external consultation with stakeholders. It is expected 
to be completed in 2014/15.
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Perth and Peel Employment and Economic Land Strategy

Since its release in April 2012, Perth and Peel Employment and Economic Land Strategy has been widely supported and 
recognised as the State Government’s response to coordinating industrial land supply and infrastructure in the Perth 
metropolitan and Peel regions. The implementation of the strategy has been identified by the Property Council of WA as one 
of its advocacy priorities for 2013. Significant planning progress during 2012/13 included:

•	 An implementation plan for de-constraining of the 11 priority sites.

•	 Four quarterly sites updates for all 11 priority and 26 non-priority sites.

•	 Draft Perth and Peel Employment and Economic Land Strategy Implementation Report Card (reporting on achievements).

•	 Regular meetings, assistance and guidance to development industry and Local Government.

•	 Ongoing dialogue with service agencies to ensure coordination of infrastructure and services.

•	 MRS amendments have been finalised for the Bullsbrook South, Cardup, and Wangara Extension and Maddington 
Kenwick Strategic Employment Area (MKSEA) Precinct 1 sites. 

•	 West Mundijong, Forrestfield stage 1, Bullsbrook South, MKSEA Precinct 1, Nambeelup and South Forrestdale have 
progressed to more detailed planning and studies by State Government agencies, local authorities and developers in 
response to the guidance provided by the strategy.

•	 WAPC approval for joint venture agreement with LandCorp for the development of the Whiteman Industrial Estate under 
an Improvement Plan, with the possible reinvestment of part of the returns proposed for the implementation of the Perth 
and Peel Employment and Economic Land Strategy.

•	 Forecasting and monitoring tools for demand and supply of industrial land via the Urban Development Program to assist 
with stakeholder communication and engagement through the provision of reports and updates, meetings, assistance 
and data-management tools.
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South West Region Economic and Employment Land Strategy

During 2012/13, the Department, in conjunction with its partners, LandCorp, Department of State Development, Department 
of Agriculture and Food, and the South West Development Commission, prepared a draft South West Region Economic and 
Employment Land Strategy. This identified a number of possible new industrial estates and expansion of current estates. The 
document is currently being updated and will include findings from a current South West Food Precinct Study prepared by 
Department of Agriculture and Food.

The South West Region Economic and Employment Land Strategy maintain the primacy of both Kemerton and Collie as the 
region’s heavy industry estates while identifying possible new general industrial estates.

South West Planning and Infrastructure Framework

During 2012/13 the Department’s Bunbury office continued its review of the South West Framework, a planning document 
endorsed by the WAPC in 2009. The purpose of the framework is to guide the future development of the South West for the 
next 20 years. It is also used to update existing planning and provide a detailed analysis of the infrastructure priorities for the 
region and sub-regions in line with planning and infrastructure frameworks prepared for the other regions across the State.

The framework provides a regional context for the preparation or review of sub-regional strategies, local planning strategies 
and schemes and structure planning. 

During 2012/13 the framework provided advice to Government through the Infrastructure Coordinating Committee (ICC) 
on prioritised infrastructure projects for the region. The framework is closely associated with the South West Development 
Commission and Regional Development Australia’s regional blueprint currently under preparation.

The review of the framework required the formation of an advisory committee which consisted of key agency and local 
government representatives. The committee had four meetings and has recommended the WAPC and ICC advertise the 
framework for public comment. Part of the review process also involved liaising with key government agencies, service 
providers and local governments on priority projects for the region and sub-regions were. 

A workshop was undertaken to prioritise these projects, with all stakeholders that submitted projects invited. The document 
was considered by the SWRPC in late June 2013 and was due to go to the ICC in August 2013.
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Great Southern activity

The Department’s Great Southern office, located in Albany, made significant progress with land-use planning during 
2012/13 through cooperative liaison with local governments to finalise strategic planning documents for local government 
municipalities.

For the Supertown of Katanning, the WAPC granted consent to prepare a new local planning scheme. It also certified 
approval for the town’s local planning strategy to be advertised. For the Shire of Jerramungup, a Local Planning Strategy 
Review was finalised and endorsed, so too was a Town Centre Structure Plan for Bremer Bay.

Also during the year, Department staff in the Great Southern provided significant assistance in the preparation of the Great 
Southern Regional Planning and Infrastructure Framework, which is now awaiting government endorsement before release 
for public comment. The framework provides strategic direction for the future development of the Great Southern over the 
next 20 years, and will guide decision making on future land use and infrastructure in the region.

Supertowns program

During 2012/13 the WAPC endorsed growth plans associated with each of the nine nominated Supertowns in Western 
Australia. The towns include Jurien Bay, Northam, Boddington, Collie, Margaret River, Morawa, Manjimup, Esperance and 
Katanning. 

The Supertowns program is a Royalties for Regions initiative aimed at enhancing and stimulating growth in key regional 
towns in the southern half of the State by enabling these communities to plan and prepare for what is predicted to be a 
doubling of the State’s population over the next 40 years. Part of the program included funding two planning officer positions 
within the Department of Planning. 

Planning components for the above-mentioned growth plans will be implemented via local planning strategies and scheme 
processes.
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Basic raw materials assessment

Against a backdrop of sustained population growth projections for Western Australia and the Perth/Peel region, the 
Department worked with the Department of Mines and Petroleum during 2012/13 to expand the mapping of basic raw 
materials (BRM) across the State. Areas mapped included hotspots in the Pilbara and Kimberly regions, while in the 
metropolitan area a suite of basic raw materials maps was produced covering the Swan coastal plain from Lancelin to 
Dunsborough. 

The mapping effort is part of a contribution to the Strategic Assessment Perth-Peel process, which acknowledges the 
importance of the timely availability of BRM to support Perth’s future growth, and the potential for supply constraints 
to require a change in approach to development and building styles. Demand estimates have been made for the BRM 
requirements under various departmental growth scenarios to complement supply information prepared through the process.

Also during 2012/13 the Department published a Basic Raw Materials Demand and Supply Study for the Bunbury-Busselton 
Region and updated BRM data for the Department’s geographic information system (GIS) data bases.

Storm surge modelling for Bunbury

After commissioning Geoscience Australia to undertake storm surge and sea level rise modelling for Bunbury, a report and a 
short non-technical summary were made available on the PlanningWA website at:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/1155.asp. 

The findings provide a valuable insight into the potential coastal vulnerabilities of Bunbury, now and in the future, as sea 
levels rise and have potential application in ongoing and future strategic planning projects. 

The modelling methods employed add to the body of knowledge on how to forecast the implications of sea level rise, both in 
Bunbury and other coastal settlements. The method for assessing potential future shoreline change (erosion) is of particular 
interest as it is a novel approach with potential for wider application. As a result, the Department of Planning in collaboration 
with the Department of Transport and the then Commonwealth Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, 
commissioned a peer review of the method which was completed in 2012/13. 
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Storm surge modelling for Busselton

Similar to the storm surge modelling undertaken for Bunbury, the Department of Planning also commissioned Geoscience 
Australia to undertake storm surge and inundation modelling for Busselton. The modelling and report were completed in 
2012/13. The report and a non-technical summary are expected to be available on the PlanningWA website in 2013/14. 

The Busselton modelling is very similar to the Bunbury modelling but incorporates the risk of rainfall derived flooding in 
addition to elevated ocean levels (storm surge inundation). The coastal erosion modelling component of the work is the 
same as that done for Bunbury; therefore, the peer review of this methodology (discussed above under Storm Surge 
Modelling for Bunbury) will equally benefit the Busselton project.

Peron Naturaliste Partnership Coastal Adaptation Project

During 2012/13 the Department continued to partner with the nine coastal local governments from Rockingham to 
Busselton to form an alliance known as the Peron Naturaliste Partnership. The aim is to deliver a largely Commonwealth 
(Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency) funded project examining the economic consequences of sea level 
rise driven erosion and inundation between Rockingham and Busselton and to explore various adaptation options. The 
project has involved a synthesis of coastal hazards affecting the region, a regional based assessment of impacts and a 
detailed locally-based assessment of four case study areas. Other State Government agencies are also involved, namely the 
Departments of Transport, Water and Environment Regulation. 

Oakajee–Narngulu corridor project

During 2012/13 the Department completed several technical studies to define the final alignment of the Oakajee–Narngulu 
corridor. This included a capacity analysis of Geraldton and the Mid-West region’s infrastructure assets, environmental, 
Aboriginal heritage and acoustic and vibration impact studies.

As a result of these studies, a draft alignment definition report was prepared, involving substantial consultation with 
stakeholders. At 30 June 2013, environmental and heritage approvals processes were also progressing in parallel with the 
finalisation of the alignment definition report. The alignment definition report will be presented to Government in late 2013, 
for adoption of a preferred alignment, along with an implementation strategy and business case.
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Coastwest grants

During 2012/13 the Coastwest program continued to provide opportunities for Western Australians to learn about,  
conserve and protect the State’s coast. 

Coastwest grants are provided to community groups to work in partnership with coastal managers in on-ground coastal 
and marine rehabilitation, restoration and preventative conservation projects. Particular emphasis is given to projects that 
implement recommendations or actions from local or regional coastal plans and strategies. 

The 2012/13 grants, announced in November 2012, provided funding worth more than $750,000 for 30 projects ranging 
from $8,007 to $115,283. The largest grant involved funding for a partnership project to rehabilitate areas affected by the 
2011 Margaret River bushfire. Other projects included the development of foreshore management plans for three priority 
areas in the Shire of Roebourne; the restoration of flora and fauna communities in Woodman Point Regional Park in the 
South Metropolitan area; and the development of a smart phone application to support a community beach monitoring 
program between Kalbarri and Guilderton. 

During the year 35 grant projects from previous rounds were completed. In April 2013, applications opened for Coastwest 
grants 2013/14. The total funding pool was $500,000, with up to $150,000 being available for individual projects. 

The 2012/13 operating year saw conclusion of a successful funding partnership between the Western Australian Planning 
Commission and the Australian Government’s ‘Caring for our Country’ delivered through the Coastwest program. 
Commencing in 2010 this partnership has delivered grants of around $2 million dollars to 66 projects; engaged more 
than 2,500 people; and funded a range of support activities and events provided by WA’s five coastal Natural Resource 
Management regional bodies.

Tamala Park

A study into the potential for a future shared-use path linking Burns Beach with Mindarie within the coastal conservation 
reserve at Tamala Park, in Perth’s northern coastal suburbs, was completed in May 2013. The study, coordinated by the 
Department of Planning with the input of an independent consultant, and jointly funded by the WAPC and the cities of 
Joondalup and Wanneroo, considered two potential alignment options taking account of the high conservation values of the 
area and a recommendation of the previously prepared Community Advisory Committee Establishment Plan.

The next step in formalising the future long-term management of the area as a conservation park by the Department of 
Parks and Wildlife (DPaW) will require the transfer of the land from WAPC ownership to the State, as well as discussions 
between DPaW and the cities of Joondalup and Wanneroo on specific areas to be managed by each of these agencies. 
Timing of this will be dependent on DPaW receiving funding from the Government to manage the area as part of the 
conservation estate of WA.
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Stirling Highway rationalisation

At the close of the 2012/13 operating year the process of reviewing 
more than 600 submissions for the rationalisation of Stirling Highway 
was still in progress. The Department had earlier invited public 
comments to amend the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) to 
facilitate land adjustment and other changes to improve highway traffic 
flow and provide amenity benefits for local residents, pedestrians, 
cyclists and public transport users. 

The proposed MRS amendment identifies more than 25 hectares of 
private land that could be removed from the current road reservation.

Main Roads WA and the Department of Transport are reviewing 
a number of highway design suggestions. It is expected that the 
Western Australian Planning Commission will consider a report on all 
submissions received and make recommendations to the Minister for 
Planning in 2013/14.

Strategic Transport Evaluation Model (STEM)

During 2012/13 a whole-of-government Transport Modelling Review was initiated jointly by the Directors General of the 
departments of Planning and Transport with the aim of establishing a single Perth Strategic Transport Model to replace the 
Strategic Transport Evaluation Model (Department of Planning) and the Road Operations Model (Main Roads WA).

Modelling services have been provided to various clients including local government for the Light Rail Transit Project, the 
Perth Airport railway, the North-East Structure Plan, and the Town of Victoria Park Structure Plan.

During 2013/14, modelling services will be provided to the following projects:

•	 South Metropolitan and Peel Structure Plan for 3.5 million people;

•	 further work on the Perth Airport Railway Project;

•	 the Thornlie railway extension to Cockburn; 

•	 Stirling Alliance modelling; and

•	 scenario modelling for the Perth and Peel Economic Development Strategy.

Increasingly busy Stirling Highway.
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Service 3: Asset management

Property acquisition

The WAPC’s land acquisition program for 2012/13 included the purchase or payment of compensation for 30 properties 
totalling 79.69 hectares at a cost of $39.16 million.

Major land purchases

Major purchases for the year included land that was required for the extension of Mundijong Road west of Baldivis Road; 
property along Thomas Street, West Perth (further consolidating the WAPC’s ownership for the future widening of Thomas 
Street); and a property on Bushmead Road, Hazelmere for the proposed extension of Lloyd Street.

Roads

In meeting strategic transit-orientated development targets of the WA Government, a total of 19 properties comprising  
15.05 hectares at a cost of $32 million were purchased for the following road types:

Primary Regional Roads

Nine properties comprising a total of 0.59 hectares at a cost of $5.7 million were purchased. There were seven properties 
on Canning Highway, spanning South Perth and Como, one property on Guildford Road and one property on South 
Street.

Other Regional Roads

Seven properties comprising a total of 10.85 hectares at a cost of $10.7 million were purchased for properties along 
William Street, Lord Street, Manning Road, Thomas Street, Mundijong Road and Beaufort Street.

Other road requirements

Three properties comprising a total of 3.6 hectares at a cost of $15.6 million were purchased, including two properties 
along Charles Street and one property for the Lloyd Street extension.
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Bush Forever

In finalising the Bush Forever funding commitments of the 
WAPC, a total of five properties were purchased, comprising 
17.56 hectares at a cost of $5.06 million. The purchases 
included four properties in Southern River (Bush Forever Site 
125) and one property on Percy Street, Gosnells.

Parks and recreation/regional open space

A total of five properties comprising 46.6 hectares at a cost of 
$1.9 million were purchased — two in the Stakehill Swamp area, 
plus those for the Capel River foreshore, Peel regional open 
space and Jandakot Botanic Park areas.

Field management

During 2012/13 the Western Australian Planning Commission’s 
estate, comprising land under the Metropolitan Region Scheme, Peel Region Scheme and the Greater Bunbury Region 
Scheme, continued to be efficiently managed as the interim land owner. The fire control regime for the 2012/13 fire season 
proved effective, although the dumping of rubbish, trespass and criminal damage issues continue to be a problem across 
WAPC-owned land. The use of surveillance cameras proved effective under an upgraded surveillance approach.

Area Assistance Grants Scheme 

Under this scheme, the Western Australian Planning Commission supports the planning and development of regional open 
space in the metropolitan area. In particular, the WAPC worked closely with the cities of Rockingham and Gosnells in the 
management of open spaces.

The protection of Carnaby’s black cockatoos is an 
integral part of the Department of Planning’s Bush 
Forever program.
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Rental management

The Western Australian Planning Commission has, as part of its asset portfolio, a substantial number of properties that have 
been purchased in preparation for future infrastructure developments and regional open space. These properties are suitable 
for, and consequently managed as, commercial or private residential rentals until required for the purpose intended. Rental 
rates for each property are benchmarked against standard rates for their respective areas and the Commission abides by the 
Residential Tenancies Act in applying rates for all residential tenancies and the Commercial Tenancies Act for its commercial 
tenancy rates.

During 2012/13, there were 231 residential and 64 commercial properties in the metropolitan area, plus 11 residential and 
two commercial properties in regional areas that were rented or leased under the Residential Tenancies or Commercial 
Tenancies Act. The Commission received $5.84 million in rent from these portfolios. 

Disposals

Property disposals comprise predominantly of remainder land that was purchased for strategic purposes and are now 
surplus to requirements. Surplus land may also include subdivided land where the intended portion of the original lot has 
been subdivided and moved over to the end land user (e.g. Main Roads WA).

During 2012/13, 26 lots totalling 327.6 hectares, were transferred to the State for parks and recreational purposes. This 
included 201 hectares for the Lark Hill Sporting Complex. A further eight properties were sold for a total of $10,252,419. 
These included sales for:

•	 Two properties to Main Roads for a total of $74,419 for the Gateway project;

•	 Two properties to Public Transport Authority for a total of $3,162,000 for additional parking purposes; and

•	 Four properties to private individuals for a total of $7,016,000.

The WAPC continues to be an interim land manager; however, in circumstances where the land is no longer required, it 
disposes of these parcels at market value through a disposals program on the open market.
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Whiteman Park

Whiteman Park, Western Australia’s premier and most popular recreation and conservation park, continued to build on its 
success of recent years with a number of projects being completed during 2012/13.

Located in the Swan Valley, the park hosted a range of successful community events and introduced a number of new  
tours including a night woylie experience within Woodland Reserve.

Overall visitation rates continued to rise after breaking through the one-million mark for the first time in a calendar  
year (2012).

Woodland Reserve, a sanctuary for the breeding of critically endangered fauna, was expanded by more than 100 hectares 
during 2012/13, protecting some of the best examples of banksia, marri, jarrah and melaleuca woodlands, and providing an 
area free from feral animals for the protection of the native species now calling the sanctuary home. Woodland Reserve now 
covers more than 150 hectares.

In June 2013, a colony of Bush Stone-curlew was introduced into Woodland Reserve as part of a collaborative project with 
Perth Zoo and Caversham Wildlife Park to reintroduce the species.

Whiteman Park was also recognised by the environmental and tourism industries by becoming a finalist in the 2012 
Department of Environment and Conservation’s Environment Awards and the 2012 WA Tourism Industry Awards.

It is envisaged that Whiteman Park will continue its strong visitation growth, in particular within the overseas tourist sector 
with growth expected to increase rapidly over the next five years.

Ever-popular Whiteman Park, a significant State asset managed by the  
Western Australian Planning Commission.
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Managing the Department and the WAPC
Factors that shape and sustain our corporate philosophy are diverse, but built on a commitment to transparency, 
professional conduct and excellence of service.

The Department of Planning and the Western Australian Planning Commission recognise that a key factor central to the 
success of all client service is the creation of an ethical and equitable workplace, free from bias, which values diversity and 
encourages both individual and collective achievement. Our greatest strength is the competence, dedication and enthusiasm 
of our staff.

During 2012/13 the Department continued to raise awareness among employees about the importance of corporate values 
within the organisation. These values — respect, honesty and integrity, innovation, leadership, commitment and cooperation 
— were communicated via internal communication forums. 

Corporate governance 

The Department supports best practice in corporate governance which is demonstrated through consideration and approval 
of all Department policies, setting strategic direction and 
resource allocation, as well as monitoring performance, progress 
against targets and resource use.

The following committees assist the Department in achieving 
good governance:

•	 Executive Management Committee;

•	 Information Management Committee; and

•	 Audit and Risk Management Committee.

In recognition of the importance of public sector agencies 
upholding high standards of ethics and conduct, while 
providing an environment of transparency and accountability, 
the Department maintains an Accountability Framework. This 
details the overarching policies, reporting processes, legislation 
and Government directives that govern the way we perform our 
duties.

The Director General of the Department of 
Planning, Eric Lumsden, makes a presentation 
to his staff about the need for strong corporate 
governance.
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The Department also maintains a Governance Guide for Managers which aims to build managers’ knowledge and 
understanding of governance and their responsibilities as public sector employees. The information contained in the 
Governance Guide can be applied to all levels of management and also includes a section to assist first time managers and 
supervisors. 

During 2012/13, work continued to streamline and review corporate policies and procedures in line with the Department’s 
Corporate Policy Development Framework which provides for the development, approval, implementation, review and 
evaluation of corporate policies and procedures. Key policies and procedures reviewed during the year related to the areas of 
procurement, purchasing card use, media communication, fleet management and language services.

Risk management

In line with the Department’s Risk Management and Business Continuity Policy, the Department maintained a Strategic 
Risk Register during 2012/13. The Strategic Risk Register identifies a number of risks which have been assessed against 
the Department’s risk matrix. The register also details treatment strategies to minimise the rating of each risk. Monitoring of 
risks and treatment strategies occurs quarterly. Business areas have also developed risk registers applicable to their area of 
operation as part of the business planning process.

Change management

Change management is becoming increasingly important within all organisations that aspire to be lead agencies in their 
respective fields in a rapidly changing world. During 2012/13, the Department introduced a change management framework 
which encourages a greater engagement of factors such as stakeholders, communications and outcomes for dealing 
proactively with change. The framework highlights the approach of maintaining contextual awareness, conducting reasoned 
assessments based on this information, then engaging in planned actions aligned to the Department’s strategic direction.

Internal audit

The Department’s Internal Audit section conducts comprehensive audits in accordance with its endorsed Internal Audit 
Charter and Audit Program for both the Department and the WAPC. Some of the key reviews undertaken in 2012/13 
included:

•	 payroll management;

•	 management of rental properties;

•	 compensation claims;
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•	 receipting and banking processes;

•	 agency reconciliation processes; and

•	 a review of procurement processes.

Recommendations derived from internal audit reviews are managed and monitored through the Department’s Audit 
Recommendation Management System. Progress reporting on the status of implementation of recommendations occurs 
on a monthly basis to the Executive Management Committee. In addition, the Department has in place an Audit and Risk 
Management Committee. The committee’s primary objective is to improve the credibility and objectivity of the Department’s 
accountability processes and governance practices. The committee is chaired by the Director General, and includes external 
audit representation.

External audit

Recommendations derived from external audit reviews are managed and monitored through the Department’s Audit 
Recommendation Management System. During 2012/13 progress reporting on the status of implementation of 
recommendations continued to be delivered to the Executive Management Committee on a monthly basis.
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Managing and developing our people

Our values

Commitment

We do our best to build on our centres of excellence

Cooperation

We work collaboratively with our customers and 
stakeholders to achieve our goals and deliver a quality 
service

Honesty and integrity

We act ethically and with integrity

Innovation

We encourage creativity and excellence

Leadership

We are accountable and responsible while inspiring 
others to lead

Respect

We treat each other with fairness, dignity and 
understanding
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Employee profile 

The Department of Planning employs a diverse range of 
talented people who work together to provide a broad 
range of services to the Western Australian community. 

The Department aims to create workplaces where business 
outcomes are achieved, diversity is encouraged, health 
and safety is paramount, the wellbeing of employees 
is supported and the development of its people is 
championed.

Employee numbers 

Employee Type 2011/12 2012/13

Permanent employees 475 465

Full-time equivalent (Average) 496 484

Part-time employees 72 73

Fixed-term contracts 52 44

Regional employees

Region No. employees

Great Southern 8

Kimberley 1

Mid-West 4

Pilbara 1

South-West 24

Code of conduct

The Department of Planning’s Code of Conduct is included 
with each employee’s employment contract and signed 
as read by all new staff as part of the induction process to 
ensure the highest standard of ethics, integrity, impartiality 
and professional conduct. The code is also readily available 
on the Department’s intranet for all staff and promoted via 
regular accountable and ethical decision-making training.

Accountable and ethical decision-making

Accountable and ethical decision making is about ensuring 
our employees act with integrity when making decisions 
and undertaking their duties. Being accountable and 
ethical is essential in maintaining the trust and confidence 
of the public in the work of government. In 2012/13, 
the Department continued to train and educate its 
employees in accountable and ethical decision-making. 
The Department held three workshops this financial year. 
Since 2009, the Department has trained 81 per cent of its 
workforce in accountable and ethical decision-making.

Inductions

The Department continued to roll-out its induction series 
in 2012/13, and firmly embed both the corporate and local 
induction programs into the workplace. During the year, the 
Department inducted 38 new employees, and through the 
induction series, made each new employee feel welcomed, 
valued and prepared for their new role with the Department.

In 2012/13 the Workforce Development Team designed 
an induction framework aimed specifically at staff in 
management positions across the department. The 
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program includes components of mandatory training 
requirements, developing people management skills 
and tailors the local induction process to better support 
employees with managerial and supervisory responsibilities.

Promoting values

During 2012/13, the Department continued to promote 
its corporate values within the workplace. This was 
achieved through a number of initiatives such as continued 
promotion of the Department’s code of conduct, 
accountable and ethical decision-making training, 
corporate inductions, performance and development 
discussions and other awareness-raising activities.

Learning and development

The Department is committed to providing its employees 
with appropriate opportunities to develop skills and 
knowledge that will enable them to both build their careers 
and contribute to the Department’s strategic goals. During 
2012/13, the 364 employees attended a professional 
development activity. Topics ranged from people 
management, accountable and ethical decision-making, 
appropriate workplace behaviour, project management and 
change management through to first aid and role-specific 
training such as Advanced Microsoft Excel and Adobe 
InDesign. 

The Department also continued to offer other learning 
and development initiatives. The Department continued 
to run its Scholarship Program to assist staff in achieving 
qualifications relevant to the business of the Department 
and their career within the public sector. 

Employee assistance and support

The Department offers a range of services to support the 
health and wellbeing of our employees. The Department’s 
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provides free 
confidential counselling to our employees and their families 
on both work-related and personal issues. The Department 
also offers its managers access to a “Manager Hotline” 
which provides practical advice to managers who are 
dealing with challenging issues in the workplace.

During 2012/13, the Department continued its Grievance 
Resolution Program aimed at promoting informal 
resolution of workplace issues and encouraging a positive 
workplace culture. Three additional Grievance Officers 
have been trained to provide information and support to 
employees experiencing a range of challenges at work. The 
Department has a total of nine grievance officers and nine 
grievance guidance officers available for consultation.

The Department is committed to providing education 
and awareness around the importance of good mental, 
physical and financial health and providing employees with 
information, resources and tools to support their wellbeing. 
Further information is available under the Employee 
Wellness section of the report.
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Occupational safety and health

During 2012/13, the Department of Planning continued 
occupational health and safety operations using proactive 
measures to address potential health and safety concerns 
of its staff. Included in this work are the following areas of 
focus:

•	 Employee Wellness Program 

•	 Workers’ compensation and injury management

•	 Occupational safety and health training for managers

•	 Hazard awareness and management.

Employee wellness program

As identified in the 2011 Corporate Plan, one of the key 
preventative health and wellness actions by the Department 
was the development and delivery of a wellness program 
based on health promotion principles and largely self-
funded participation. Launched in November 2011, the 
Department’s Wellness Program targets staff through 
a multifaceted approach (mind, body and community) 
including fitness and exercise, social and mental health and 
financial awareness and security.

During 2012/13, the Department has continued its proactive 
partnership with the departments of Communities, Finance, 
Regional Development and Lands, Local Government, 
Transport and Treasury, each of which also runs active 
wellness programs. These partnerships are designed to 
promote professional networking and interaction between 
employees across agencies and advance the design 
principles of sustainability, interaction and engagement 
of State Government employees at Gordon Stephenson 

House. Also during 2012/13 the Department focussed its 
energies on launching health and wellness programs in 
regional offices, with successful wellness expos held in 
Bunbury and Mandurah.

Workers’ compensation and injury 
management

The roll-out from the Department of Treasury and Finances’ 
Shared Services has brought workers’ compensation and 
injury management processes back into the Department. 
To address this change, the Department has established 
closer ties with RiskCover, WorkSafe and external medical 
practitioners to ensure that staff are well looked after and 
returned to work as soon as possible. A recent review 
of staff understanding of processes supporting injury 
management and return to work has directed development 
of procedures to ensure that managers and supervisors 
are trained to better support employees in these 
circumstances.

Occupational safety and health training 
for managers

During 2012/13, the Department reviewed the training 
provided to managers and staff with supervisory 
responsibilities, undertaking a more targeted approach to 
gaining higher training participation rates. The Department 
reviews and reports to Senior Executive, training 
participation rates regularly and will continue a direct 
approach to gaining higher training participation.  
The Department also re-released material in regards to 
safety matters to assist all staff.
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Occupational safety and health performance statistics

Actual Actual against target

Measure 2011/12 2012/13 Target Department result

No. of fatalities 0 0 0 Achieved

Lost time injury/Disease incidence rate 0.6% 1.01% 0 or 10% reduction Not achieved

Lost time injury/Disease severity 0 40% 0 or 10% reduction Not achieved

Percentage of injured workers returned to work within 26 weeks 100% 80% Greater than or 
equal to 80%

Achieved

Percentage of managers trained in OSH and injury Management 39% 72.47% Greater than or 
equal to 80%

Not achieved

Hazard awareness and management

Hazard reporting and management was highlighted during the year with a focus on developing staff 
awareness of identification of hazards and the Department’s hazard reporting and management 
processes. This message has been reiterated to staff via the Safety Health and Wellness 
representatives (SHAW) meetings. SHAW representation includes: metropolitan and regional staff, 
management and the Department’s Senior OSH Consultant.

During 2012/13, the Department continued to maintain its awareness of OSH requirements for its 
regional personnel and will continue to work with staff in these locations to ensure their good health 
and safety. 
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Managing our relationships

Disability Access and Inclusion Plan outcomes

The Department is committed to improving access and inclusion for all its customer groups. The 
Department is currently in the process of implementing its Disability Access and Inclusion Plan 2011-
15 (DAIP) to achieve the six outcomes defined in the Disability Services Act 1993. The DAIP details 
various strategies to ensure people with disabilities have equal access to the Department’s products, 
services and consultation processes. Below is a summary of how the Department improved access 
to its products, services and consultation processes for people with a disability during the year. 

Outcome 1

People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to access the services of, and any events organised by 
the Department.

•	 The Department’s forums and consultation invitations ask recipients if they have any special access or inclusion 
requirements. 

•	 The Department’s events are planned using the Department’s Event Guidelines, which conform to the Disability 
Services Commission’s Creating Accessible Events publication. Relevant policies and checklists are available for staff 
on the Department’s intranet.

Outcome 2

People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to access the building and facilities of the Department.

•	 The Department has reviewed its emergency evacuation procedures for all Departmental buildings to ensure people 
with disability are accounted for. 

•	 The Department has developed a tool to assist staff providing assistance to visitors with disability during an emergency 
evacuation.
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Outcome 3

People with disability receive the same level of information from the Department in a format that will enable them to 
access information as readily as other people. 

•	 Departmental produced documents are available electronically and in other formats on request and the community  
are advised of this via the Department’s website.

•	 The Department has developed a Language Services Policy and Procedure which ensure the Department provides 
accessible, professional and responsive services to meet the needs of customers who are unable to adequately 
communicate in English or who are hearing impaired. 

Outcome 4

People with disability receive the same level and quality of service from employees of a public authority as other  
people receive. 

•	 The Department’s corporate induction includes a specific module regarding disability access and inclusion. 

•	 Resources such as access checklists, key disability contacts and guidelines for providing information in accessible 
formats are available to support staff in delivering services to people with disabilities.

•	 The Department has developed an Access and Inclusion Customer Service training package and is currently  
deploying it across the Department. 

Outcome 5

People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to make complaints to a public authority. 

•	 The Department has reviewed its existing complaint mechanisms to ensure they meet the needs of people  
with disability. 

•	 The Department accepts complaints and feedback in many different formats including an online feedback form on  
the Department’s website, by mail, facsimile, over the phone and over the counter.  
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Outcome 6

People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to participate in any public consultation by the relevant 
public authority.

•	 Consultation documents are available for comment and any outcomes or findings are located on the Department’s 
website and in alternative formats on request.   

Substantive equality

During 2012/13 the Department remained committed to ensuring its services meet the needs of people from culturally 
and linguistically diverse and Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander backgrounds. In accordance with the Public Sector 
Commissioner’s Circular 2009-23: Implementation of the Policy Framework for Substantive Equality (the Policy Framework), 
the Department has completed a review of the Aboriginal Communities Program consultation process as its nominated 
service area for implementation of the Policy Framework for 2012/13. 

The review of the Aboriginal Communities Program’s consultation process identified that the Aboriginal Communities team 
are offering a high level of support to Aboriginal people across Western Australia through the development and amendment 
of layout plans. While the review of the Aboriginal Communities Program’s consultation process identified a number of 
positives, two recommendations have been made to further improve this service. 

Reconciliation Action Plan 2013-15

As part of the Commonwealth and State whole-of-government policy and in recognition of the importance of addressing the 
17-year life expectancy gap between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and other Australians, the Department has 
developed a Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) for 2013-2015. The RAP was officially endorsed by Reconciliation Australia on 
11 June 2013.

The launch event for the RAP is scheduled for September 2013.
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Freedom of information

The Department of Planning and the Western Australian Planning Commission are considered to be one organisation for 
matters under the Freedom of Information Act 1992. The Department’s Freedom of Information (FOI) Unit is responsible for 
processing FOI applications for both agencies, with the FOI Coordinator as the designated decision maker.

The Freedom of Information Act 1992 provides that if an applicant is dissatisfied with a decision by the Department, 
that decision can be reviewed. Under Section 40 of the Act, an application for internal review must be forwarded to the 
Department in writing within 30 calendar days of the date of decision. Matters still in dispute following an internal review can 
be submitted to the Office of the Information Commissioner for an external review within 60 days from the date of the internal 
review decision.

No fees or charges apply to internal or external FOI reviews.

In 2012/13, the FOI Unit received 129 FOI applications. Of these, 12 were subject to internal review, four external reviews and 
two were transferred to another agency.

Public information

Publications and technical reports produced by the Department of Planning and the Western Australian Planning 
Commission are available from the Department’s library and through the Library and Information Service of Western Australia. 
Many are also available through the Publications section of the PlanningWA website at www.planning.wa.gov.au.
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Managing our resources

Recordkeeping

During 2012/13 the Department of Planning and the 
Western Australian Planning Commission continued to be 
committed to good recordkeeping under the requirements 
of the State Records Act 2000. The Department’s 
Recordkeeping Plan (2012) detailing legacy recordkeeping 
policies, procedures and practices was approved by the 
State Records Office on 30 August 2012.

The State Records Commission’s minimum compliance 
requirements are:

Requirement 1

The efficiency and effectiveness of the organisation’s recordkeeping systems are evaluated not less than once every  
five years.

The Department uses Objective as its Electronic Document and Records Management System, which allows the agency 
to deal with digital as well as paper records within an integrated environment. A process of continuous improvement is 
also in place to improve performance and service and training sessions are made available for all employees on request.   

Requirement 2

The organisation conducts a recordkeeping training program.

An online Record Keeping Awareness Training (RAT) course is available to all Planning employees. At 30 June 2013,  
88 per cent of the Department’s employees had completed the course.
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Requirement 3

The efficiency and effectiveness of the recordkeeping training program is reviewed from time to time.

The online RAT is mandatory for all employees. Training assessment is integrated into the package and feedback from 
those who have completed the course is reviewed and acknowledged. Agency-specific information regarding RAT 
processes is made available on the employee intranet, PlanNet. Content is reviewed periodically to ensure it reflects 
current operational and administrative practices and processes.

A comprehensive training package in the use of the Objective system is available and all new staff must attend an 
Objective training session. Follow up assistance is available through the Department’s Help Desk and a Training and 
Support officer. Quick reference guides are also available on PlanNet.

Requirement 4

The organisation’s induction program addresses employee roles and responsibilities in regard to their compliance with 
the organisation’s recordkeeping plan.

A presentation on recordkeeping is included in the Department’s induction program to advise new employees of their 
roles and responsibilities in creating, managing and maintaining government records. All new employees are expected 
to complete the online RAT, which covers roles and responsibilities in regard to recordkeeping and compliance with the 
Recordkeeping Plan. A brochure, Recordkeeping: Your Responsibilities is also available as part of a series designed to 
assist employees deal with different aspects of recordkeeping. New employees are also required to undertake training in 
the use of the electronic records management tool, Objective.
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Governance and other disclosures

Ministerial directives

In accordance with Treasurer’s Instruction 903(12), neither the Department of Planning nor the Western Australian Planning 
Commission received any ministerial directives in 2012/13.

Advertising and marketing expenditure

In accordance with section 175 ZE of the Electoral Act 1907 the Department of Planning and the Western Australian Planning 
Commission incurred the following expenditure with advertising, market research, polling, direct mail and media advertising.

Department of Planning 

Expenditure was incurred in the following areas:

Advertising agencies nil

Direct mail organisations nil

Market research organisations
Research Solutions (50 per cent with WAPC) $7,551.25

Media advertising organisations 
Adcorp $28,266.08

Polling organisations  nil

Total $35,817.33

Western Australian Planning Commission

Expenditure was incurred in the following areas:

Advertising agencies
Bowtell Clarke & Yole $12,969.31

Direct mail organisations
The Poster Girls  $3,816.00

Market research organisations
Research Solutions (50 per cent with DoP) $7,551.25

Media advertising organisations
Adcorp $182,914.24 
Aussie Drawcards $540.00
Countrywide Australia $1,200.00
Datatrax $1,099.54
Optimum Media Decisions (WA)  $176,328.35
Salmat Mediaforce $524.13 
WA Newspapers $249.91

Sub total $362,856.17

Polling organisations nil

Total $387,192.73
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Pricing policies for services provided

The supply of goods and services undertaken by the Department of Planning and the Western Australian Planning 
Commission represent works undertaken for the State Government on a cost recovery basis. Further details are available in 
the Financial Statements.

Major capital projects

Details of major capital projects* at 30 June 2013 in accordance with Treasurer’s Instruction 903 Section 13) (ii) (a) (b) are 
listed in the table below.

Projects remaining uncompleted

Project name

Expected year of 
completion

Estimated cost to 
complete  

$’000

Estimated total 
cost of project 

$’000

WAPC

Stirling Regional Centre 2012/13 2,001 8,500

Acquisition of Land Ongoing 38,282 26,475

Perth’s Bushplan 2012/13 4,012 10,000

Regional Land Acquisition Ongoing 1,778 1,778

Department of Planning

Perry Lakes Redevelopment Project 2017/18 87,667 248,209

*Major projects valued at more than $5 million

Probity

An audit of the former Western Australian Planning 
Commission Chair’s expenditure identified issues that led 
to the Chair’s removal by the Governor in Executive Council 
on 27 November 2012.

Contracts with senior officers

At 30 June 2013, other than normal contracts of 
employment of service, no senior officers, firms of which 
senior officers are members, or entities in which senior 
officers have substantial interests, had any interests in 
existing or proposed contracts with the Department of 
Planning or the Western Australian Planning Commission. 
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Appendix 1

Executive biographies — Department of Planning

Eric Lumsden PSM  
Director General

Eric Lumsden became Director General 
for the Department for Planning and 
Infrastructure (now Department of 
Planning) in November 2007. He was 
previously CEO of the City of Melville 
and the City of Swan. Mr Lumsden 
holds masters degrees in town planning 
and business administration, and 
post graduate qualifications in local 
government and social sciences. He 
is a life fellow of the Planning Institute 
of Australia, fellow of the Australian 
Institute of Management, and fellow 
and past president of the WA Division 
of the Local Government Managers 
Association. In 2005 Mr Lumsden was 
awarded a Public Service Medal for 
his contribution to local government, 
especially in the area of economic 
development, and in 2012 was made a 
National Fellow of the Institute of Public 
Administration of Australia.

Neil Thomson 
Assistant Director General 
Strategic Corporate Support

Neil Thomson has held a number of 
positions within the Western Australian 
public sector for more than 24 years, 
providing economic advice and policy 
leadership within the departments of 
Agriculture, Fisheries, Industry and 
Technology and Treasury.

From 2008 to 2011, Mr Thomson 
served as Chief of Staff to two State 
ministers covering, among others, the 
planning, commerce, housing, water 
and environment portfolios.

Mr Thomson has been with the 
Department of Planning since June 
2011, leading the delivery of the 
Department’s operations, including 
among other things, corporate planning, 
audit and risk management, financial 
management, information management 
and systems, legal services, geospatial 
systems and mapping. Furthermore, 
he is responsible for the management 
of the Western Australian Planning 
Commission’s significant property 
portfolio, which includes Whiteman 
Park.   

David Saunders 
Executive Director 
Regional Planning and Strategy

David Saunders joined the Department 
in October 2007 after working in local

government, State and Commonwealth 
public sector roles in WA, Queensland 
and NSW.

Mr Saunders has worked in senior 
roles with the NSW government in the 
planning and operation of the Sydney 
Olympic Games; and with the Australian 
and Queensland governments in the 
planning and gazettal of the statutory 
and strategic plan of management for 
the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area in 
North Queensland.

Mr Saunders’ current role includes 
the strategic and statutory planning 
for regional WA, with a current focus 
on developing strategic planning and 
infrastructure frameworks for each of 
the eight planning regions across the 
State.
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Sue Burrows 
Executive Director 
Perth and Peel Planning

Sue Burrows joined the Department 
of Planning as its first Independent 
Planning Reviewer, in 2010. In that 
role she provided assessment and 
advice on planning process matters to 
both the Department and the Western 
Australian Planning Commission, 
as well as independent counsel on 
planning applications to consultants, 
developers, local government and other 
stakeholders.

In her current portfolio, Ms Burrows is 
responsible for metropolitan planning 
across the Perth and Peel regions, 
operational policy coordination and 
planning administration.

Ms Burrows has extensive strategic 
and statutory planning knowledge and 
experience, which includes more than 
25 years across five local governments. 
She has dealt with diverse planning 
issues from structure planning and 
Greenfield subdivisions to inner city 
developments.

Anne Hill  
Executive Director 
Strategy, Policy and Projects

Anne Hill re-joined the Department of 
Planning in May 2013, having previously 
worked for the Department and its 
predecessor in 2008-09.

She has extensive experience in the 
Western Australian public sector, much 
of it in strategic policy leadership 
roles, across a range of portfolios 
including Agriculture, Energy, Planning, 
Premier and Cabinet, Public Sector 
Management, State Development, 
Transport and Treasury. She has also 
worked in the private energy sector and 
served on the boards of not-for-profit 
organisations.

Ms Hill holds a Master of Science 
degree and post-graduate qualifications 
in public sector management. She is 
a graduate member of the Australian 
Institute of Company Directors, a fellow 
of the Australian Institute of Energy 
and a member of the Institute of Public 
Administration Australia.
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Appendix 2

Biographies of members and deputies — 
Western Australian Planning Commission

Eric Lumsden PSM 
Chairman

(Term of appointment:  
5 November 2007 – ex officio)

(See Appendix 1, Department of 
Planning Executive biographies,  
page 90).

 

Neil Thomson  
Secretary

(See Appendix 1, Department of 
Planning Executive biographies,  
page 90). 

Cr Ray Colyer 
Local government (non-
metropolitan) representative

(Term of appointment:  
9 February 2010 to 20 August 2014)

Cr Ray Colyer was elected as Leeuwin 
Ward Councillor and Deputy Shire 
President in May 2005. He was re-
elected in 2009 and 2011 as a Leeuwin 
Ward Councillor and Shire President of 
the Augusta Margaret River Shire.

Cr Colyer began his career as a 
horticulturalist and after further study 
moved into the finance and property 
sector working for the Swan Brewery 
and Bond Property companies for 
several years.

He has been involved in small business 
for more than 25 years and currently 
operates a property maintenance 
business in Augusta-Margaret River 
region. He is also involved in tourism 
accommodation and other tourism 
attractions in the Margaret River region.

Ms Maree De Lacey  
BSW; B.Soc.Wk. 
Acting Director General, 
Department of Water

(Term of appointment:  
31 May 2010 – ex officio)

Ms Maree De Lacey’s most recent 
previous positions have been as Chief 
Executive Officer of Peel Development 
Commission and Executive Director with 
the then Department for Community 
Development.

Ms De Lacey has had extensive 
experience at practitioner and executive 
levels with State and Commonwealth 
governments in metropolitan and 
regional areas of Queensland and WA. 
She has more than 30 years’ experience 
in the planning, design and delivery 
of services and infrastructure through 
partnerships with government, industry 
and the community.
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Mr Paul Drechsler 
Professional representative

(Term of appointment:  
9 February 2010 to 20 August 2014)

Mr Paul Drechsler is the Group 
Managing Director of Hames Sharley, 
a national planning, urban design 
and architectural practice. He is a 
professional town planner, geographer 
and land economist with more than 35 
years consulting experience in Australia, 
New Zealand, India and Asia. 

Mr Drechsler’s expertise includes 
master planning, urban design and 
feasibility studies of large-scale urban 
developments, town centres and major 
infrastructure projects. He is the Deputy 
Presiding Member of the Northwest 
Metropolitan Joint Development 
Assessment Panel. He also has a 
comprehensive understanding of 
retail sector dynamics in Australia and 
is currently undertaking a research 
doctorate at the University of Western 
Australia on the implications of place 
attachment in town centre design.

Mr Drechsler holds a double major in 
geography and biological science; is 
a member of the Planning Institute of 
Australia; and a fellow of the Australian 
Property Institute. He is also an affiliate 
of the Australian Institute of Architects 
and a member of the Australian Institute 
of Urban Studies and Institute of 
Australian Geographers.

Professor Robert Harvey 
Professional representative

(Term of appointment:  
9 February 2010 to 20 August 2014)

Professor Robert Harvey has a degree 
in engineering and a Master in Business 
Administration from the University of 
Western Australia.

Professor Harvey commenced his 
career as an engineer in the then Water 
Authority, specialising in resource 
management, planning and policy. His 
last position in the Authority was as 
Director Water Resources Planning. As 
an Executive Director at the Department 
of Justice from 1999 to 2003, he was 
responsible for community corrections, 
juvenile justice and correctional policy. 
He oversaw the introduction of the 
State’s first privately-operated prison 
and made significant improvements to 
an important part of the State’s criminal 
justice system. 

From 2003 to 2009 Professor Harvey 
was Pro Vice-Chancellor and Dean 
of Business and Law at Edith Cowan 
University. He has also been a member 
of the Water Corporation Board since 
2007. On behalf of the Board of the 
Water Corporation, he convened a 
scientific panel to review the State’s 50-
year water plan — Water Forever.

Mr Glen Kelly 
Indigenous interests 
representative

(Term of appointment:  
20 March 2007 to 20 August 2014)

Mr Glen Kelly is the Chief Executive 
Officer of the South West Aboriginal 
Land and Sea Council, the Native Title 
representative body for the South West 
of Western Australia. He is a Wardandi 
Noongar and possesses a Bachelor of 
Environmental Science degree.

Mr Kelly has been working in the 
Aboriginal community sector since the 
early 1990s and specifically in protected 
area, land and cultural resource 
management and, since 2001, in the 
area of native title. Glen has served on 
a number of committees and statutory 
boards at both Australian and State 
levels.
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Mr Jim Sharp M.Ed., B.Ed. 
Acting Director General, 
Department of Environment and 
Conservation

(Term of appointment:  
April 2013 – ex officio)

Mr Sharp has worked in State recreation 
and conservation agencies since 
graduating from the University of 
Western Australia in 1971. Mr Sharp 
worked in social research at the Ministry 
of Sport and Recreation before joining 
the Department of Conservation and 
Land Management (CALM) in 1985 as 
a Scientific Advisor. He was appointed 
as CALM’s Director of National 
Parks in August 1996 and became 
Deputy Director General Parks and 
Conservation in early 2008, following the 
merger of CALM and the Department of 
Environment to form the Department of 
Environment and Conservation.

Mr Sharp has extensive experience 
in social research, park policy 
development, tourism and recreation 
access, Aboriginal policy, volunteers 
and visitation research. He is also a 
member of the World Commission on 
Protected Areas Working Group on 
Tourism in Protected Areas.

Dr Garry Middle Ph.D.; 
M.Phil.(Urban Studies); B.Sc.
(Hons.Env.Sc.); B.Sc.(Chem)
Dip.Ed.  
Coastal Planning and 
Management representative

(Term of appointment:  
31 May 2011 to 30 May 2013, and 
renewed to 5 August 2015)

Associate Professor Garry Middle 
currently heads the Department of 
Urban and Regional Planning at Curtin 
University. He has more than 30 years’ 
experience in environment planning, 
policy and governance; environmental 
impact assessment; strategic 
environmental assessment; and coastal 
planning, working with State and local 
governments as a consultant and an 
academic.

Before joining Curtin University 
in June 2008 Dr Middle was the 
Appeals Convenor for the Minister 
for Environment and prior to that was 
Director, Environment and Natural 
Resource Planning at the Department 
for Planning and Infrastructure; 
Manager, Strategic Planning and 
Environment at the City of Rockingham; 
and Manager, Environmental Planning 
Branch servicing the Environmental 
Protection Authority.

Dr Middle sits on the WA Planning 
Institute of Australia’s Division 
Committee and is a member of the 
International Association of Impact 
Assessment.

Mr Stephen Wood B.Psych.; 
M.Pub.Admin. 
Director General, Department of 
State Development

(Term of appointment:  
24 May 2011 – ex officio)

Stephen Wood commenced his 
current position in May 2011. He has 
held a variety of positions across the 
Commonwealth and State public 
sectors, including in defence and 
customs. He was previously Deputy 
Director General, Strategic Issues at the 
Department of Premier and Cabinet; 
Commissioner of the Western Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission; Deputy 
Director General Department of Premier 
and Cabinet; and a consultant for native 
title.
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Mr Grahame Searle 
Director General, Department of 
Housing

(Term of appointment:  
26 August 2008 – ex officio)

Grahame Searle holds a Bachelor of 
Business and has extensive experience 
in service delivery, leadership and 
organisational change. 

From 1998 to 2008 Grahame led the 
transformation of the Department of 
Land Administration from a traditional 
public service agency to its current 
statutory authority status, Landgate. 

Mr Searle’s broad conceptual and 
problem solving abilities are now being 
applied to address the complexities 
of the Department of Housing. He 
is focussed on forging new and 
innovative ways to meet increasing 
demand, including new partnerships 
with community housing organisations 
across the State. 

Mr Searle has a strong background 
in information technology and, in 
particular, integrating computer systems 
for customer service delivery. He has 
extensive experience in managing 
information technology projects in 
Victoria and Western Australia. 

Mr Searle is also an Honorary Fellow 
of the Spatial Sciences Institute of 
Australia; past president of the Institute 
of Public Administration (WA Division); 
and a board member of the WA Treasury 
Corporation.

Mr Reece Waldock  
Director General, Department of 
Transport

(Term of appointment:  
3 May 2010 – ex officio)

Reece Waldock has more than 
25 years’ experience in strategic 
management with particular expertise 
in organisational reform. He held a 
number of senior executive roles within 
the Department of Commerce and Trade 
and Department of Transport from the 
early 1990s through to the end of 2000. 
Prior to his career with the WA public 
sector, Mr Waldock held a number of 
senior management roles with BHP.

In December 2000, following the sale of 
the rail freight business of the Western 
Australian Government Railways 
Commission, he acted in the position 
of Commissioner of Railways. With 
the creation of the Public Transport 
Authority on 1 July 2003, Mr Waldock 
was appointed as the inaugural CEO 

and oversaw the integration of all 
statewide public transport services, 
together with a major construction 
program, which included the Mandurah 
Railway.

In May 2010, the State Government 
integrated its three key transport 
agencies and Mr Waldock was 
appointed to head the Transport 
portfolio, consisting of the Department 
of Transport, Main Roads WA and the 
Public Transport Authority. This heralded 
a new direction for the portfolio of single 
point accountability and a whole of 
portfolio approach. 
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Mayor Henry Zelones 
Local government 
(metropolitan) representative

(Term of appointment:  
9 February 2010 to 20 August 2014)

Mayor Henry Zelones JP was elected 
as a Councillor at the City of Armadale 
in 1989. Currently serving as Chairman 
of the Armadale Development/Planning 
Services Committee, a position he 
has held for the past 20 years. He 
is a board member of the Armadale 
Redevelopment Authority (2002), WA 
Local Government Association State 
Council (2005), WA Heritage Council 
Board Member (2008) and Deputy 
Commissioner WAPC (2004) and 
Commissioner WAPC (2010).

Mayor Zelones has been closely 
involved with local government reform, 
chairing WALGA’s Planning Reform 
Policy Forum and local government 
reform committees. He has extensive 
experience in private industry, having 
establishing his own business in 1971. 
He has served as a board member 
of the Chamber of Commerce and 
a member of the local Business 
Association for more than 30 years. He 
also has a background in information 
technology.

Mr Paul Rosair 
Associate Member

(Term of appointment:  
13 December 2011 to 12 December 
2013)

Paul Rosair has been Director General 
of the Department of Regional 
Development and Lands since it was 
formed in July 2009 to bring a new 
focus to regional Western Australia.

His Department is responsible for 
the administration of the Royalties 
for Regions policy and program; 
managing key initiatives such as the 
Ord Irrigation Expansion, Pilbara Cities 
and SuperTowns projects; and for 
regional development matters, including 
the State’s Crown and pastoral lands 
administrative functions.

Mr Rosair previously held the positions 
of Director of Regional Operations 
with the Department of Water and the 
Department of Environment. He started 
his career as a hydrographer and spent 
time as an information technology 
professional. He has worked for more 
than 30 years in senior government 
roles across environment, water, 
land management, Aboriginal affairs, 
infrastructure, planning and natural 
resources management portfolios.

Mr Rosair has extensive experience 
working across the State and a broad 
perspective on issues of particular 
importance to regional Western 
Australia. He speaks regularly at State 
and national events and conferences.

Deputy members 

Mayor Russell Aubrey 
Deputy for local government 
metropolitan representative

(Term of appointment:  
21 August 2012 to 20 August 2014)

Russell Aubrey has been Mayor of 
the City of Melville since 2007, having 
been first elected to local government 
in 1991. He has completed university 
studies in economics and computing 
and a diploma from the Australian 
Institute of Company Directors.

Mayor Aubrey has led his local 
government on a path of responsible 
change to societal, economic and 
environmental drivers and is a strong 
advocate for contemporary planning 
principles. He shares a passion for 
building better and more resilient 
communities through his work and is 
a member of the Disability Services 
Board.
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Cr Valerie Ammon B. Psych.
Deputy for local government 
non metropolitan representative

(Term of appointment: 21 August 2012 
to 20 August 2014)

Cr Ammon is currently a councillor 
with the Shire of Gingin, a board 
member of the Wheatbelt Development 
Commission and has experience as a 
small business owner. Cr Ammon is a 
qualified psychologist with extensive 
experience in the areas of mental health 
and drug and alcohol abuse.

Number of meetings 
and reports — Western 
Australian Planning 
Commission

In 2012/13, the Western Australian 
Planning Commission met 12 times and 
considered 85 reports. 
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Appendix 3

Western Australian Planning Commission committees

Statutory committees

Committees that met regularly throughout 2012/13 were:

Executive, Finance and 
Property Committee

The committee performs the 
administrative, financial and property 
functions of the Western Australian 
Planning Commission. Most of 
its activities centre on monitoring 
development projects, the acquisition 
and disposal of property and associated 
capital works. 

Statutory Planning 
Committee

The committee is the Western Australian 
Planning Commission’s regulatory 
decision-making body. Its functions 
include approval of the subdivision of 
land, approval of leases and licenses, 
approval of strata schemes, advice 
to the Minister for Planning on local 
government town planning schemes 
and scheme amendments, and the 
determination of certain development 
applications under the Metropolitan 
Region Scheme. 

Infrastructure Coordinating 
Committee

The committee advises the Western 
Australian Planning Commission 
on planning for the provision of 
physical and community infrastructure 
throughout the state. It has the 
powers to coordinate the metropolitan 
development program, the country land 
development program and the provision 
of infrastructure for land development.

Central Perth Planning 
Committee

The committee was established to 
oversee and provide direction for 
planning in the Perth central area. It 
exercises delegated authority to deal 
with the City of Perth town planning 
scheme and scheme amendments; 
the Metropolitan Region Scheme and 
amendments; subdivisions, strata titles, 
leases and licenses; and development 
on reserved land within the City of Perth. 

Special purpose 
committees

The Western Australian Planning 
Commission has created a number of 
special purposes committees to assist 
with its land use planning activities 
across the state. Committees may have 
specific tasks or be established, as 
needed, to address a one-off situation. 
The Commission sets the membership 
and terms of reference for these 
committees.
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Regional committees

South West Region Planning 
Committee 

The committee is the longest 
established regional planning committee 
in the state. It undertakes strategic 
and statutory decision-making for 
land planning matters in the South-
West region on behalf of the Western 
Australian Planning Commission. It 
deals with the subdivision of land, local 
planning schemes and amendments, 
the Greater Bunbury Region Scheme 
and amendments and land development 
policies for the region. 

During 2012/13 the committee met 
five times and considered 22 formal 
reports in addition to general strategic 
discussion.

Pilbara Regional Planning Committee 

The Pilbara Regional Planning 
Committee met on one occasion in 
2012/13. At that meeting, its decision 
to endorse the Town of Port Hedland’s 
local planning strategy (entitled 
“Pilbara’s Port City Growth Plan”), was 
guided by the Pilbara Planning and 
Infrastructure Framework (released in 
February 2012). The Framework, which 
was prepared by the Pilbara Regional 
Planning Committee, defines a strategic 
direction for the future development of 

the Pilbara region over the next 25 years 
and seeks to ensure that development 
and change in the Pilbara is achieved 
in a way that improves people’s lives 
and enhances the character and 
environment of the region. 

The Pilbara Profile, which was 
previously published by the Western 
Australian Planning Commission in 
2009 as a valuable source of technical 
information on the Pilbara, is being 
revised and updated. It is anticipated 
that it will be considered by the Pilbara 
Regional Planning Committee, with the 
intention of finalising the document for 
release later this year. 

Kimberley Regional Planning 
Committee

During 2012/2013 the Kimberley 
Regional Planning Committee held one 
meeting during which they considered 
the draft Kimberley Regional Planning 
and Infrastructure Framework and 
Kimberley Profile for consent to 
advertise. This was deferred pending 
further work on infrastructure priorities 
with the ICC. This work is now 
sufficiently progressed and the draft 
Framework and Profile will be presented 
to the committee in July 2013 for 
consent to advertise. 

The Peel Regional Planning 
Committee

This committee was formed to oversee 
preparation of the Peel Region Scheme 
incorporating the local government 
districts of the City of Mandurah and the 
shires of Waroona and Murray. It met 
four times during 2012/13.

Committees that did not meet during 
2012/13 included:

Sustainable Transport Committee

Coastal Planning Coordination 
Council

District committees

South West District Planning 
Committee

Western Suburbs District Planning 
Committee

North West District Planning 
Committee

South East District Planning 
Committee

Eastern District Planning Committee

Perth Waterfront Project Control 
Committee

Tamala Park Coastal Reserve 
Community Advisory Committee

The Mid West Regional Planning 
Committee

The Gascoyne Regional Planning 
Committee.
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Where to find us
Head office

Department of Planning 
Gordon Stephenson House 
140 William Street 
PERTH WA 6000 
Phone: +61 8 6551 9000 
Fax: +61 8 6551 9001

Western Australian Planning 
Commission 
Gordon Stephenson House 
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PERTH WA 6000 
Phone: +61 8 6551 9000 
Fax: +61 8 6551 9001

Website:  
www.planning.wa.gov.au

Email:  
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Kimberley
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Pilbara
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Mid West
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Peel
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MANDURAH WA 6210
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South West
Sixth floor, Bunbury Tower
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Great Southern
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Phone: 9892 7333

Whiteman Park
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www.whitemanpark.com
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Tell us how we are going
We invite your feedback about the quality and content of 
this Annual Report and your queries regarding any of the 
responsibilities under the Department of Planning and the 
Western Australian Planning Commission.

To provide your comments or ask a question, please 
contact us by:

Email: corporate@planning.wa.gov.au

Mail: Locked Bag 2506, Perth WA 6001
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Auditor General
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7th Floor Albert Facey House 469 Wellington Street Perth  MAIL TO: Perth BC PO Box 8489 Perth WA 6849  TEL: 08 6557 7500  FAX: 08 6557 7600

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Parliament of Western Australia

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING

Report on the Financial Statements
I have audited the accounts and financial statements of the Department of Planning.

The financial statements comprise the Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2013, the 
Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Changes in Equity, Statement of Cash 
Flows, Schedule of Income and Expenses by Service, Schedule of Assets and Liabilities by 
Service, and Summary of Consolidated Account Appropriations and Income Estimates for the 
year then ended, and Notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other 
explanatory information, including Administered transactions and balances.

Director General’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
The Director General is responsible for keeping proper accounts, and the preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards 
and the Treasurer’s Instructions, and for such internal control as the Director General
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
financial statements based on my audit. The audit was conducted in accordance with 
Australian Auditing Standards. Those Standards require compliance with relevant ethical 
requirements relating to audit engagements and that the audit be planned and performed to 
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material 
misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and 
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s 
judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial 
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor 
considers internal control relevant to the Department’s preparation and fair presentation of the 
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of the accounting policies 
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the Director General, as well 
as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
audit opinion.

Opinion
In my opinion, the financial statements are based on proper accounts and present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of the Department of Planning at 30 June 2013 and its
financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended. They are in accordance with 
Australian Accounting Standards and the Treasurer’s Instructions.
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Report on Controls
I have audited the controls exercised by the Department of Planning during the year ended 
30 June 2013.

Controls exercised by the Department of Planning are those policies and procedures 
established by the Director General to ensure that the receipt, expenditure and investment of 
money, the acquisition and disposal of property, and the incurring of liabilities have been in 
accordance with legislative provisions.

Director General’s Responsibility for Controls
The Director General is responsible for maintaining an adequate system of internal control to 
ensure that the receipt, expenditure and investment of money, the acquisition and disposal of 
public and other property, and the incurring of liabilities are in accordance with the Financial 
Management Act 2006 and the Treasurer’s Instructions, and other relevant written law.

Auditor’s Responsibility
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
controls exercised by the Department of Planning based on my audit conducted in accordance 
with Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the adequacy of 
controls to ensure that the Department complies with the legislative provisions. The procedures 
selected depend on the auditor’s judgement and include an evaluation of the design and 
implementation of relevant controls.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
audit opinion.

Opinion
In my opinion, the controls exercised by the Department of Planning are sufficiently adequate 
to provide reasonable assurance that the receipt, expenditure and investment of money, the 
acquisition and disposal of property, and the incurring of liabilities have been in accordance 
with legislative provisions during the year ended 30 June 2013.

Report on the Key Performance Indicators
I have audited the key performance indicators of the Department of Planning for the year ended 
30 June 2013.

The key performance indicators are the key effectiveness indicators and the key efficiency 
indicators that provide information on outcome achievement and service provision.

Director General’s Responsibility for the Key Performance Indicators
The Director General is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the key 
performance indicators in accordance with the Financial Management Act 2006 and the 
Treasurer’s Instructions and for such controls as the Director General determines necessary to 
ensure that the key performance indicators fairly represent indicated performance.

Auditor’s Responsibility
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
key performance indicators based on my audit conducted in accordance with Australian 
Auditing and Assurance Standards. 
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An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the key performance 
indicators. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the key performance indicators. In making 
these risk assessments the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Director General’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the key performance indicators in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances. An audit also includes evaluating the 
relevance and appropriateness of the key performance indicators for measuring the extent of 
outcome achievement and service provision.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
audit opinion.

Opinion
In my opinion, the key performance indicators of the Department of Planning are relevant and 
appropriate to assist users to assess the Department’s performance and fairly represent 
indicated performance for the year ended 30 June 2013.

Independence
In conducting this audit, I have complied with the independence requirements of the Auditor 
General Act 2006 and Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards, and other relevant ethical 
requirements. 

Matters Relating to the Electronic Publication of the Audited Financial Statements and 
Key Performance Indicators
This auditor’s report relates to the financial statements and key performance indicators of the 
Department of Planning for the year ended 30 June 2013 included on the Department’s 
website. The Department’s management is responsible for the integrity of the Department’s 
website. This audit does not provide assurance on the integrity of the Department’s website. 
The auditor’s report refers only to the financial statements and key performance indicators 
described above. It does not provide an opinion on any other information which may have been
hyperlinked to/from these financial statements or key performance indicators. If users of the 
financial statements and key performance indicators are concerned with the inherent risks 
arising from publication on a website, they are advised to refer to the hard copy of the audited 
financial statements and key performance indicators to confirm the information contained in this 
website version of the financial statements and key performance indicators.

GLEN CLARKE
DEPUTY AUDITOR GENERAL
Delegate of the Auditor General for Western Australia
Perth, Western Australia
16 August 2013
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

COST OF SERVICES Note 2013 2012
$000 $000

Expenses
Supplies and services 6 34,226 35,379
Depreciation expense 7 2,683 2,349
Bad and doubtful debts 8 17 24
Committee/board fees 9 275 416
Grants and subsidies 10 8,360 4,540
Revaluation decrement 11 19,937 27,601
Other expenses 12 3,951 4,356
Total cost of services 69,449 74,665

Income

Revenue
Grants from other bodies 13 1,190 1,075
Commonwealth grants and contributions 14 0 649
Rental revenue 6,375 6,032
User charges and fees 15 9,423 7,583
Interest revenue 16 4,696 5,464
Other revenue 17 1,390 1,637
Total Revenue 23,074 22,440

Gains
Gain on disposal of non-current assets 18 4,780 12,349
Total Gains 4,780 12,349

Total income other than income from State Government 27,854 34,789

NET COST OF SERVICES 41,595 39,876

Income from State Government 19
State grants and contributions 351 710
Service appropriation 88,465 95,143
Services received free of charge 0 144
Total income from State Government 88,816 95,997

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE PERIOD(a) 47,221 56,121

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Changes in asset revaluation surplus 33 2,420 866
Gains/losses recognised directly in equity
Total other comprehensive income 2,420 866

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE PERIOD 49,641 56,987

See also Note 46 'Schedule of Income and Expenses by Service'.

(a) The majority of the surplus represents appropriations received for the acquisition of land for the
     Metropolitan Region Scheme, the Peel Region Scheme and Greater Bunbury Region Scheme.

The Statement of Comprehensive Income should be read in conjunction with the
accompanying notes.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 30 JUNE 2013

Note 2013 2012
ASSETS $000 $000
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 20 150,480 132,412
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 21 11,512 11,558
Receivables 22 3,442 2,298
Inventories 23 9 13
Other current assets 24 350 338
Total Current Assets 165,793 146,619

Non-Current Assets
Amounts receivable for services 25 3,599 3,219
Land and equity in land 26 548,957 538,827
Buildings 27 31,680 30,035
Infrastructure 28 6,810 7,679
Equipment 29 1,221 1,431
Total Non-Current Assets 592,267 581,191

TOTAL ASSETS 758,060 727,810

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Payables 31 8,016 6,689
Other current liabilities 32 11,583 14,791
Total Current Liabilities 19,599 21,480

TOTAL LIABILITIES 19,599 21,480

NET ASSETS 738,461 706,330

EQUITY 33
Contributed equity 0 0
Reserves 31,770 29,350
Accumulated surplus/(deficit) 706,691 676,980
TOTAL EQUITY 738,461 706,330

The Statement of Financial Position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying
notes.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

Accumulated
Contributed surplus/ Total

Note Equity Reserves (deficit) equity
$000 $000 $000 $000

Balance at 1 July 2011 33 0 28,484 622,479 650,963

     Surplus/(deficit) 56,121 56,121
     Other comprehensive income 866 866
Total comprehensive income for the period 0 866 56,121 56,987

Transactions with owners in their capacity as
owners:
     Capital appropriations 17,821 17,821
     Distributions to owners (19,441) (19,441)
Total (1,620) 0 0 (1,620)

(1,620) 29,350 678,600 706,330

Transfer of debit balance to Accumulated surplus 1,620 (1,620) 0

Balance at 30 June 2012 0 29,350 676,980 706,330

Balance at 1 July 2012 0 29,350 676,980 706,330

     Surplus/(deficit) 47,221 47,221
     Other comprehensive income 2,420 2,420
Total comprehensive income for the period 0 2,420 47,221 49,641

Transactions with owners in their capacity as
owners:
     Capital appropriations 8,400 8,400
     Distributions to owners (25,910) (25,910)
Total (17,510) 0 0 (17,510)

(17,510) 31,770 724,201 738,461

Transfer of debit balance to Accumulated surplus 17,510 (17,510) 0

Balance at 30 June 2013 0 31,770 706,691 738,461

The Statement of Changes in Equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

Note 2013 2012
$000 $000

CASH FLOWS FROM STATE GOVERNMENT
Service appropriation 88,084 94,763
Capital contributions 8,400 17,821
Equity repayments (17,696) (20,017)
Net cash provided by State Government 78,788 92,567

Utilised as follows:
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Payments
Supplies and services (28,734) (31,636)
Committee/board fees (280) (409)
Grants and subsidies (6,444) (4,542)
GST payments on purchases (4,162) (5,455)
GST payment to taxation authority (248) (1,263)
Other payments (8,517) (7,534)

Receipts
State and other bodies grants and contributions 1,164 1,894
Commonwealth grants and contributions 0 649
Rental received 6,262 5,983
User charges and fees 8,899 7,587
Interest received 4,833 5,880
GST receipts on sales 1,047 2,333
GST receipts from taxation authority 3,584 4,621
Other receipts 1,082 2,229
Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities 34 (21,514) (19,663)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from sale of non-current physical assets 7,084 18,933
Purchase of non-current physical assets (46,336) (79,814)
Net cash provided by/(used in) investing activities (39,252) (60,881)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 18,022 12,023

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of period 143,970        131,947

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD 34 161,992 143,970

The Statement of Cash Flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

1.

2.

(a) General Statement

Early adoption of standards

Where modification is required and has had a material or significant financial effect upon the reported results,
details of that modification and the resulting financial effect are disclosed in the notes to the financial
statements.

The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting using the historical cost
convention, except for land, buildings and infrastructure which have been measured at fair value.

The Financial Management Act and the Treasurer’s Instructions impose legislative provisions that govern the
preparation of financial statements and take precedence over Australian Accounting Standards, the
Framework, Statements of Accounting Concepts and other authoritative pronouncements of the AASB.

The WAPC is a not-for-profit reporting entity that prepares general purpose financial statements in
accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards, the Framework, Statements of Accounting Concepts
and other authoritative pronouncements of the AASB as applied by the Treasurer’s Instructions. Several of
these are modified by the  Treasurer’s Instructions to vary application, disclosure, format and wording.

Summary of significant accounting policies

(b) Basis of Preparation

The reporting entity comprises the Western Australian Planning Commission.

Australian Accounting Standards

General

The financial statements are presented in Australian dollars and all values are rounded to the nearest
thousand dollars ($'000).

The accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the financial statements have been consistently applied
throughout all periods presented unless otherwise stated.

The WAPC cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting Standard unless specifically permitted by
Treasurer's Instruction (TI) 1101 Application of Australian Accounting Standards and Other Pronouncements .  
There has been no early adoption of Australian Accounting Standards that have been issued or amended
(but not operative) by the WAPC for the annual reporting period ended 30 June 2013.

(c) Reporting Entity

The financial statements of the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) for the year ended 30
June 2013 have been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards. The term 'Australian
Accounting Standards' refers to Standards and Interpretations issued by the Australian Accounting Standard
Board (AASB).

The WAPC has adopted any applicable new and revised Australian Accounting Standards from their
operative dates.

Note 3 'Judgements made by management in applying accounting policies' discloses judgements that have
been made in the process of applying the WAPC's accounting policies resulting in the most significant effect
on amounts recognised in the financial statements.

Note 4 'Key sources of estimation uncertainty' discloses key assumptions made concerning the future, and
other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the end of the reporting period, that have a significant risk of
causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year.
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Revenue recognition

Sale of land and other assets

Provision of services

Subdivision and strata title application fees

Rental

Interest

Service Appropriations

Grants, donations, gifts and other non-reciprocal contributions

AASB Interpretation 1038 Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly-Owned Public Sector Entities requires
transfers in the nature of equity contributions, other than as a result of a restructure of administrative
arrangements, to be designated by the Government (the owner) as contributions by owners (at the time of, or
prior to transfer) before such transfers can be recognised as equity contributions. Capital appropriations
have been designated as contributions by owners by TI 955 Contributions by Owners made to Wholly Owned
Public Sector Entities  and have been credited directly to Contributed Equity.

Where contributions recognised as revenues during the reporting period were obtained on the condition that
they be expended in a particular manner or used over a particular period, and those conditions were
undischarged as at the end of the reporting period, the nature of, and amounts pertaining to, those
undischarged conditions are disclosed in the notes.

Service Appropriations are recognised as revenues at fair value in the period in which the WAPC gains
control of the appropriated funds. The WAPC gains control of appropriated funds at the time those funds are
deposited to the bank account or credited to the 'Amounts receivable for services' (holding account) held at
Treasury.

Revenue is recognised at fair value when the WAPC obtains control over the assets comprising the
contributions, usually when cash is received.

Other non-reciprocal contributions that are not contributions by owners are recognised at their fair value.
Contributions of services are only recognised when a fair value can be reliably determined and the services
would be purchased if not donated.

Revenue is recognised on receipt of application fees and the services are contracted to Department of
Planning for determination.

Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable. Revenue is recognised for the
major business activities as follows:

The transfers of net assets to/from other agencies, other than as a result of a restructure of administrative
arrangements, are designated as contributions by owners where the transfers are non-discretionary and non-
reciprocal.

Revenue is recognised from the sale of land and disposal of other assets when the significant risks and
rewards of ownership transfer to the purchaser and proceeds can be measured reliably.

Revenue is recognised on a straight line basis in accordance to leasing terms.  Refer also Note 2(n) 'Rent'.

Revenue is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction.

Revenue is recognised as the interest accrues.

(d) Contributed Equity

(e) Income
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION

(f) Property, Plant and Equipment and Infrastructure

Capitalisation/expensing of assets

Realised and unrealised gains are usually recognised on a net basis. These include gains arising on the
disposal of non-current assets and some revaluations of non-current assets.

Gains

Initial recognition and measurement

For items of property, plant and equipment and infrastructure acquired at no cost or for nominal cost, the cost
is their fair value at the date of acquisition.

Property, plant and equipment and infrastructure are initially recognised at cost. 

Land and buildings are independently valued annually by the Western Australian Land Information Authority
(Valuation Services) and recognised annually to ensure that the carrying amount does not differ materially
from the asset's fair value at the end of the reporting period.

The most significant assumptions in estimating fair value are made in assessing whether to apply the existing
use basis to assets and in determining estimated useful life.  Professional judgement by the valuer is required 
where the evidence does not provide a clear distinction between market type assets and existing use assets.

In the absence of the market-based evidence, fair value of land and buildings is determined on the basis of
existing use. This normally applies where buildings are specialised or where land use is restricted. Fair
value for existing use assets is determined by reference to the cost of replacing the remaining future
economic benefits embodied in the asset, i.e. the depreciated replacement cost. Where the fair value of
buildings is determined on using the depreciated replacement cost basis, the accumulated depreciation is
eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the net amount restated to the revalued 

Fair value of the regional open space buildings and infrastructure has been determined by reference to the
depreciated replacement cost (existing use basis) as the assets are specialised and no market-based
evidence of value is available.  Independent valuations are obtained every 3 years.

Subsequent to initial recognition as an asset, the revaluation model is used for the measurement of land,
buildings and infrastructure and historical cost for all other property, plant and equipment. Land, buildings
and infrastructure are carried at fair value less accumulated depreciation (buildings and infrastructure only)
and accumulated impairment losses. All other items of property, plant and equipment are stated at historical
cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses.

Items of property, plant and equipment and infrastructure costing $5,000 or more are recognised as assets
and the cost of utilising assets is expensed (depreciated) over their useful lives. Items of property, plant and
equipment and infrastructure costing less than $5,000 are immediately expensed direct to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income (other than where they form part of a group of similar items which are significant in
total).

Refer to Note 26 'Land and Equity in Land', Note 27 'Buildings' and Note 28 'Infrastructure' for further
information on revaluations.

Subsequent measurement

Where market-based evidence is available, the fair value of land and buildings is determined on the basis of
current market buying values determined by reference to recent market transactions. When buildings are
revalued by reference to recent market transactions, the accumulated depreciation is eliminated against the
gross carrying amount of the asset and the net amount restated to the revalued amount.

When regional open space buildings and infrastructure are revalued, the accumulated depreciation is
eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the net amount restated to the revalued
amount.
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Asset  revaluation surplus

Buildings 10 - 40 years
Infrastructure 5 - 40 years
Computer equipment 2.5 years
Other equipment 5 - 15 years
Leased motor vehicles 8 years

Upon disposal or derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment and infrastructure, any
revaluation surplus relating to that asset is retained in the asset revaluation surplus.

Derecognition

Computer software

Land is not depreciated. Depreciation on other assets is calculated using the straight line method, using
rates which are reviewed annually.  Estimated useful lives for each class of depreciable asset are:

Depreciation

The asset revaluation surplus is used to record increments and decrements on the revaluation of non-current
assets as described in Note 26 'Land and Equity in Land, Note 27 'Buildings' and Note 28 'Infrastructure'.

Website costs are charged as expenses when they are incurred unless they relate to the acquisition or
development of an asset when they may be capitalised and amortised. Generally, costs in relation to
feasibility studies during the planning phase of a website, and ongoing costs of maintenance during the
operating phase are expensed. Costs incurred in building or enhancing a website, to the extent that they
represent probable future economic benefits that can be reliably measured, are capitalised.

The risk of impairment is generally limited to circumstances where an asset’s depreciation is materially
understated, or where the replacement cost is falling or where there is a significant change in useful life.
Each relevant class of assets is reviewed annually to verify that the accumulated depreciation/amortisation
reflects the level of consumption or expiration of the asset's future economic benefits and to evaluate any
impairment risk from falling replacement costs.

Website costs

All non-current assets having a limited useful life are systematically depreciated over their estimated useful
lives in a manner that reflects the consumption of their future economic benefits.

(g) Impairment of Assets

Software that is an integral part of the related hardware is treated as property, plant and equipment.  Software 
that is not an integral part of the related hardware is treated as an intangible asset. Software costing less
than $5,000 is expensed in the year of acquisition.

Property, plant and equipment and infrastructure are tested for any indication of impairment at the end of
each reporting period. Where there is an indication of impairment, the recoverable amount is estimated.
Where the recoverable amount is less than the carrying amount, the asset is considered impaired and is
written down to the recoverable amount and an impairment loss is recognised. Where an asset measured at
cost is written down to recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognised in profit or loss. Where a
previously revalued asset is written down to recoverable amount, the loss is recognised as a revaluation
decrement in other comprehensive income. As the WAPC is a not-for-profit entity, unless an asset has been
identified as a surplus asset, the recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell
and depreciated replacement cost. 

The recoverable amount of assets identified as surplus assets is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and
the present value of future cash flows expected to be derived from the asset. Surplus assets carried at fair
value have no risk of material impairment where fair value is determined by reference to market-based
evidence. Where fair value is determined by reference to depreciated replacement cost, surplus assets are
at risk of impairment and the recoverable amount is measured. Surplus assets at cost are tested for
indications of impairment at the end of each reporting period.

Refer to Note 30 'Impairment of Assets' for the outcome of impairment reviews and testing.
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• Loans and receivables; and
• Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.

• Cash and cash equivalents
• Restricted cash and cash equivalents
• Receivables
• Amounts receivable for services

• Payables
• Finance lease liabilities
• Borrowings

The WAPC has entered into a number of leases to rent land and buildings where the WAPC, as lessor,
retains all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. Accordingly, these leases have been classified as
operating leases. Lease revenue is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income on a straight line
basis over the lease term.

For the purpose of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalent (and restricted cash and cash
equivalent) assets comprise cash on hand and short-term deposits with original maturities of three months or
less that are readily convertible to a known amount of cash and which are subject to insignificant risk of
changes in value.

(k) Cash and Cash Equivalents

(l) Inventories

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Costs are assigned by the method
most appropriate to each particular class of inventory, with the majority being valued on a first-in first-out
basis.  See Note 23 'Inventories'.

(h) Non-current Assets (or Disposal Groups) Classified as Held for Sale

In addition to cash, the WAPC has two categories of financial instrument:

Non-current assets (or disposal groups) held for sale are recognised at the lower of carrying amount and fair
value less costs to sell and are presented separately from other assets in the Statement of Financial Position.
Assets classified as held for sale are not depreciated or amortised.

(i) Leases

(j) Financial Instruments

Finance lease rights and obligations are initially recognised, at the commencement of the lease term, as
assets and liabilities equal in amount to the fair value of the leased item or, if lower, the present value of the
minimum lease payments, determined at the inception of the lease. The assets are disclosed as plant,
equipment and vehicles under lease, and are depreciated over the period during which the WAPC is
expected to benefit from their use. Minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance charge
and the reduction of the outstanding lease liability, according to the interest rate implicit in the lease.

Financial instruments have been disaggregated into the following classes:

Initial recognition and measurement of financial instruments is at fair value which normally equates to the
transaction cost or the face value. Subsequent measurement is at amortised cost using the effective interest
method.

Financial Assets

Financial Liabilities

The fair value of short-term receivables and payables is the transaction cost or the face value because there
is no interest rate applicable and subsequent measurement is not required as the effect of discounting is not
material.
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(i) Provisions - Employee Benefits

(q) Provisions

Payables are recognised when the WAPC becomes obliged to make future payments as a result of a
purchase of assets or services. The carrying amount is equivalent to fair value, as they are generally settled
within 30 days.

(m) Amounts Receivable for Services (Holding Account)

(n) Rent

Regular rental valuations are commissioned to ensure a competitive rental is obtained for each leased
property. Rental revenue receivables are recognised at the amounts receivable, as they are due for
settlement no more than 30 days from the date of recognition.

Rental revenue is received on properties leased by the WAPC prior to the properties being used for their
acquired purpose under the Metropolitan Region Scheme, the Peel Region Scheme and the Greater Bunbury
Region Scheme. 

The WAPC receives income from the State Government partly in cash and partly as an asset (holding
account receivable). The accrued amount appropriated is accessible on the emergence of the cash funding
requirement to cover asset replacement.

Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing and amount and are recognised where there is a present legal or
constructive obligation as a result of a past event and when the outflow of resources embodying economic
benefits is probable and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. Provisions are
reviewed at the end of each reporting period.

(o) Receivables

(p) Payables

Receivables are recognised and carried at original invoice amount less an allowance for any uncollectible
amounts (i.e. impairment). The collectability of receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis and any
receivables identified as uncollectible are written off against the allowance account. The allowance for
uncollectible amounts (doubtful debts) is raised when there is objective evidence that the WAPC will not be
able to collect the debts. The carrying amount is equivalent to fair value as it is due for settlement within 30
days.

Annual and long service leave that is not expected to be settled within 12 months after the end of the
reporting period is recognised and measured at the present value of amounts expected to be paid when
the liabilities are settled using the remuneration rate expected to apply at the time of settlement.

When assessing expected future payments consideration is given to expected future wage and salary
levels including non-salary components such as employer superannuation contributions, as well as the
experience of employee departures and periods of service.

All annual leave and unconditional long service leave provisions are classified as current liabilities as the
WAPC does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after
the end of the reporting period.

The expected future payments are discounted using market yields at the end of the reporting period on
national government bonds with terms to maturity that match, as closely as possible, the estimated
future cash outflows.

The liability for annual and long service leave that is expected to be settled within 12 months after the
end of the reporting period is recognised and measured at the undiscounted amounts expected to be
paid when the liabilities are settled.

Annual leave and long service leave
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(ii) Provisions - Other

Employment on-costs

Employees commencing employment prior to 16 April 2007 who were not members of either the Pension
Scheme or the GSS became non-contributory members of the West State Superannuation Scheme
(WSS). Employees commencing employment on or after 16 April 2007 became members of the GESB
Super Scheme (GESBS). From 30 March 2012, existing members of the WSS or GESBS and new
employees became able to choose their preferred superannuation fund. The WAPC makes concurrent
contributions to GESB and other funds on behalf of employees in compliance with the Commonwealth 
Government's Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 . Contributions to these
accumulation schemes extinguish the WAPC's liability for superannuation charges in respect of
employees who are not members of the Persion Scheme and GSS.

Superannuation

Assets or services received from other State Government agencies are separately disclosed under Income
from State Government in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

The superannuation expense in the Statement of Comprehensive Income comprises of employer
contributions paid to the GSS (concurrent contributions), the WSS, the GESBS, and other superannuation
fund.

(s) Assets and Services Received Free of Charge or for Nominal Cost

Assets or services received free of charge or for nominal cost are recognised as income at the fair value of
the assets and/or the fair value of those services that can be reliably measured and the WAPC would
otherwise pay for. A corresponding expense is recognised for services received. Receipts of assets are
recognised in the Statement of Financial Position.

(r) Superannuation Expense

The WAPC has no liabilities under the Pension Scheme or the GSS. The liabilities for the unfunded
Pension Scheme and the unfunded GSS transfer benefits attributable to members who transferred from
the Pension Scheme, are assumed by the Treasurer. All other GSS obligations are funded by
concurrent contributions made by the WAPC to the GESB.

The GESB makes all benefit payments in respect of the Pension Scheme and the GSS, and is recouped
from the Treasurer for the employer’s share. 

See also Note 2(r) 'Superannuation expense'.

The GSS is a defined benefit scheme for the purposes of employees and whole-of-government reporting.  
However, it is a defined contribution plan for agency purposes because the concurrent contributions
(defined contributions) made by the WAPC to GESB extinguishes the agency's obligations to the related
superannuation liability.

Eligible employees contribute to the Pension Scheme, a defined benefit pension scheme closed to new
members since 1987, or the Gold State Superannuation Scheme (GSS), a defined benefit lump sum
scheme closed to new members since 1995.

The Government Employees Superannuation Board (GESB) and other fund providers administers public
sector superannuation arrangements in Western Australia in accordance with legislative requirements.
Eligibility criteria for membership in particular schemes for public sector employees vary according to
commencement and implementation dates.

Employment on-costs, including workers’ compensation insurance, are not employee benefits and are
recognised separately as liabilities and expenses when the employment to which they relate has
occurred. Employment on-costs are included as part of 'Other expenses' and are not included as part of
the WAPC’s 'Employee benefits expense'. The related liability is included in 'Employment on-costs
provision'.
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3.

4.

Estimating economic service potential of rental buildings

5.

Operative for
reporting
periods

beginning
on/after

1 Jan 2015

Operating lease commitments

The WAPC has entered into a number of leases to rent land and buildings where the WAPC, as lessor,
retains all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. Accordingly, these leases have been classified as
operating leases.

Key estimates and assumptions concerning the future are based on historical experience and various other
factors that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities within the next financial year.

The preparation of financial statements requires management to make judgements about the application of
accounting policies that have a significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements. The
WAPC evaluates these judgements regularly.

The WAPC has applied the following Australian Accounting Standards effective for annual reporting periods
beginning on or after 1 July 2012 that impacted on the WAPC.

Judgements made by management in applying accounting policies

Comparative figures are, where appropriate, reclassified to be comparable with the figures presented in the
current financial year.

The WAPC has depreciated its rental buildings based on the estimated economic service potential of each
building to the WAPC. The service potential of the buildings cannot always be reliably estimated due to
timing of land disposals not always being under the control of the WAPC. For example, changes to the
Metropolitan Region Scheme and the capital works programs of other agencies and local governments.

Disclosure of changes in accounting policy and estimates

The WAPC cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting Standard unless specifically permitted by TI 1101
Application of Australian Accounting Standards and Other Pronouncements . Consequently, the WAPC has
not applied early any following Australian Accounting Standards that have been issued that may impact the
WAPC. Where applicable, the WAPC plans to apply these Australian Accounting Standards from their
application date.

Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards not yet operative

AASB 9 Financial Instruments

AASB 2011-9 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Presentation of Items of Other
Comprehensive Income [AASB 1, 5, 7, 101, 112, 120, 121, 132, 133, 134, 1039 & 1049]

This Standard requires to group items presented in other comprehensive income on the basis of whether they
are potentially reclassification to profit or loss subsequently (reclassification adjustments). There is no
financial impact.

Initial application of an Australian Accounting Standard

(t) Comparative Figures

Key sources of estimation uncertainty

This Standard supersedes AASB 139 Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement , introducing a number of changes to accounting treatments.
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Operative for
reporting
periods

beginning
on/after

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2013

1 Jan 2013

1 Jan 2014

AASB 11 Joint Arrangements

This Standard supersedes AASB 131 Interests in Joint Ventures , introducing a number of
changes to accounting treatments.

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred by one year for not-for-profit entities
by AASB 2012-10 . The WAPC has not yet determined the application or the potential
impact of the Standard.

AASB 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities

This Standard supersedes disclosure requirements under AASB 127 Consolidated and
Separate Financial Statements  and AASB 131  Interests in Joint Ventures .

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred by one year for not-for-profit entities
by AASB 2012-10 . The WAPC has not yet determined the application or the potential
impact of the Standard.

This Standard defines fair value, sets out a framework for measuring fair value and
requires additional disclosures about fair value measurements. There is no financial
impact.

AASB 119 Employee Benefits

This Standard supersedes AASB 119 (October 2010) , making changes to the recognition,
presentation and disclosure requirements.

AASB 127 Separate Financial Statements

This Standard supersedes AASB 127 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements , 
introducing a number of changes to accounting treatments.

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred by one year for not-for-profit entities
by AASB 2012-10 . The WAPC has not yet determined the application or the potential
impact of the Standard.

AASB 10 Consolidated Financial Statements

This Standard supersedes AASB 127 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements
and Int 112 Consolidation - Special Purpose Entities , introducing a number of changes to
accounting treatments.

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred by one year for not-for-profit entities
by AASB 2012-10 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Transition Guidance
and Other Amendments . The WAPC has not yet determined the application or the
potential impact of the Standard.

AASB 2012-6 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Mandatory Effective Date 
of AASB 9 and Transition Disclosures amended the mandatory application date of this
Standard to 1 January 2015. The WAPC has not yet determined the application or the
potential impact of the Standard.

The WAPC does not have any defined benefit plans, and therefore the financial impact will
be limited to the effect of discounting annual leave and long service leave liabilities that
were previously measured at the undiscounted amounts.

AASB 13 Fair Value Measurement
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Operative for
reporting
periods

beginning
on/after

1 Jan 2014

1 Jul 2013

1 Jul 2014

1 Jul 2013

1 Jan 2015

1 Jul 2013

AASB 1055 Budgetary Reporting

This Standard specifies the nature of budgetary disclosures, the circumstances which they
are to be included in the general purpose financial statements of not-for-profit entities
within the GGS. The WAPC will be required to disclose additional budgetary information
and explanations of major variances between actual and budgeted amounts, though there
is no financial impact.

This Standard makes consequential amendments to other Australian Accounting
Standards and Interpretations as a result of issuing AASB 9  in December 2010.

AASB 2011-2 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from the Trans-
Tasman Convergence Project - Reduced Disclosure Requirements [AASB 101 & 1054]

This Standard removes disclosure requirements from other Standards and incorporates
them in a single Standard to achieve convergence between Australian and New Zealand
Accounting Standards for reduced disclosure reporting.  There is no financial impact.

AASB 2012-6 amended the mandatory application date of this Standard to 1 January
2015. The WAPC has not yet determined the application or the potential impact of the
Standard.

AASB 2010-7 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 9
(December 2010) [AASB 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 101, 102, 108, 112, 118, 120, 121, 127, 128, 131,
132, 136, 137, 139, 1023 & 1038 and Int  2, 5, 10, 12, 19 & 127]

AASB 1053 Application of Tiers of Australian Accounting Standards

This Standard establishes a differential financial reporting framework consisting of two tiers
of reporting requirements for preparing general purpose financial statements. There is no
financial impact.

AASB 2010-2 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from Reduced
Disclosure Requirements [AASB 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 101, 102, 107, 108, 110, 111, 112, 116,
117, 119, 121, 123, 124, 127, 128, 131, 133, 134, 136, 137, 138, 140, 141, 1050 & 1052
and Int  2, 4, 5, 15, 17, 127, 129 & 1052]

This Standard makes amendments to Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations
to introduce reduced disclosure requirements for certain types of entities. There is no
financial impact.

AASB 128 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

This Standard supersedes AASB 128 Investments in Associates , introducing a number of
changes to accounting treatments.

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred by one year for not-for-profit entities
by AASB 2012-10 . The WAPC has not yet determined the application or the potential
impact of the Standard.
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Operative for
reporting
periods

beginning
on/after

1 Jul 2013

1 Jan 2013

1 Jan 2013

1 Jan 2013

1 Jul 2013

1 Jul 2013

1 Jan 2013

AASB 2011-10 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 119
(September 2011) [AASB  1, 8, 101, 124, 134, 1049 & 2011-8 and Int 14]

AASB 2011-11 Amendments to AASB 119 (September 2011) arising from Reduced
Disclosure Requirements

AASB 2012-2 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Disclosures - Offsetting
Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities [AASB 7 &132]

This Standard amends the required disclosures in AASB 7 to include information that will
enable users of an entity’s financial statements to evaluate the effect or potential effect of
netting arrangements, including rights of set-off associated with the entity’s recognised
financial assets and recognised financial liabilities, on the entity’s financial position. There
is no financial impact.

This Standard gives effect to Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure
Requirements for AASB 119 (September 2011) .  There is no financial impact.

This Standard makes amendments to other Australian Accounting Standards and
Interpretations as a result of issuing AASB 119 Employee Benefits in September 2011.
There is no financial impact.

AASB 2011-7 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from the
Consolidation and Joint Arrangements Standards [AASB 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 2009-11, 101,
107, 112, 118, 121, 124, 132, 133, 136, 138, 139, 1023 & 1038 and Int  5, 9, 16 & 17]

This Standard gives effect to consequential changes arising from the issuance of AASB 
10, AASB 11, AASB 127 Separate Financial Statements and AASB 128 Investments in
Associates and Joint Ventures . For not-for-profit entities it applies to annual reporting
period beginning on or after 1 January 2014. The WAPC has not yet determined the
application or the potential impact of the Standard.

AASB 2011-6 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Extending Relief from
Consolidation, the Equity Method and Proportionate Consolidation - Reduced Disclosure
Requirements [AASB  127, 128 & 131]

This Standard extends the relief from consolidation, the equity method and proportionate
consolidation by removing the requirement for the consolidated financial statements
prepared by the ultimate or any intermediate parent entity to be IFRS compliant, provided
that the parent entity, investor or venturer and the ultimate or intermediate parent entity
comply with Australian Accounting Standards or Australian Accounting Standards -
Reduced Disclosure Requirements.  There is no financial impact.

AASB 2011-8 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 13
[AASB 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 2009-11, 2010-7, 101, 102, 108, 110, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120,
121, 128, 131, 132, 133, 134, 136, 138, 139, 140, 141, 1004, 1023 & 1038 and Int 2, 4,
12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 131 & 132]

This Standard replaces the existing definition and fair value guidance in other Australian
Accounting Standards and Interpretations as the result of issuing AASB 13 in September
2011.  There is no financial impact.

AASB 2012-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Fair Value Measurement -
Reduced Disclosure Requirements [AASB 3, 7, 13, 140 & 141]

This Standard establishes and amends reduced disclosure requirements for additional and
amended disclosures arising from AASB 13 and the consequential amendments
implemented through AASB 2011-8 .  There is no financial impact.
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Operative for
reporting
periods

beginning
on/after

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2013

1 Jan 2013

1 Jul 2013

1 Jan 2013

1 Jul 2013

AASB 2012-10 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Transition Guidance
and Other Amendments [AASB 1, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 101, 102, 108, 112, 118, 119,
127, 128, 132, 133, 134, 137, 1023, 1038, 1039, 1049, & 2011-7 and Int 12]

This Standard makes amendments to AASB 10 and related Standards to revise the
transition guidance relevant to the initial application of those Standards, and to clarify the
circumstances in which adjustments to an entity’s previous accounting for its involvement
with other entities are required and the timing of such adjustments.

The Standard was issued in December 2012. The WAPC has not yet determined the
application or the potential impact of the Standard.

AASB 2012-11 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure
Requirements and Other Amendments [AASB 1, 2, 8, 10, 107, 128, 133, 134 & 2011-4]

This Standard makes various editorial corrections to Australian Accounting Standards –
Reduced Disclosure Requirements (Tier 2). These corrections ensure that the Standards
reflect decisions of the AASB regarding the Tier 2 requirements.

This Standard also extends the relief from consolidation and the equity method (in the new
Consolidation and Joint Arrangements Standards) to entities complying with Australian
Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements.  There is no financial impact.

AASB 2012-3 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Offsetting Financial
Assets and Financial Liabilities [AASB 132]

This Standard adds application guidance to AASB 132 to address inconsistencies
identified in applying some of the offsetting criteria, including clarifying the meaning of
“currently has a legally enforceable right of set-off” and that some gross settlement
systems may be considered equivalent to net settlement.  There is no financial impact.

AASB 2012-5 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from Annual
Improvements 2009-11 Cycle [AASB 1, 101, 116, 132 & 134 and Int 2]

This Standard makes amendments to the Australian Accounting Standards and
Interpretations as a consequence of the annual improvements process. There is no
financial impact.

AASB 2012-6 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Mandatory Effective
Date of AASB 9 and Transition Disclosures [AASB 9, 2009-11, 2010-7, 2011-7 & 2011-8]

This Standard amends the mandatory effective date of AASB 9 Financial Instruments to
1 January 2015. Further amendments are also made to consequential amendments
arising from AASB 9 that will now apply from 1 January 2015 and to consequential
amendments arising out of the Standards that will still apply from 1 January 2013. There is
no financial impact.

AASB 2012-7 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from Reduced
Disclosure Requirements [AASB 7, 12, 101 & 127]

This Standard adds to or amends the Australian Accounting Standards to provide further
information regarding the differential reporting framework and the two tiers of reporting
requirements for preparing general financial statement.  There is no financial impact.
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2013 2012
$000 $000

6. Supplies and Services

Consultants and contractors 7,481 12,044
Services provided by Department of Planning - labour 8,326 8,452
Services provided by Department of Planning - other 14,080 10,468
Repairs and maintenance 2,362 2,334
Cleaning / gardening 152 193
Lease / rental / hire charges 218 299
Advertising and promotion 436 490
Printing 221 242
Utilities 241 194
Communication 85 116
Consumables 410 381
Other 214 166

34,226 35,379

7. Depreciation

Regional open space buildings 439 398
Rental buildings 1,796 1,514
Infrastructure 169 165
Equipment 243 240
Vehicles 36 32

2,683 2,349

8. Bad and Doubtful Debt Expense

Doubtful debts expense 17 24
17 24

9. Committee / Board Fees

Travel 1 2
Sitting fees 223 373
Superannuation 20 33
Other 31 8

275 416

10. Grants and Subsidies

General government agencies 7,028 2,056
Non government agencies 496 1,374
Local government 836 1,110

8,360 4,540

11. Revaluation Decrement

Land 19,937 27,601
19,937 27,601

12. Other Expenses

Licence / maintenance fees 146 218
Minor equipment purchases 25 31
Employment on-costs(a) 142 443
Rates and taxes 606 442
Insurance 189 158
Compensation payment 2,643 2,453
Other 200 611

3,951 4,356

(a) Includes workers' compensation insurance and other employment on-costs. Superannuation contributions accrued
as part of the provision for leave are employee benefits and are not included in employment on-costs.
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2013 2012
$000 $000

13. Grants from Other Bodies

External sponsorships 109 0
External - local government 1,081 1,075

1,190 1,075

14. Commonwealth Grants and Contributions

Contributions for Coastal Rehabilitation 0 649
0 649

15. User Charges and Fees

Easements 3 0
Subdivision and strata title application fees 6,760 5,318
Endorsement fees 16 18
Plan and diagram fees 1,562 1,448
Land reservation certificates 1,020 754
Development application fees 62 45

9,423 7,583

16. Interest Revenue

Interest earned on Commonwealth Bank account 4,696 5,464
4,696 5,464

17. Other Revenue

Sale of goods 3 10
Whiteman Park revenue(a) 757 751
Land acquired for nil cost and capitalised at fair value 0 791
Previous years GST receivable from ATO 610 0
Other 20 85

1,390 1,637

(a)

18. Net Gain/(Loss) on Disposal of Non-Current Assets

Land
Proceeds from disposal of non-current assets 10,208 18,319
Carrying amount of disposal of non-current assets 5,388 5,970
Gain/(loss) on disposal of non-current assets 4,820 12,349

Rental buildings
Proceeds from disposal of non-current assets 38 0
Carrying amount of disposal of non-current assets 69 0
Gain/(loss) on disposal of non-current assets (31) 0

Other assets
Proceeds from disposal of non-current assets 0 0
Carrying amount of disposal of non-current assets 9 0
Gain/(loss) on disposal of non-current assets (9) 0

Total proceeds from disposal of non-current assets 10,246 18,319
Total carrying amounts of disposal of non-current assets 5,466 5,970
Net gain/(loss) on disposal of non-current assets 4,780 12,349

Excludes rental revenue on leases held at Whiteman Park which is included within rental revenue on Statement of
Comprehensive Income.
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2013 2012
$000 $000

19. Income from State Government

State grants and contributions
- General government agencies 351 710

351 710

Service appropriation received during the period(a):
- Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax 85,181 84,181
- Other 3,284 10,962

88,465 95,143

Determined on the basis of the following estimates provided by agencies:
Department of Transport 0 143
Department of Water 0 1

0 144

88,816 95,997

(a)

(b)

20. Cash and Cash Equivalents

Current
Cash held at the Commonwealth Bank:
- Metropolitan Region Improvement Fund 144,796 117,068
- Western Australian Planning Commission Account 5,682 15,341
Cash advance 2 3

150,480 132,412

21. Restricted Cash and Cash Equivalents

Current
- Metropolitan Region Improvement Fund(a) 259 6,647
- Western Australian Planning Commission Account(b) 11,253 4,911

11,512 11,558

(a)

(b)

22. Receivables

Current 
Receivables 1,511 655
Allowance for impairment of receivables (70) (125)
GST receivable 134 375
Accrued interest 1,135 1,273
Other accrued income 732 120

3,442 2,298

Reconciliation of changes in the allowance for impairment of receivables:
Balance at start of period 125 101
Doubtful debts expense 17 24
Amounts written off during the period (72) 0
Balance at end of period 70 125

Cash held in the MRIF is to be used for various projects and studies.

Service appropriations fund the net cost of services delivered. Appropriation revenue comprises a cash
component and a receivable (asset). The receivable (holding account) comprises the budgeted depreciation
expense for the year and any agreed increase in leave liabilities during the financial year.

Assets or services received free of charge or for nominal cost are recognised as revenue at the fair value of the
assets and/or the fair value of those services that can be reliably measured and which would have been purchased
if they were not donated. Contributions of assets or services in the nature of contributions by owners are
recognised direct to equity.

Services received free of charge from other state government agencies during the
period:(b)

Cash held in the WAPC Account is to be used for Regional Land Acquisitions, Coastal Zone Management, Natural
Resource Management and various other studies.
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2013 2012
$000 $000

23. Inventories

Current
Inventories held for resale:
-  Publications at cost 9 13

9 13

24. Other Assets

Current
Settlement payments 35 35
Tenant security bonds 263 238
Prepayments 52 65

350 338

25. Amounts Receivable for Services

Non-current 3,599 3,219
3,599 3,219

26. Land and Equity in Land

i. Land

Metropolitan Region Scheme Purchases
Other regional roads - at fair value 42,118 19,220
Primary regional roads - at fair value 64,799 36,864
Parks and recreation areas - at fair value 286,295 275,449
Other land purchases - at fair value 28,678 19,199
Land surplus to requirements - at fair value 88,382 147,651

510,272 498,383
510,272

Peel and Greater Bunbury Region Scheme Purchases
Other regional roads - at fair value 51 522
Primary regional roads - at fair value 7,641 10,331
Parks and recreation areas - at fair value 13,600 15,515
Other land purchases - at fair value 1,167 1,506
Land surplus to requirements - at fair value 3 500

22,462 28,374
22,462

Represents the non-cash component of service appropriations. See Note 2(m) 'Amounts Receivable For Services
(Holding Account)'.  It is restricted in that it can only be used for asset replacement.

This represents the total fair value of properties owned by the WAPC. Properties are either negotiated purchases or
are compulsorily acquired under the provisions of the Planning and Development Act 2005 or the Land Administration
Act 1997.

Land was revalued at 1 July 2012 by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services). The
valuations were performed during the year ended 30 June 2013 and recognised at 30 June 2013. In undertaking the
revaluation, fair value was determined by reference to current market value where the land has been identified as being
surplus to the region scheme requirements and on the basis of current use value where land is held for the purpose of
the schemes.

Valuation Services, the Office of the Auditor General and the Department of Treasury assessed the valuations globally
to ensure that the valuations provided as at 1 July 2012 were compliant with fair value as at 30 June 2013.
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2013 2012
$000 $000

ii. Equity in Land

Equity in land of this nature is as follows:
Equity in land - at cost 16,223 12,070
Total Land and Equity in Land 548,957 538,827

548,957

27. Buildings

Regional open space buildings
At fair value 15,546 16,796
Accumulated depreciation 0 777

15,546 16,019

Rental buildings
At fair value 15,179 13,829
Accumulated depreciation 0 0

15,179 13,829

Buildings under construction
Construction costs 955 187

Total buildings 31,680 30,035

At the time of a compensation payment, the WAPC's equity in the property is established on the ratio of compensation
paid, as a proportion of the unaffected value of the property. If the WAPC resumes the property at a later date, the
purchase consideration is calculated by deducting the WAPC's equity as a percentage of the total valuation at the time
of acquisition.

When a property is reserved for possible future acquisition, the owner may apply under certain circumstances through
the provisions of Part 11 of the Planning and Development Act 2005, to sell the property at a lesser price than might
reasonably be expected had there been no reservation. If approved, compensation representing the difference is paid
to the vendor.

Regional open space buildings were independently revalued by Independent Valuers of Western Australia as at 26
June 2013. The valuations were recognised at 30 June 2013. Fair value was determined on the basis of existing and
continued use.

Rental Buildings were revalued at 1 July 2012 by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation
Services). The valuations were performed during the year ended 30 June 2013 and recognised at 30 June 2013. In
undertaking the revaluation, fair value was determined by reference to current market value where the buildings have
been identified as being surplus to the region scheme requirements and on the basis of depreciated replacement cost
where buildings are held for the purpose of the schemes.

Valuation Services, the Office of the Auditor General and the Department of Treasury assessed the valuations globally
to ensure that the valuations provided as at 1 July 2012 were compliant with fair value as at 30 June 2013.
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2013 2012
$000 $000

28. Infrastructure

At fair value 4,958 4,562
Accumulated depreciation 0 322

4,958 4,240

Infrastructure under construction
Construction costs 1,852 3,439

Total infrastructure 6,810 7,679

29. Equipment

Computer Equipment
At cost 211 445
Accumulated depreciation 211 445

0 0

Other Equipment
At cost 2,395 2,493
Accumulated depreciation 1,369 1,228

1,026 1,265

Vehicles
At cost 335 275
Accumulated depreciation 140 109

195 166

Total equipment 1,221 1,431

30. Impairment of assets

There were no indications of impairment to land, buildings, infrastructure and equipment assets at 30 June 2013.

Infrastucture assets were independently revalued by Independent Valuers of Western Australia as at 26 June 2013.
The valuations were recognised at 30 June 2013. Fair value was determined on the basis of existing and continued
use.
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2013 2012
$000 $000

31. Payables

Current
Trade payables 1,509 1,757
Accrued expenses 6,507 4,927
Accrued salaries 0 5

8,016 6,689

32. Other Liabilities

Current
Tenants' bonds 263 238
Income in advance(a) 11,304 14,523
Other liabilities 16 30

11,583 14,791

(a)

33. Equity

Contributed equity

Balance at start of period 0 0

Contribution by owners
Capital contribution(a) 8,400 17,821
Repayable capital appropriation recognised as a liability(b) 0
Total contributions by owners 8,400 17,821

Distribution to owners
Net Assets transferred to Government(c) (20,443) (4,938)
Transfer of net assets to Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority (5,467) (14,503)
Total distribution to owners (25,910) (19,441)

(17,510) (1,620)

Transfer of debit balance to Accumulated surplus(d) 17,510 1,620

Balance at end of period 0 0
0

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

$9.6m (FY2012:$12.7m) received from Public Transport Authority (PTA) for full payment for lands acquired by the
WAPC on behalf of PTA for the purpose of the southern suburbs railway.  

The Government holds the equity interest in the WAPC on behalf of the community. Equity represents the residual
interest in the net assets of the WAPC. The asset revaluation surplus represents that portion of equity resulting from
the revaluation of non-current assets.

Under TI 955 Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly Owned Public Sector Entities , capital contributions have
been designated as contributions by owners in accordance with AASB Interpretation 1038 Contributions by
Owners Made to Wholly Owned Public Sector Entities .

Under TI 955 repayable capital appropriations are to be recognised as a liability by the entity. When the original
appropriation was received by WAPC, it was treated as an equity contribution as the repayable amount could not
be measured with any degree of accuracy. Given that all but one claim is yet to be resolved, it is now appropriate
to recognise it as a liability to Department of Treasury the estimated amount repayable to department of Treasury.
Therefore this amount was transferred from equity to a liability as per the intent of the TI 955.

TI 955 requires non-reciprocal transfers of net assets to Government to be accounted for as distribution to owners
in accordance with AASB Interpretation 1038.

TI 955 requires a debit balance in the Contributed Equity to be transferred to Accumulated surplus in the Statement
of Financial Position.
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2013 2012
$000 $000

Reserves

Asset Revaluation Surplus:
Balance at start of period 29,350 28,484
Net revaluation increments/(decrements):
Rental buildings 2,087 866
Regional open space buildings (369) 0
Infrastructure 702 0
Balance at end of period 31,770 29,350

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)

Balance at start of period 676,980 622,479
Transfer of debit balance in Contributed equity (17,510) (1,620)
Result for the period 47,221 56,121
Balance at end of period 706,691 676,980

659,470
Total Equity at end of period 738,461 706,330

34. Notes to the Statement of Cash Flows

Reconciliation of Cash

150,480 132,412

11,512 11,558

161,992 143,970

Reconciliation of net cost of services to net cash flows provided by/(used in) operating activities

Net cost of services (41,595) (39,876)

Non cash items:
Depreciation expense 2,683 2,349
Bad and doubtful debts expense 17 24
Revaluation decrement 19,937 27,601
Resources received free of charge 0 144
Land not acquired at fair value (credited to other revenue) 0 (791)
Adjustment for other non-cash items 12 (39)
Net (gain)/loss on sale of assets (4,780) (12,349)

Add : State grants and contributions 351 710

(Increase)/decrease in assets:
Current receivables (1,385) 609
Current inventory 4 6
Other current assets (12) 24

Increase/(decrease) in liabilities:
Payables (248) (116)
Other current liabilities 3,260 1,807

Net GST receipts/(payments) 221 236
Change in GST in receivables/payables 20 (3)

Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities (21,514) (19,663)

Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the Statement of Cash Flows is reconciled to the related items in the
Statement of Financial Position as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents (see Note 20 'Cash and Cash
Equivalents')
Restricted cash and cash equivalents (see Note 21 'Restricted
Cash and Cash Equivalents')
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2013 2012
$000 $000

35. Remuneration of Members of the Accountable Authority

2013 2012
No. No.

$
0 - 10,000 2 2
10,001 - 20,000 6 7
160,001 - 170,000 1 0
270,001 - 280,000 0 1

9 10

$000 $000
Base remuneration and superannuation 197 342
Annual leave and long service leave accruals 31 0
Other benefits 31 50
The total remuneration of members of the accountable authority 259 392

36. Remuneration of Auditor

Remuneration paid or payable to the Auditor General in respect to the audit for the current financial year is as
follows:

Auditing the accounts, financial statements and key performance indicators 66 64

37. Commitments

The commitments below are inclusive of GST where relevant

Capital expenditure commitments

Within 1 year 422 819
422 819

Non-cancellable operating lease commitments

Within 1 year 56 91
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years 42 80

98 171

Lease commitments

370 392
938 1,076

1,214 392
2,522 1,860

The number of members of the accountable authority, whose total of fees, salaries, superannuation, non-monetary
benefits and other benefits for the financial year, fall within the following bands are:

The total remuneration includes the superannuation expense incurred by WAPC in respect of members of the
accountable authority.

No members of the Accountable Authority are members of the Pension Scheme.

Capital expenditure commitments, being contracted capital expenditure additional to the amounts reported in the
financial statements, are payable as follows:

Commitments in relation to non-cancellable operating lease rentals contracted for at the end of reporting period but not
recognised as liabilities in the financial statements are payable as follows:

Some of the land and buildings are leased to tenants under long-term operating leases with rentals payable monthly.

Minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases of land and buildings not recognised in the financial
statements are receivable as follows:
Within 1 year
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years
Later than 5 years
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2013 2012
$000 $000

38. Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

Contaminated sites

39. Supplementary Financial Information

Write-Offs

72 0
Public property written-off by the WAPC during the financial year 12 0

84 0

40. Services Provided Free of Charge

41. Events Occurring after the Reporting Period

No information has become apparent after the reporting period which would materially affect the financial statements.

42. Related Bodies

The WAPC does not have any related bodies.

43. Affiliated Bodies

The WAPC does not have any affiliated bodies.

In addition to the liabilities included in the financial statements, there are the following contingent liabilities:

Under the operation of the Metropolitan, Peel and Greater Bunbury Region Schemes, reservations exist on properties
that may result in compensation being paid to the landholder or the property being acquired for the WAPC's estate.
The WAPC on an annual basis sets such compensation and  acquisition priorities.

In some cases the landholder disputes the compensation/consideration offered by the WAPC, either through arbitration
or through Court action. Resolving such disputes form part of the ordinary business of the WAPC and any additional
payments that arise are managed within the resources of the Metropolitan Region Improvement Fund and the regional
land Acquisition Appropriation.

During the period no services were provided to other agencies free of charge for functions outside the normal
operations of the WAPC.

The WAPC's contingent liabilities as at 30 June 2013 (with respect to the Metropolitan, Peel and Greater Bunbury
Region Schemes) is approximately $160.5 million. The WAPC is unable to provide individual estimates of each liability
as negotiations are in progress. The provision of estimates may compromise the WAPC's legal position.

The WAPC's contingent assets as at 30 June 2013 (with respect to the Metropolitan, Peel and Greater Bunbury Region
Schemes) is approximately $1.1 million, being a claim seeking the repayment of compensation following the return of
land to the landholder.

Under the Contaminated Sites Act 2003 , the WAPC is required to report known and suspected contaminated sites to
the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC). In accordance with the Act, DEC classifies these sites on the
basis of the risk to human health, the environment and environmental values. Where sites are classified as
contaminated - remediation required or possibly contaminated - investigation required , the WAPC may have a liability
in respect of investigation or remediation expenses.

During the year, the WAPC reported no new suspected contaminated sites to DEC. Previously reported sites have yet
to be classified by DEC. The WAPC is unable to assess the likely outcome of the classification process, and
accordingly, it is not practical to estimate the potential financial effect or to identify the uncertainties relating to the
amount or timing of any outflows. Whilst there is no possibility of reimbursement of any future expenses that may be
incurred in the remediation of these sites, the WAPC may apply for funding from the Contaminated Sites Management
Account to undertake further investigative work or to meet remediation costs that may be required.

Debts written-off by the WAPC during the financial year
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44. Explanatory Statement

2013 2013
Estimate Actual Variance

$000 $000 $000
Expenses
Supplies and services 31,520 34,226 2,706

Income
Rental revenue 5,250 6,375 1,125
User charges and fees 7,445 9,423 1,978

Gains
Gain on disposal of non-current assets 2,500 4,780 2,280

Income from State Government
Service appropriation 86,584 88,465 1,881

Expenses

Supplies and services

Income

Rental revenue

User charges and fees

Gains
Gain on disposal of non-current assets

Income from State Government
Service appropriation

Significant variations between estimates and actual results for 2013 and between the actual results for
2012 and 2013 are shown below. Significant variations are considered to be those greater than 20% or
$1,000,000.

Significant variances between estimated and actual results for 2013

The variance is due to general rental rate increases across the general property market and the
increase in the number of Commercial rentals due to increased purchases of land and buildings.

The increase in expenditure reflects the payments to the Department of Planning which were higher
than anticipated due to the increase in Fees and Charges revenue. This revenue is redirected to the
Department of Planning who provide the resources to determine planning applications.

The variance is due to an increase in the volume of sub-division applications due to increased activity in
the property market. Previous indications were that the market would flatten out, reducing the volume of
applications but the market has picked up over the year under review.

The increase in the gain on disposal is mainly due to sales of land associated with the Southern
Suburbs Rail not anticipated when the budget was set. The gain on sale of assets is mainly land which
can vary considerably depending on the carrying value of the asset.

The variance is due to the Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax revenue being more than forecast. As
this is a hypothecated tax, WAPC receives the total revenue received during the year.
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Significant variances between actual results for 2012 and 2013

2013 2012 Variance
$000 $000 $000

Expenses
Supplies and services 34,226 35,379 (1,153)
Grants and subsidies 8,360 4,540 3,820
Revaluation decrement 19,937 27,601 (7,664)

Income
User charges and fees 9,423 7,583 1,840

Gains
Gain on disposal of non-current assets 4,780 12,349 (7,569)

Income from State Government
Service appropriation 88,465 95,143 (6,678)

Expenses

Supplies and services

Grants and subsidies

Revaluation decrement

Income
User charges and fees

Gains
Gain on disposal of non-current assets

Income from State Government
Service appropriation

Revaluation of land to fair value in June 2013 resulted in a revaluation decrement. WAPC revalues its
landholdings each year and this can lead to an increase or decrease in value of the landholdings.

The gain on disposal is mainly due to sales of land associated with the Southern Suburbs Rail. Gains
will vary depending on the carrying value of land. In many cases the carrying value is current use which
is lower in value due to constrained planning purposes.

The variance is due to the transfer of the Elizabeth Quay project to the Metropolitan Redevelopment
Authority on January 1, 2012.

The variance is due to an increase in the volume of sub-division applications due to increased activity in
the property market. Whilst the trend was expected to flatten out, the year has seen increased activity in
the property market.

The variation is due to the payment of grants to Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority for the Elizabeth
Quay project as agreed with them when the project was transferred to them.

The variance is due to the transfer of the Elizabeth Quay project to the Metropolitan Redevelopment
Authority in June 2012. This has resulted in reduced recurrent expenditure.
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45. Financial Instruments

(a)  Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies

Credit risk

Liquidity risk

Market risk.

(b) Categories of Financial Instruments

2013 2012
$000 $000

Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 150,480 132,412
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 11,512 11,558
Receivables(a) 6,907 5,142
Total Financial Assets 168,899 149,112

Financial liabilities
Payables 8,016 6,689
Total Financial Liabilities 8,016 6,689

Financial instruments held by the WAPC are cash and cash equivalents, finance leases, receivables
and payables. The WAPC has limited exposure to financial risks. The WAPC's overall risk
management program focuses on managing the risks identified below.

Credit risk arises when there is the possibility of the WAPC’s receivables defaulting on their contractual
obligations resulting in financial loss to the WAPC.

In addition to cash, the carrying amounts of each of the following categories of financial assets and
financial liabilities at the end of the reporting period are as follows:

(a) The amount of receivables excludes GST recoverable from the ATO (statutory receivable).

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the end of the reporting period in relation to each class of
recognised financial assets is the gross carrying amount of those assets inclusive of any allowance for
impairment as shown in the table at Note 45(c) 'Financial Instruments Disclosures' and Note 22
'Receivables'.

Credit risk associated with the WAPC’s financial assets is minimal because the main receivable is the
amounts receivable for services (holding account). For receivables other than government, the WAPC
trades only with recognised, creditworthy third parties. The WAPC has policies in place to ensure that
sales of products and services are made to customers with an appropriate credit history. In addition,
receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis with the result that the WAPC’s exposure to
bad debts is minimal. At the end of the reporting period, there were no significant concentrations of
credit risk.

Liquidity risk arises when the WAPC is unable to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The
WAPC is exposed to liquidity risk through its trading in the normal course of business. The WAPC has
appropriate procedures to manage cash flows including drawdowns of appropriations by monitoring
forecast cash flows to ensure that sufficient funds are available to meet its commitments.

Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices such as foreign exchange rates and interest rates
will affect the WAPC's income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The WAPC does
not trade in foreign currency and is not materially exposed to other price risks (for example, equity
securities or commodity prices changes). The WAPC's exposure to market risk for changes in interest
rates relates primarily to cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash and cash equivalents which
are held at variable interest rates. The WAPC have no borrowings. Other than as detailed in the
Interest rate sensitivity analysis table at Note 45(c), the WAPC is not exposed to interest rate risk.
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includes interest and principal cash flow
s.  The interest rate exposure section analyses only the carrying am

ounts of each item
.

Interest rate exposure
M

aturity dates
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Interest rate sensitivity analysis

C
arrying

A
m

ount
S

urplus
E

quity
S

urplus
E

quity
2013

$000
$000

$000
$000

$000
Financial A

ssets
C

ash and cash equivalents
150,480

(1,505)
(1,505)

1,505
1,505

R
estricted cash and cash equivalents

11,512
(115)

(115)
115

115
161,992

(1,620)
(1,620)

1,620
1,620

C
arrying

A
m

ount
S

urplus
E

quity
S

urplus
E

quity
2012

$000
$000

$000
$000

$000
Financial A

ssets
C

ash and cash equivalents
132,412

(1,324)
(1,324)

1,324
1,324

R
estricted cash and cash equivalents

11,558
(116)

(116)
116

116
143,970

(1,440)
(1,440)

1,440
1,440

Fair values

A
llfinancialassets

and
liabilities

recognised
in

the
S

tatem
entofFinancialP

osition,w
hetherthey

are
carried

atcostorfairvalue,are
recognised

atam
ounts

thatrepresenta
reasonable approxim

ation of fair value unless otherw
ise stated in the applicable notes.

-100 basis points
+100 basis points

+100 basis points

The
follow

ing
table

represents
a

sum
m

ary
ofthe

interestrate
sensitivity

ofthe
W

A
P

C
’s

financialassets
and

liabilities
atthe

end
ofthe

reporting
period

on
the

surplus
forthe

period and equity for a 1%
 change in interest rates.  It is assum

ed that the change in interest rates is held constant throughout the reporting period.

-100 basis points
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46.
Schedule of Incom

e and Expenses by Service

2013
2012

2013
2012

2013
2012

2013
2012

$000
$000

$000
$000

$000
$000

$000
$000

C
O

ST O
F SER

VIC
ES

Expenses
Supplies and services

11,074
9,007

7,753
9,639

15,399
16,733

34,226
35,379

D
epreciation expense

0
0

0
0

2,683
2,349

2,683
2,349

Bad and doubtful debts
0

0
0

0
17

24
17

24
C

om
m

ittee/board fees
122

164
77

136
76

116
275

416
G

rants and subsidies
0

2
6,428

2,409
1,932

2,129
8,360

4,540
R

evaluation decrem
ent

0
0

0
0

19,937
27,601

19,937
27,601

O
ther expenses

49
166

264
584

3,638
3,606

3,951
4,356

Total cost of services
11,245

9,339
14,522

12,768
43,682

52,558
69,449

74,665

Incom
e 

R
evenue

G
rants from

 other bodies
0

0
1,160

1,075
30

0
1,190

1,075
C

om
m

onw
ealth grants and contributions

0
0

0
649

0
0

0
649

R
ental revenue

0
0

0
0

6,375
6,032

6,375
6,032

U
ser fees and charges

8,400
6,829

1,020
754

3
0

9,423
7,583

Interest revenue
1,565

1,821
1,565

1,821
1,566

1,821
4,696

5,464
O

ther revenue
208

8
212

52
970

1,577
1,390

1,637
Total R

evenue
10,173

8,658
3,957

4,352
8,944

9,430
23,074

22,440

G
ains

G
ain on disposal of non-current assets

0
0

0
0

4,780
12,349

4,780
12,349

Total G
ains

0
0

0
0

4,780
12,349

4,780
12,349

Total incom
e other than incom

e from
 State 

G
overnm

ent
10,173

8,658
3,957

4,352
13,724

21,779
27,854

34,789

N
ET C

O
ST O

F SER
VIC

ES 
1,072

681
10,565

8,416
29,958

30,779
41,595

39,876

IN
C

O
M

E FR
O

M
 STATE G

O
VER

N
M

EN
T

State grants and contributions
0

0
301

710
50

0
351

710

Total
Statutory Planning

Strategic Planning
Asset M

anagem
ent
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Service appropriation
14,324

11,870
18,497

16,259
55,644

67,014
88,465

95,143
R

esources received free of charge
0

48
0

48
0

48
0

144
Total incom

e from
 State G

overnm
ent

14,324
11,918

18,798
17,017

55,694
67,062

88,816
95,997

Surplus/(deficit) for the period
13,252

11,237
8,233

8,601
25,736

36,283
47,221

56,121

The Schedule of Incom
e and Expenses by Service should be read in conjunction w

ith the accom
panying notes.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
For the year ended 30 June 2013

WAPC and Government Desired Outcomes and Key Performance Indicators

Government Goal

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

- Metropolitan Perth 67% 84% 100% 81%

- Country Western Australia 79% 68% 100% 93%

The WAPC is not the sole determinant of land availability, as, for a number of reasons, not all preliminary approvals (which reflect a bank of 
developable land from which developers can draw) go through to the final approval stage.  These include external factors such as 
availability of raw materials, interest rates, developer capacity and market conditions.  Therefore, the WAPC is only able to respond to 
applications lodged for preliminary and final approval. These measures are extracted from the Department of Planning's electronic 
administrative subdivision tracking system and are published in the quarterly bulletin entitled State Lot Activity.

Reduced staff numbers and increase in 
complexity of applications.

Services

The WAPC’s Mission is to formulate and coordinate land use strategies for Western Australia to 
facilitate its growth while continuously enhancing its unique quality of life and environment.  In this 
way the WAPC contributes to the Government's goals outlined in the table below. 

Desired Outcome

State Building - Major Projects            
Building strategic infrastructure that 
will create jobs and underpin Western 
Australia's long-term economic 
development.

Land use planning and land 
use implementation 
strategies to guide the 
State's long-term urban 
settlement and economic 
development.

1. Statutory Planning

2. Strategic Planning

3. Asset Management

Why are the indicators considered relevant to the outcomes and services?

The efficiency indicators incorporate the cost of each service and as such gauge the overall efficiency in achieving the desired outcome.

Why they are key indicators of performance?

Improved approvals system and less 
complicated applications

The indicators chosen directly measure the WAPC's effectiveness and efficiency in producing services and meeting the service objectives.

How can the indicators assist the reader to assess performance?

The effectiveness indicators inform the reader how well the land use planning activities of the WAPC contribute to the development of Land 
Use Planning and Land Use implementation Strategies that guide the State's long term urban settlement and economic development. 
Results can be compared with previous years performance (where available) or with like service providers in other States.  Efficiency 
indicators gauge the cost of each service based on a measurable unit of quantity. For example, results are presented on a $cost per 
decision or per hectare managed basis for easy comprehension.

Effectiveness Indicator:                   % of planning applications determined within set statutory parameters.

Outcomes and Key Effectiveness Indicators

WAPC Level Government Desired Outcome: Land use planning and land use implementation strategies to guide the State's long-
term urban settlement and economic development.

Reasons for Significant Variance

The planning community comprises the WAPC's primary client group and consists of a wide range of individuals, companies, agencies and 
groups involved in the land use planning process. The level of usefulness of the WAPC's activities to this client group directly measures 
how effective the WAPC is in guiding the State's long term urban settlement and economic development.

The WAPC seeks to provide sufficient land for housing to accommodate the anticipated future population growth of the State.  To this end, 
the WAPC plays an important role by ensuring sufficient zoned urban land and facilitating orderly land release through structure planning 
and issuing subdivision approvals throughout the State.  The WAPC is partnered with the Department of Planning in this process.  The 
WAPC issued final approvals for 1,843 subdivisions during 2012/13 (Perth and Peel) to the land development industry.  
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Effectiveness Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Determinations which were processed 
without a successful appeal 99% 99% 99% 99%

Effectiveness Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Applications processed within the 
statutory timeframes 79% 76% 75% 84%

Effectiveness Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Planning decisions - strategic, 
environment, industry, infrastructure, 
transport

50% 101% 100% 89%

Client Survey
Usefulness of Statutory Planning 
Activities

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13

(Rated useful or better)
-Not Useful 25% 20% 17% 7% 7%
-Neutral 22% 24% 24% 13% 15%
-Useful 53% 56% 59% 80% 78%

The survey undertakes satisfaction levels of various planning activities. Whilst a target rate of 100% useful would be an ideal outcome there is not set measure of the expected target.
there is no set target figure set each year due to the scope of the survey.

Reasons for Significant Variance

Reduction in number of committee meetings 
and the number of reports submitted

Also to determine the effectiveness of statutory and strategic planning activities, an external survey is undertaken with the clients of the 
land use planning system (developers, infrastructure departments, local authorities and other stakeholders).  Specific strategies, programs, 
plans, policies and statutory activities which guide the State's long term urban settlement and economic growth are nominated within the 
survey and clients are requested to rate the WAPC's effectiveness with regard to those activities.  The results of the survey (shown below) 
measure directly the effectiveness of the WAPC.

The WAPC conducts an annual survey of its clients seeking their views on the activities of the WAPC in a wide range of planning areas. 
Research Solutions, an independent research consultancy, conducted the 2013 survey using an online questionnaire. A response rate of 
24% (24% in 2012) equal to 324 responses out of a population of 1,368 was achieved, with a confidence level of 95% and a sampling error 
at 95% confidence level of +/-4.8%.

Reasons for Significant Variance

Effectiveness Indicator: Usefulness of Statutory Planning activities

Planning decisions - strategic, environment, industry, infrastructure, transport

The percentage of determinations made without successful applications for review provides an indicator of the WAPC's effectiveness in the 
application of the State Planning Framework .  Effective application of this framework delivers efficient decisions and ensures that new land 
is adequately serviced.  Where a determination is successfully challenged by demonstrating flaws in the application of policy, additional 
costs may be incurred both by the developer and subsequently by land purchasers.  The indicator is the percentage of all subdivision, 
strata and development determinations made that are not successfully "reviewed" (i.e. upheld) before the State Administrative Tribunal 
(SAT).  The data shows that 3 applications for review before the SAT were upheld in 2012-13,and that  3 ,436 subdivisions, strata and 
development applications were determined.  

Improved performance in country applications 

Determinations which were processed without a successful appeal

Applications processed within the statutory timeframes

The WAPC determines land use planning applications put to it. This indicator measures the timeframe efficiency of the statutory approval 
processes employed by the WAPC.
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Client Survey
Usefulness of Strategic Planning 
Activities

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13

(Rated useful or better)
-Not Useful 30% 20% 22% 8% 14%
-Neutral 30% 27% 22% 24% 22%
-Useful 40% 53% 56% 68% 64%

Effectiveness Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 20112-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Client satisfaction with strategic 
planning activities (via survey) 72% 73% 70% 73%

Effectiveness Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Client satisfaction with the timeliness 
of strategic planning activities (via 
survey)

48% 55% 60% 53%

Success in Conversion of Structure Plans 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
-Area actioned in Hectares (running total) 39,217 40,956 46,165 46,506 46,760
-Target Area in Hectares 55,558 55,558 55,558 55,558 55,558
-% of Target Area Actioned 70.6% 73.7% 83.10% 83.70% 84.16%

Effectiveness Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Acquisitions - acceptances within 
approved range 97% 95% 95% 91%

Disposals - realised in excess of 
reserved price 100% 100% 95% 100%

Acquisitions - approved schedule 
acquired within period 94% 95% 100% 105%

Disposals - approved schedule 
disposed within period 344% 278% 100% 205%

Client satisfaction with the timeliness of strategic planning activities (via survey)

Reasons for Significant Variance

Appraising the large number of responses to 
state and regional strategies is influencing 
delivery.

Reasons for Significant Variance

Client satisfaction with strategic planning activities (via survey)

Effectiveness Indicator: Success in Conversion of Structure Plans

Price and timing for acquisition and disposal of land for region schemes

The WAPC maintains sophisticated Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and the figures used in this measure are derived from those 
systems.

The WAPC sets in place structure plans that form the long term framework for the development of urban areas.  A measure of the 
effectiveness of the WAPC is the success in converting structure plans into statutory zones.

A structure plan is a non-statutory land use program produced after a broad scale plan has been formulated.  The structure plan provides 
detail regarding the different types of land uses in a given area, how they relate to each other, what movement systems are provided and 
includes, the amount of housing and industrial land, and open space provision.  Structure plans form the basis of local planning schemes or 
amendments to schemes.  A local planning scheme is a statutory land use plan usually produced by a local government and consists of 
land reserved for certain public purposes, and that land is zoned for a variety of different land uses  (eg. Residential, commercial, industrial, 
open space).

Structure plans developed by the WAPC directly contribute to the State’s long term urban settlement and economic development by 
ensuring that appropriate land is available through the implementation of statutory zones to meet population growth, that supporting 
infrastructure is put in place whilst addressing other social outcomes such as environmental sustainability.

The prices for the acquisition and disposal of land are negotiated with reference to both internal and independent valuation information.  
This ensures that a fair price is determined for both parties to the transactions.  Timing of acquisitions and disposals is important to ensure 
that land is acquired when needed and that land is disposed of in accordance with a planned program.  

Effectiveness Indicator: Usefulness of Strategic Planning activities

Reasons for Significant Variance

Extra sales for extensions to Southern Suburbs 
Parking
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Effectiveness Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Available days tenanted 97% 97% 96% 95%

Approved management program 
achieved 76% 89% 92% 95%

Approved management plan activities 
achieved 76% 89% 92% 95%

Occupancy rate and management of rental properties

Wherever possible, the WAPC leases residential and commercial buildings on acquired land until it is utilised for the purpose of its 
reservation.  The WAPC aims to maximise rental income on the basis of high occupancy rates and market rentals.

Reasons for Significant Variance
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Service 1: Statutory Planning

Efficiency Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Average cost per application 
determined $2,678 $2,833 $2,760 $3,273

Service 2: Strategic Planning

Efficiency Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Average cost per planning decision - 
strategic, environment, industry, 
infrastructure and transport

$80,790 $63,322 $79,910 $82,045

Service 3: Asset Management

Reasons for Significant Variance

Why is planning cost in relation to the size of the State's population and economic activity a key indicator of our performance? The WAPC 
sets in place land use plans and strategies to guide the State's long term urban settlement and economic development. These indicators of 
performance measure how efficiently the WAPC is conducting land use planning activities on a completion, time and cost basis.

Key Efficiency Indicators

Service Description: The acquisition, management and disposal of properties reserved under the Metropolitan, Peel and Greater 
Bunbury Region Schemes for primary and other regional roads, parks and recreation and regional open space areas, special uses 
including planning control area and improvement plans and major land development projects.

The WAPC makes decisions on a wide range of strategic land use planning matters. This indicator measures the cost efficiency of the 
WAPC in coming to its strategic decisions.

The indicator is derived by dividing the full cost of Strategic Planning services by the number of strategic planning decisions made in the 
financial year. The figures are sourced from the WAPC's financial system and from an internal database which tracks the number of 
Strategic Planning decisions made.

Average cost per planning decision - strategic, environment, industry, infrastructure and 

Service Description: Utilisation of statutory, consultative, legislative, regulatory reform and coordination processes that facilitate 
the implementation of creative and innovative strategic regional and local plans and policies.

The WAPC's measures of efficiency are formulated to measure the cost per planning activity. The overall cost to the State of providing a 
land use planning service on a per capita basis and as a proportion of the State's economic activity is a macro level indicator that gauges 
the efficiency of the WAPC.

Reasons for Significant Variance

Increase in costs associated with extra 
payments for salary recoups as part of the 
service level agreement with Department of 
Planning

Average cost per application determined

The WAPC determines land use planning applications put to it. This indicator measures the cost efficiency of the statutory approval 
processes employed by the WAPC.

The indicator is derived by dividing the full cost of Statutory Planning services by the number of statutory planning decisions made in the 
financial year. The figures are sourced from the WAPC's financial system and from an internal database which tracks the number of 
applications received/determined.

Service Description: The development and advancement of planning strategies, policies and information systems that guide the 
State's long-term urban settlement, industrial and economic development and the management of the environment in such a way 
that reflects the aspirations of the Western Australian community for a high quality of life.

The WAPC provides a wide range of Strategic Planning services in Western Australia. The indicators measure the output of decisions and 
the extent to which the WAPC's clients rate the Strategic Planning activities of the WAPC as being useful or better.

Increase in applications received and large 
backlog due to a large number of applications 
received in June 2013.

Note: The 2010-11 and 2011-12 figures have been restated due to the incorrect number of applications being determined that were used in the 
calculation of the average cost per service.
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Efficiency Indicator: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Target Actual

Hectares managed:
 - Improvement plans, regional roads 
and 
   other uses (includes rental 
properties)

3,505 3,502 3,550 3,387

 - Parks and recreation reserves 10,649 10,603 10,800 10,425

Average cost per hectare managed $1,495 $1,781 $1,464 $1,719

Cost of management of land acquired for region schemes

The WAPC holds properties with a value in excess of $548 million (fair value). These properties are held for a variety of purposes, but in 
the main are for park and recreational use, as well as for road and highway reserves. The cost per hectare of managing these properties is 
a measure of cost efficiency for this service.

Reasons for Significant Variance

Increased costs associated with compensation 
claims that were settled during 2012-13

The indicator is derived by dividing the full management costs (excluding revaluation decrements) associated with property activities by the 
number of hectares under management as shown. The figures are sourced from the WAPC's financial system and from and in-house 
property database system that tracks property holdings and transactions.  
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Auditor General

Page 1 of 3

7th Floor Albert Facey House 469 Wellington Street Perth  MAIL TO: Perth BC PO Box 8489 Perth WA 6849  TEL: 08 6557 7500  FAX: 08 6557 7600

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Parliament of Western Australia

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION

Report on the Financial Statements
I have audited the accounts and financial statements of the Western Australian Planning 
Commission.

The financial statements comprise the Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2013, the 
Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Changes in Equity and Statement of Cash 
Flows for the year then ended, and Notes comprising a summary of significant accounting 
policies and other explanatory information.

Commission’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
The Commission is responsible for keeping proper accounts, and the preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards 
and the Treasurer’s Instructions, and for such internal control as the Commission determines is 
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
financial statements based on my audit. The audit was conducted in accordance with 
Australian Auditing Standards. Those Standards require compliance with relevant ethical 
requirements relating to audit engagements and that the audit be planned and performed to 
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material 
misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and 
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s 
judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial 
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor 
considers internal control relevant to the Commission’s preparation and fair presentation of the 
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of the accounting policies 
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the Commission, as well as 
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
audit opinion.

Opinion
In my opinion, the financial statements are based on proper accounts and present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of the Western Australian Planning Commission at 
30 June 2013 and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended. They are in 
accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the Treasurer’s Instructions.
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Report on Controls
I have audited the controls exercised by the Western Australian Planning Commission during 
the year ended 30 June 2013.

Controls exercised by the Western Australian Planning Commission are those policies and 
procedures established by the Commission to ensure that the receipt, expenditure and 
investment of money, the acquisition and disposal of property, and the incurring of liabilities 
have been in accordance with legislative provisions.

Commission’s Responsibility for Controls
The Commission is responsible for maintaining an adequate system of internal control to 
ensure that the receipt, expenditure and investment of money, the acquisition and disposal of 
public and other property, and the incurring of liabilities are in accordance with the Financial 
Management Act 2006 and the Treasurer’s Instructions, and other relevant written law.

Auditor’s Responsibility
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
controls exercised by the Western Australian Planning Commission based on my audit 
conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the adequacy of 
controls to ensure that the Commission complies with the legislative provisions. The 
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement and include an evaluation of the 
design and implementation of relevant controls.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
audit opinion.

Opinion
In my opinion, the controls exercised by the Western Australian Planning Commission are 
sufficiently adequate to provide reasonable assurance that the receipt, expenditure and 
investment of money, the acquisition and disposal of property, and the incurring of liabilities 
have been in accordance with legislative provisions during the year ended 30 June 2013.

Report on the Key Performance Indicators
I have audited the key performance indicators of the Western Australian Planning Commission
for the year ended 30 June 2013.

The key performance indicators are the key effectiveness indicators and the key efficiency 
indicators that provide information on outcome achievement and service provision.

Commission’s Responsibility for the Key Performance Indicators
The Commission is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the key 
performance indicators in accordance with the Financial Management Act 2006 and the 
Treasurer’s Instructions and for such controls as the Commission determines necessary to 
ensure that the key performance indicators fairly represent indicated performance.

Auditor’s Responsibility
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
key performance indicators based on my audit conducted in accordance with Australian 
Auditing and Assurance Standards. 
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An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the key performance 
indicators. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the key performance indicators. In making 
these risk assessments the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Commission’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the key performance indicators in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances. An audit also includes evaluating the 
relevance and appropriateness of the key performance indicators for measuring the extent of 
outcome achievement and service provision.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
audit opinion.

Opinion
In my opinion, the key performance indicators of the Western Australian Planning Commission
are relevant and appropriate to assist users to assess the Commission’s performance and fairly 
represent indicated performance for the year ended 30 June 2013.

Independence
In conducting this audit, I have complied with the independence requirements of the Auditor 
General Act 2006 and Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards, and other relevant ethical 
requirements. 

Matters Relating to the Electronic Publication of the Audited Financial Statements and 
Key Performance Indicators
This auditor’s report relates to the financial statements and key performance indicators of the 
Western Australian Planning Commission for the year ended 30 June 2013 included on the 
Commission’s website. The Commission’s management is responsible for the integrity of the 
Commission’s website. This audit does not provide assurance on the integrity of the 
Commission’s website. The auditor’s report refers only to the financial statements and key 
performance indicators described above. It does not provide an opinion on any other 
information which may have been hyperlinked to/from these financial statements or key 
performance indicators. If users of the financial statements and key performance indicators are 
concerned with the inherent risks arising from publication on a website, they are advised to 
refer to the hard copy of the audited financial statements and key performance indicators to 
confirm the information contained in this website version of the financial statements and key 
performance indicators.

GLEN CLARKE
DEPUTY AUDITOR GENERAL
Delegate of the Auditor General for Western Australia
Perth, Western Australia
16 August 2013


